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By Jadyn Watson-Fisher

Every

year, freshmen and transfer students attend

welcoming and informational week before
classes begin to meet new students and get used
a

campus before those 8:50 a.m. classes
orientation was named ARISE.
to

"I had

This year,

start.

but I hadn't been im

experience ORU,
yet," said Ethan Norvell, freshman cinema, tele
vision and digital media major. "It was far better than I
had expected. The guys on my Boor were better than I
had hoped."
Spread throughout campus, student leaders wore
light blue shirts to set themselves apart. Leaders held
signs at designated check-in points and, at times, literally
at

mersed

screamed "welcome." Norvell said there

coming
feel

at

students who desired

to

were

make the

new

students

home.

general

education and

the GC and LRC.

the

Prayer Tower

Center

major courses take place in
Campus life hotspots such as SAGA,

and Armand Hammer Alumni-Student

came next on

the list.

"I hadn't been in the prayer
complex in a long time.
Being a new student, I felt like I had the right to ex

plore,"

said Norvell. "I got

to

go up
The

ing

the

to

talk

to

the

freshman dorm orientation.
The Graduate Center and

ter, where

most

exception

of dance,

all classes

are

Learning
held,

Resource Cen

came

first. With the

health, music and drama classes,

and

top."
students

campus dur
the first week of classes: Freshmen intently focused
new

are

easily spotted

on

stack of orientation papers, forming lines at the
Eagle Card Center, getting parking permits and twisting

keys

into their

"It
I

was a

really

definitely got

campus post office boxes.
quick week. It was a good experience.

new

acclimated

quickly,"

said Norvell.

Students and their families attended

receiving a key, freshmen and their parents
found their dorms to hang their wardrobe in their closet,
spread out their new extra-long bed sheets and find the
perfect spot on the wall for their white boards.
An exploration of the ORU campus came after

chaplains

on a

many wel

After

12

both

a

chapel

service

the first

evening of the week.
"God has amazing things planned

for your student,"
said President William M. Wilson. "Here at ORU, our

goal is to go out and make them the world changers
they are meant to be."
ARISE lifted incoming freshmen from nervous new
comers to confident first-timers
beginning their journey.
"God's going to do amazing things with this class,"
said Norvell.
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"Welcome to
ARISE 50!"
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Slide into the Year
By Norma Ramos

Student

Association hosted its annual back-to

"We

school event, Partiestival, to kick-off the semester
in high volume. Students lined
up along the side of

Lake

Evelyn on the first Friday of the school year.
The anticipation rose as students waited for
Partiestival to begin. Many stood in line
hoping to be
among the first 300 to get a free t-shirt.
''We stood in line for a whole hour," said Alicia Rose
Thompson, sophomore elementary education major.
Students

gathered across the lawn were eager to dig
participate in the games, including

into the food and
a

massive

water

slide down the hill behind Towers.

Student-led clubs lined the sidewalk
and entice students
local bands

performed

activities would be

months

to

join
on

to

give

away treats
while ORU students and

the lawn. To make

sure

the

successful, Student Association spent

planning Partiestival.

if"w@ sfLJderlts

soar

down the water slide

on

planning in the summer," said Roberto
Gallegos, sophomore management major. "Before
spring semester ended, we met and kept in contact
throughout the summer."
Gallegos worked as a graphic designer for the
Student Association Marketing Department.
start

SA members dedicated hours of work before
and

during Partiestival, where they shared tasks and
assignments at different stations.
"It was a lot of fun seeing my friends
working for
SA and seeing how energetic they were about the school
year," said Kalvin Payne, junior accounting major.
Partiestival wrapped up the night with students
chilling on the lawn listening to local bands perform.
"This is my third year attending this event, and every
year I experience something new," said Payne. "I look
forward to seeing what happens next year."

their stomachs. Some

stuGients slili:'l standing up.

14
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By Elizabeth Dailey

The

role of Anne Frank includes the

of

the

fear and

a
trials, joy,
portraying
the
as
Holocaust, just
young Jewish girl during
are recorded inside her
they
well-kept diary. This can
be daunting for any actor. However, these
challenges
provided the substance for the Oral Roberts University
Theatre production of "The Diary of Anne Frank."
This young girl spent the last two years of her life
hidden away in an attic during the Holocaust and re
corded her thoughts in her diary between June 1942 and
August 1944. Her family was eventually found and sent
to concentration
camps. Anne and her sister, Margot,
eventually died in a camp. Her father, who was the only
survivor, published her diary in 1947.
Anna Syptak, junior drama, television and film per
formance major, put great research and thought into the
character of Anne. Syptak read Anne's diary and even
studied testimonies of Holocaust survivors. The experi
ence was emotional, but valuable for
Syptak.
the
said
to
Syptak
pressure
produce a quality play was
fairly normal. With approximately a month to prepare,
every weeknight and Saturday was dedicated to develop
ing characters and perfecting scenes.
"It was very nice to be surrounded by a group of
people who were immersing themselves in such a pow
erful story with you," Syptak said. "We went through a
lot together, learning about the specific deaths of our
characters, accepting the reality of the Holocaust and
feeling the weight of our attempts to portray the past
tru th fully."

The

cast

traveled

to

the Sherwin Miller Museum of

Jewish Art to see the Holocaust exhibit. Their guide was
a
Jewish Holocaust survivor. Stories, pictures and articles
from the Holocaust provided perspective. In the muse16

urn, the

challenge
hopes of

''As

reality

a

cast,

of the Holocaust

we

impacted cast members.
supported each other by just be-

ing vulnerable with one another," said Madison Cole,
sophomore drama, television and film performance
major. "Since this play was so emotionally involving, we
had to address what we were going through during each
rehearsal. The biggest thing we could do for each other
is listen and open up."
Cole played the part of Miep. She said the emotional
gravity of the play caused the cast to turn to each other
for support, causing the offstage relationships of the
cast to

grow.

Through her story, Anne's life became a testimony
of hope despite life's hardships. There was neither a
cast nor audience member who was not
inspired by the
''Anne Frank" production.
"The lovely part of becoming Anne Frank was dis
covering her spirit," Syptak said. ''As a cast, we knew the
horror of the story, but we also knew that the main ele
ment
driving the families hidden in the attic was hope.

[Anne]
.

remained

..

confident,

and I find that

incredibly

"

lilspmng.

Although the story of Anne and her family ended in
tragedy, her zeal for life became a lasting legacy. Anne
stood for her beliefs in the midst of chaos and destruc
tion. Her faith did not falter and, because of this, her life
served

a

unique

"I have

be

to

because

today

much

I

is

purpose for the days to come.
an active
part of changing my
our

children's

history," Syptak

world,
said. ''As

wi'sh

with all my heart that I could go back in
time and change the past, I thank God that Anne's death
as

has served

to

importance

remind

of

people, even until today, of the
standing up for those who do not have

a

voice of their own."
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Christine Beaser plays Mrs. F
remained hidden and safe.
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The Golden
By

Mark

Hyde

and

much does the

typical ORU student know
about the university's history? Student Asso
ciation put students to the test on Sept. 24-27
Golden
during
Days.
SA posted on various social media networks through
out the week with
opportunities to win prizes. The week
included the Mr. ORU pageant, a student-faculty kick
ball game and a Throwback Thursday Competition for

How

students who dressed up in '70s, '80s and '90s attire. The
Mr. ORU pageant was the most anticipated
ter nominations determined contestants.

"Wanna prove that

you're

event.

Twit

THE WHOLE MAN

at

ORU?? Now is your chance!!" Student Association said
via Twitter.
The top 10 nominees competed for the title of Mr.
ORU by presenting their talent and describing why they
were

the best choice for the title in the

"There

were so

many

question portion.

nominations," said Jessica Hol

ler, freshman marketing major.

"It

was

hard

to

only pick

10 candidates."
Holler said it
to

the

diversity

"We had

than

a

popularity

boys,

contest

due

freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors,
YB

boys.

people.

they were all funny."
Roberts, junior marketing major,

And

Nathan

pageant and

was

won

the

crowned Mr. ORU.

sought to entertain students and
embody the personality of ORU," Roberts said. "I be
lieve teamwork set me apart from the competition. My
song and dance partner Michael Clayton was an integral
part of my success. Every man needs a good wingman,
and I found the 'Buffalo Wild Wingman.'"
On Sept. 25, SA held a contest for students who
dressed up for throwback Thursday. Shawn Madison,
sophomore business administration major, and one of
the two SA special project coordinators, said three prizes
were
given out for students who dressed up from the
"The 10 nominees

'70s, '80s and '90s.

respecting our old traditions here at
ORU, while also beginning new ones," Madison said.
Students and faculty participated in the second an
nual Student-Faculty Kickball Game Friday. As in every
other competition, SA used Twitter to nominate players
"It is about

for each

team.

To

contestants.

We had guys you've
Holler said. "We didn't just have your

MOG

of,"

was more

of

Ryne Vineyard

Days

never

heard

typical spunky

complete the festivities, Tulsa community, stu
dents, faculty, staff and alumni walked the Founder's
Prayer Walk in honor of Chancellor Oral Roberts'
famous family prayer walks around the plot of land.

PHOTOS BY FRANK WHITAKER
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the Future

Directing

By Mark Hyde

College

Weekend

was

the

and

two

when the

a

half

its facilities

university opened
prospective students as possible.

many
students, the time

campus. Directors ensured visitors could ask questions,
get advice and make sure event information was clear.

days
to as

For many
school student

the

deciding

campus as a high
factor in choosing to attend ORU. For

current

students,

it

was

Bucks while

College

on

was a

hosting

Weekend

great way

to

collect 50

campus visitors. For a select few,
time to take a vacation due to

was

brought

to

campus events, which included
Aerobics Center.

the next level
a

lip

Weekend,

during

sync battle in the

20

team into

as

director

was

rewarding.

so

excited for

do that in the

me

to

be

here,

it made

me

future," she said. "It's really great

seeing the people that sowed into you when you were in
high school, and now they are your classmates."
Even though some of students may moan and groan
when they see those high school juniors and seniors on
campus, it forced upperclassmen to remember they were
in the same position just a short time ago.

Upperclassman knew one of the toughest jobs to
assigned for College Weekend was the position of
"director." This student leader worked with a specific
team of weekenders for the
majority of their time on

Angelica Gutierrez lead their

the directors
want to

be

Elizabeth Serrano end

English literature major.
Gutierrez said her job

"To have kids tell you that they're going to come here
is really great. When I came to College Weekend abd saw

was

their disdain of anyone under 18 years old.
Whatever opinion was held about College

the excitement

Eagle

"It's great that you're closer to the prospective stu
dents more than any other job, and you can influence
them positively," said Angelica Gutierrez, sophomore

a

lip sync battle.
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Bobbi grown and Da'ilidl Brandt sway with llornos named Flavia and Fabi611Pl in hand.
Directors pumped up �ne crowd with crazy antics.
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Internationally
Centered
By Kylie Thomas

Oral

Roberts

university.

University is

It has become

more
a

than

just

second horne for

international students thousands of miles away
from their families and friends.

In the fall 2014 semester, 7.67 percent of the student
body was international students. They hailed from 83

countries and traveled

to a

different

with them diverse cultures and

continent, bringing

foreign languages

to

though I'm from
an
English-speaking country [Australia]," said Lauren
Wilkins, freshman health and exercise science major.
"Everyone has been so welcoming and helped me settle
in. I am looking forward to services of assistance to ap
pear more readily available to all international students."
To accommodate for the diversity on campus, the
semester; there is

a

the

university built

a

cultural shock

even

the International Student Center for

ORU campus. International students didn't get to drive
30 minutes down the road to their horne, eat home

international students

cooked meals and do free

President William M. Wilson and First

laundry like

many Oklahoma

based students.

''Adjusting to

ORU has

definitely

taken

most

of this

to

gather.

The

center was

underneath Claudius dormitories. On Nov.

located

14,2014,

Lady Lisa Wilson
held a formal dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony in
honor of the center's grand opening.

PHOTOS BY FRANK WHITAKER & DOMINIQUE JOHNSON
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Life

Balancing

as a

Act

By Alyssa LaCourse

Billy

Barrantes, sophomore

biblical literature

ma

took his eyes off God or the ladder he
jor,
balanced on his face. He focused on the
goal.
never

''\Vhen I

am

balancing things,

I

up. If I lose focus of the object I am
fall," said Barrantes. "God is always
if I
on

want to

stand and

not

always looking
balancing, it will

am

reminding
to
keep my

me

I have

fall,

that

eyes

Him."

his talents
"I

in second

place

in ORU's Got Tal

share the

am more

of

gospel.

person who will do things instead
he said. "I would rather show someone I
a

of say things,"
love them than tell them."
He entertained

Uganda

last

people during his mission trip to
by balancing, juggling, standing on
doing flips.

summer

his hands and

"Kids

Barrantes

to

always

love it.

They

love

seeing

me

balance

objects on his hands, feet and face. He discovered he
a
unique talent and began exploring how far he

things," said Barrantes. ''And from there you can always
bring it back to the gospel or the fact that God has
gifted you with things."
Barrantes went on a mission trip to India in the sum
mer of 2015 and focused on children's
ministry.
"I will be using my talent a lot everywhere we
go.
to
entertain
the
a
and
tell
kids, bring message
Trying

could take it.

them about

ent,

came

showcasing
While he

when he

his

was

balancing
growing up,

saw someone on

stick. He decided

to

skills.

Barrantes

was

television balance

imitate them

intrigued
a

by balancing

broom
smaller

had

"I started

Christ,"

he said.

and I balanced it in

doing broomstick,
my hand,
eventually I put it on my chin," Barrantes
said. "I guess it just fit, and it was good because I could
always keep my eyes on the object."
Barrantes found it easy to balance objects on his chin
because he can use his whole body to balance the object,
rather than just the strength of his arm or leg.
"I never thought a lot about it, and eventually
people
started asking me, 'Hey can you do something else?' and
I started doing chairs," Barrantes said. "I never went
bigger than that before the talent show."
a

and

To prepare for the show he watched videos of
people balancing larger objects and felt confident he

could try. After

suggestion from a friend, he began to
practice balancing a ladder on his chin.
"People don't realize that it's not that dangerous and
not that hard. The bigger the object, the easier it is to
balance," he said. "Now when you think about weight
it's harder, but if it's big and light, it's better if
it's bigger."
Barrantes premiered his ladder-balancing act at
ORU's Got Talent. The students accounted for the larg
est audience to ever view his
performance. He said the
a

crowds made his
"I had

to

act a

make

bit

sure

I

more
was

difficult.

focused

on

the ladder and

people around me," Barrantes said.
In addition to balancing, Barrantes also juggled,
walked on his hands, rode a unicycle and did backflips.
"I like to experience different things," said Barrantes.
"I think you can learn something from everything you
do, and nothing is impossible to learn."
Outside talent shows, Barrantes felt inspired to use
not on

24

the
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ntes
in

bal�ces

a

totem

O�'�ot Talent.

pole

on

his chin. As

PHOTOS BY REAGAN TIFFT

as

child, Billy Barrantes wanted to grow up to be

© Oral Roberts University

a

circus

performer.

He won second
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Bubble

Wrappers

By

There

time in

comes a

life when

they

Mark

young man or woman's
dream of decorating the glossy
a

pages of the Guinness Book of World Records.
On Jan. 16, ORU's time had come.
On Bubble

Wrap Appreciation Day, a crowd of
1,134 people successfully broke the world record for
the most people simultaneously popping bubble wrap.
The previous record holder was Twin Lakes Elementary
School in Minnesota.
"It

was

education

fun," said

major.

"It

Hyde

"It's time

Clothier, sophomore English

good to take a break from
to just have fun during dead

was

academic activities and
hour."

During the popping ceremony, students participated
in a rap battle. Nick Conroy, sophomore cinema,
television and digital media major rapped.

let that

sensation

popping

begin/I've

got that bubble wrap/This is the bubble wrap
rapped for the crowd.

rap,"

he

Pulling the event off in under an hour was a huge
undertaking led by the university public relations team
and Student Association. Guinness had very simple
but strict rules for properly breaking this record. Every
section in the Mabee Center had

a

steward who made

following the rules.
Jessica Holler, freshman marketing major, had
the task of being the official "counter." She counted
everyone with clickers and ticket scanning analytics.
"I just really enjoyed having this experience to lead
people for a really fun cause," Holler said.
ORU officially beat the record and was known as a
Guinness world-record holder in bubble wrap popping.
sure

Erin

to

everyone

was

PHOTOS BY LAURIE KANETA & DOMINIQUE JOHNSON
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F or the Win

Battling

By Cassandra

Battle

of the Bands: The best band emerges victo

rious,

and the

rest

leave

empty-handed.

Six bands entered the Mabee Center

compete for the title of "ORU's Best
claimed the prize.
The Roommates earned first

Band,"
after

long and

a

one

grueling competition. The band included seven mem
bers: sophomore biblical literature major Geoffrey
Graff, sophomore music performance major David
Ahrens, sophomore marketing major Zachary Holder
ness, sophomore business administration major Isaac
Liston, sophomore international community develop
ment Samuel Prithiv, sophomore engineering major Jak
Parker, and sophomore music education major Dalton
Malone. Holderness sang lead vocals for the group,
which was established by roommates Graff and Ahrens.
''A bunch of
one

28

knew that

us

we

played instruments

did,"

sang, and no
Graff said. ''After Battle of the
or

Bands last year, my roommate and I
could totally win this."
And "win this"

to

but

place

Van Dam

well-known

hits,

they
well

thought

did. The Roommates

that

we

performed

song, ''Whole
Person Education." FSHGNG finished in second
place.
Led

as

by B.J. Fisher,

as an

original

senior music

arts

major,

wowed the crowd with their energy and
jump into the crowd.
"That

an

FSHGNG

unplanned

all in sync, and it just became
Fisher said. "The energy from the crowd was

night we were

magical,"
amazing; we've never seen ORU that hyped."
The unexpected hit-band Gibraltar took third
place.
Led by Seth Reese, sophomore accounting
major, the
band took the battle by storm with hits by Ed Sheeran
and NeedtoBreathe, as well as an original song by Reese.
"It was my first time performing, and to do it in
front of that many people was truly something I'll never
forget," Reese said.
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By Dorrell Walker and Sydney Ilg
RU's Got Talent 2015 included

O

drum

The show

faculty

performance,

After the
was

balancing act,

vocal soloists and duets.

classic childhood theme songs, but with
piano. He finished in third place.

show, students voted for top talent.
divided into

and staff division and

Randall

a

two

a

competitions:

a

student division. Dr.

Feller, professor of psychology

and chair of the

The

a

twist

on

the

performance by Billy Barrantes, sophomore
major, went down in history simply

biblical literature

because ORU's Got Talent had

never seen an act

like

it. Barrantes' balanced

objects on his face including a
unique talent, Barrantes finished in

Department, amazed the audience
and wowed the judges with his original song written dur
ing RenewU. Dr. William Collier, professor of chemistry,
and Dr. Hallett Hullinger, associate professor in the
Graduate School of Education, performed a duet with a
banjo and guitar.
The competition between the students displayed
diverse talent. Seany Denson, senior marketing major
moved the crowd and judges with her soulful vocals
while singing an original piece detailing her testimony.
"If you would take my testimony and put it in the
Old Testament, that's what picture this song will paint
for you," said Denson. "Just having this opportunity to
sing this song in front of this audience is a testament in

Despite his
second place.
Kimberlyn Simon, freshman elementary education
major, was crowned champion of ORU's Got Talent
after stealing the show with her vocals and distinctive
approach to playing the guitar. Hailing from Huntsville,
Alabama, Simon said she had never performed in front
of a crowd as large as the one in chapel.
"I've performed in front of my church and stuff, but
last summer we went to Disney World, and they have
the American Idol Experience, but this was definitely
the biggest audience," said Simon.
Simon noticed a difference walking around campus

itself."

ing
people
campus because they recognized her
face from the talent show. She was invited to perform

Behavioral Sciences

after the talent show. She said it
new

Aguirre, junior international business major,
brought electrifying energy to the stage while drumming
amidst a light show.
"No one taught me how to play drums; I just knew,"
said Aguirre. "They needed a drummer one day at
church, so I went up and played. I would practice on pil
lows and anything that made noise."
La'Derrick Ainer, freshman ministry and leadership
major, brought the crowd to their feet. Aliner performed
Luis

ladder.

on

Channel 6

was one

was

less awkward

meet

on

news.

of the

Channel 6 anchor Leanne

judges

Taylor

and asked Simon if she would like

her show. Simon also

perform
performed at the
Department of Education hooding ceremony.
"It's just opened up a lot of cool doors, I would have
to

never

on

known these doors

vealed it

through that,"

PHOTOS BY ABRI SUMMERER & CHANDLER BRANZELL
© Oral Roberts University

were

there unless God

re

said Simon.
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By Amoi Bloke
2015

Homecoming King and Queen were
both crowned as a "hush, hush" surprise. Joy
Stark, senior math education major, and Chris
tian Vaughan, senior accounting
major, were crowned
during the halftime of the men's basketball game versus
the University of South Dakota on Valentine's Day.

The
Prior

to

the

coronation, students

were

able

to vote

for their fellow students. Stark

was nomi
electronically
her
senior
biomedical
roommate, Ashley Rand,
by
chemistry major. Rand created a Facebook page to put
Stark on the nomination list and managed to keep it a
secret until
voting closed. Last year, Stark mentioned to
her roommate that it would be an fun experience to be

nated

nominated

to court.

"Joy is very well known on campus; she is so outgo
and nice to everyone she is around," said Rand. "She

ing

senior media

major,Jordan Comfort,

senior account-

ing major, McKensie Garber, senior media major, and
Jennica Dimailig, senior music arts major. David Brandt,
junior engineering major, and Anna Cevallos, junior
ministry and leadership major, were crowned junior
prince and princess. Daniel Wagner, sophomore history
major, and Elaine Gibson, junior exploratory major, held
the royal position for their sophomore class. The title of
freshman prince and princess was given to John Voth,
sophomore engineering major, and Isabella Harrison,
freshman history major.
As Stark and Vaughn walked out to the basketball
court they took a "selfie" to commemorate the crown
ing. The ORU men's basketball team played an intense
game against the University of South Dakota, but lost
70-83.

is involved in many different organizations and is the
perfect example of a 'whole person' on campus. I made

After the game, students and alumni headed
Mabee Center mezzanine for a
Homecoming

to

the Facebook group
they love Joy."

Five Student Association members

event.

to

to

people

of how much

surprise,
night after voting ended.

out

about her friend's

She did

not

expect

win and underestimated the support from her friends.
Vaughan was also unaware of his nomination until a

friend told him he
"It
ers to

was

make

end of the
that

an

deal

big
day, it's
a

the

matter most to

Other senior

32

was on

fun and

the ballot. He

honor,
out

of

was

shocked.

but I also didn't

it," said

relationships

Vaughn.

want

oth

''At the

I have made

at

ORU

me."

court

afterparty.

Valentine's
she found

To Stark's

efforts the

remind

nominees included Zach

I ENCOUNTERS

Day

"My

planned

the

decorations filled the room, and

dents danced the

stu

night away.

friends and I look forward

the after party
make fools of ourselves
to

every year, getting the chance to
on the dance floor," said
Vaughn. "This year, I thought
we had the
best, most hype DJ we have ever had at the

Homecoming afterparty. Hope he's
Many
music

event

students

was

fun. Not

Smith,

the

enjoyed

the chance

loud, energy was high

only did

back

attendees

to

next

and there

was

enjoy themselves,

coordinators felt the party

year."

dance. The

plenty

of

but S.N.s

was a success.
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A Red

Carpet Evening

By Rachel Anderson and Francesco Vazquez

Students
style

The

at

walked the red carpet in full Hollywood
the Golden Gala Homecoming event.

gala gave students

their best. Women

men

wore

showed off their class with

Oracle

scene

staff voted

Valeria Hernandez looks

showcase

opportunity
dazzling floor-length gowns,
on

to

an

the

tuxes

and

and bow ties. The

evening's

"Best Dressed."

Students
terviewed

were

treated like celebrities

in

year awaited students as they entered the ballroom of the
Mayo Hotel in downtown Tulsa.

Branz dazzles the crowd

apart from the other red gowns
by adding a gold statement
necklace and romantic curls.

added to this romantic look.

the ensemble.

Date: Joel Moisa

Date: Adam Zsolnai

Date: Jonathan Snow

to the

were

the red carpet,

blue, chevron-sequined
gown. The sash in the middle
added to this exciting look, and

bright red, strapless
gown. Hernandez set herself

they

guided into the ballroom and
provided scrumptious finger foods. Caricature artists and
a
DJ who mixed the night away with popular tunes of the
on

Hayley Young brings romance
evening in this whimsical
peach-colored gown. The train
grazing the fioor and her hair
swept up in a low bow only

spicy

in this

as

Emily
in

a

her updo

brought

more

class to

PHOTOS BY CASSANDRA VAN DAM & DOMINIQUE JOHNSON
© Oral Roberts University

Johanna DeBiaso looks stunning
in this royal blue A-line gown. This

lovely

hue

was

popular among

the ladies but DeBiaso's nude
clutch and voluminous curls set

her apart at the Gala.
Date: David DeBiaso
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orkHard,
By Koylin Thompson
required

It

months of

tireless rehearsals

preparation and hours of
produce a vision, assemble

to

the

"The audition process was slightly
tough. Laura Holland
and Richard Sutliff, professor of music,
me with

helped

pieces and create the work of art that was the open
ing spring musical production: "South Pacific." More

the

than 60 ORU students

into the

of the

play

from set,

rehearsals which
Eve

days

were

involved in various aspects
and costume

lighting
typically extended

design

to

from 6:30-11 :30 p.m.

each week.

The musical's

director,

Laura

tions, Arts and

Holland, Communica
Media Department chair, chose "South

Pacific"

spring opener

"The

as

the

play has

a

to

be

a

"During

reasons.

wonderful message. It also

Pulitzer Prize for drama

she said.

for several

during its

the '50s and

time

'60s,

on

won a

Broadway,"

racism continued

very strong belief in this country. The

play

has

singing process and getting everything together
stage. I enjoy all of the time, effort and energy that

production,

Other

so

laboration, and the

Jennings,

progressive

music in the

play is beautiful. I think
that it's a wonderful tribute to that generation."
Based on the novel by James Michener titled "Tales
of the South Pacific," the play took place on an island in
the South Pacific during World War II before the Allies
began to win.
Three storylines took place throughout the play. The
Erst focused on the relationship between Nellie, a U.S.
Navy nurse, and Emile, a French planter. The second in
volved U.S. Marine Lt. Cable and Liat, a Polynesian girl.
The third storyline followed a group of sailors known as
"Seabees" and their antics.

Dublin-born

Danny Thomas, sophomore drama,
television and Elm major, starred as the Frenchman. Per
forming in musicals was new to Thomas, but his passion
for acting compelled him to audition for the role.
"I got involved in the play because I wanted to push
myself," said Thomas. Having never performed in a mu
sical before, I saw it as the perfect opportunity to grow
and

36

as

the best way

to

step

I ENCOUNTERS

out

I think it's well worth it."

members included

musical director of the

very

goes

Patty Whitlock, senior
theater arts major, as Nellie, Nick Conroy,
sophomore
cinema, television and digital media major, as Lt. Cable
and Jasmine Brown, sophomore musical theater
major,
as Liat. There were a wide
of
students
involved
variety
in the show including media, music and
theology majors.
The auditions were open to all majors.
"My cast is very diverse and enthusiastic about telling
the story. That's what we are:
gloriEed storytellers," said
Holland. "This is a joint effort between the communi
cast

anti-racism message, and a distinct
international feel. It is a Rogers and Hammerstein col
a

on

cations and music

back in

Richard Sutliff is the

play. The choreographer is Leslie
Broadway for 10 years. She is

was on

Tulsa, and this is the third show she has choreo

graphed
As

who

departments.

for

me.

director,

I love

working with

Holland had her

and understood that there

own

were a

her."
vision for the

play

lot of individual inter

pretations

of the characters. Holland said she would like

audiences

to

"I

take away several
messages from the play.
the audience to get the
message of prejudice

want

in the

play.

There is

song in the show that

really sums
up the theme, which is 'You Have to Be Taught,' said
Holland. "The lyrics describe how
prejudice is taught
and that one is not born with
prejudice."
a

Holland took great care
and women of the
military
"I

show respect to the men
through the casts portrayal.
to

the audience takes away an
appreciation for
and women that
fought in that war, so that we

hope

the

men

can

have the freedoms that

"They

were

amazing men

country and faced

a

we

and

enjoy today,"
women

she said.

that served

our

lot of sacrifice."

of my comfort zone."

© Oral Roberts University
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Emile de

Becque, played by
on stage

Whitlock, embrace
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The Legacy 0
Generation

a

By Brooke Thomas
sad

day in Charlotte, North
Carolina, Leslie Pitt was mourning the recent
passing of her mother. Although the wounds
were fresh, the sound of
ivory keys filling a hotel lobby
eased the pain.
a

summer

On

Michael W Smith's "Friends Are Friends Forever"

bellowed
found

from

out

familiar face and

brought a new
time was trying,

a

of peace. Although the
longtime friend and former ORU classmate Dr.

sense

having

Myles Munroe present would once again prove that,
despite his international status, his heart beat was con
necting with individuals.
Munroe passed away in a plane crash on Nov. 9 in
the Bahamas enroute to speak at a global leadership fo
rum.

Munroe's wife Ruth and

were

also

"It is

on

seven

other church leaders

board.

utterly impossible
to

to measure

the

the Bahamas and

magnitude
to

the

world,"

said Bahamas Prime Minister

Perry Christie. "He was
indisputably one of the most globally recognizable reli
gious figures our nation has ever produced."
Dr. Myles Egbert Munroe was born in 1954. He was
the sixth of 11 children

to

be born in

a

two-bedroom

house. He grew up poor, but Munroe found

for music that would

provide

him solace

passion
throughout the
a

of his life.

"He formed

when he

gospel singing group in the Bahamas
15," said Graham Pitt, long-time friend

was

a

and International Third World Leaders' Association
Trustee. "He

played

the

piano

and

guitar well.

He

was

very multitalented."

Although
found
his

he

an even

teen

never

greater

lost his love for music, Munroe

passion

after he received Christ in

years.

"My dad always spoke about his belief in people;
nothing else mattered but the people. Regardless of
how long he spoke or he traveled, he always made time

people," said Myles Munroe's son Chairo
"That's just the kind of person that he was."
for

Munroe received his Bachelor of Fine

complete

Munroe.

Arts,

tion, and Theology from ORU in 1978 and
to

University

finishing his education,
Faith Ministries in the early

of Tulsa. After

Munroe founded Bahamas

1980s. He would go on to write over 15 books, travel to
132 countries and speak to kings, government officials
and

of

people on television.
"Reproduce yourself. I think that's
masses

that's the best way I
roe.

"He

contact

that

can

describe

reproduced himself

it," said Chairo

in every person he

with. I hear him now, every

speaks

to

what my dad

day,

did;

Mun
came

in

with everyone

me."

the youngest recipient of the Order of
The British Empire Award in 1998, bestowed by Her
Munroe

was

Majesty, Queen Elizabeth of England. The award was
given for his spiritual and social contributions to the na
tional development of the Bahamas. He was also named
the ORU Alumnus of the Year in 2004.

of Dr. Munroe's loss

rest

the

outstanding alumnus of Oral
Roberts University. His work in extending Christ's
Kingdom in our generation was exemplary and world
changing," said President William M. Wilson. "He was
a servant to the
university as both a member of the
Board of Regents and, most recently, on the Board of
Reference. Over the years, Myles was a much beloved
chapel speaker and contributor to our university com
munity. Rev. Munroe also served as co-chair of the
Empowered21 Caribbean cabinet and a member of the
Empowered21 Global Council. His energy and enthusi
asm for
imparting Spirit-empowered Christianity to new
generations was contagious."
Munroe's legacy continued on with memories and
sermons circulated worldwide
every day. This family
man and
lively Bahamas-native will not be forgotten.
With tears in their eyes and memories in their hearts,
the ORU community and the millions who have been
touched by the words of one extraordinary Caribbean
man
joined together at the piano one last time.
This one was for Myles.
"Friends
of them

Educa

hands

...

we

are

was an

friends forever if the Lord's the Lord

Though

it's hard

know that

a

to

let you go, in the Father's

lifetime's

not too

long

to

live

as

friends."

went on

his Master of Business Administration

COURTESY PHOTO

"Dr. Munroe

at
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Gone T 00 Soon
By Sydney Ilg

, ,The zest of life that exuded from her could match
other."

no

the great value in

taught me
authentically."

"So

wise,

so

strong,

so

living vulnerably

beautiful."

Amy McIntosh's Facebook page;
Messages
messages of sorrow, remembrance, hope for the future
and gratitude. A candle seemingly snuffed out before
time, McIntosh

lost her battle with

She died in her recliner

family
Jacob and her
She

at

April 3.
by dancers,

cancer

home surrounded

and dearest friends. She left behind

her

was

two

children, Morgan,

a

husband

8, and Justice, 4.

37.

''Amy was like a daughter to me," said Laura Holland,
Communication, Arts and Media Department chair.
McIntosh touched countless lives with her kindness

and

authenticity and

became

family

to

campus.
The ORU Dance

moved with her husband

Program

as

ORU knows it would

every
"I

mom

would have been lost.

and

rethink what

dancing meant to me.
Because of her I think of dancing as being more of
a
gift given by God and something that I do for him
[rather] than for the people in the audience watching
me," said Emerald Dean, junior media major. "She made
me want to be as
genuine as her."
Before coming to ORU, McIntosh was the tenured
associate chair of dance at Belhaven University in Jack44

I ENCOUNTERS

Belhaven, McIntosh
Tulsa, where she served as

of her life.

area

sold

am

wrote

whole

me

to

at

adjunct professor at TU for a year before becoming
director of Living Water Dance Company. She eventu
ally began teaching at ORU.
"She tried very hard to bring a balance in the way
students saw their body and saw their craft," Holland
said. "She cared deeply for students."
Her deep care flowed beyond the dance studio into

she

if it wasn't for McIntosh. If it wasn't for

Risa

an

dance

"She made

McIntosh received her

York, she studied extensively with artists

Sternberg
Jose Limon.
After working for five years

today
her,
degree might not have existed. If it wasn't
for McIntosh, a key part of worship as a whole person
a

teaching,

and

dance students

across

not exist

Before

Choreography from
the State University of New York in Brockport and BFA
in Dance from Stephens College in Missouri. While
in New

littered

her

Mississippi.

MFA in Dance Performance and

''You

and

son,

out to

the Whole Person vision of

in her bio. "What does

have

to

do with dance?

ORU,"

and

marriage
being a
Everything when we are

persons."

Her dance reflected her

attitude

awe

and love of

Christ;

her

bold and brave. She

encouraged, challenged
uplifted, reminding her students their bodies and
abilities were more than a gift from God. Her motto was
was

"ride the

just

beast,"

and into her last

The dance program
McIntosh's shoes.

to

days

on

Earth, she did

that.
was

seeking a professor

''Amy was brilliant, and I would love
that legacy," Holland said.

© Oral Roberts University

to

to

fill

pay attention
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Presidential
Profiles
By Elizabeth Dailey

CHANCELLOR ORAL ROBERTS
Oral Roberts

Founder
first

president

was

the

and namesake

of Oral Roberts

He

was

also

well

a

businessman,

University.
known evangelist,

and author of

than 120 books. His
him

across

sades and

ministry

took

six continents with

tent

During

more

cru

revivals.

his time

ministering,

go where My light is dim, where
My voice is heard small, and My
to

to

50
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not

known,

university's Spirit-led education.
university opened its doors to

The

its first freshman class in 1965.

Roberts

very involved in the
Tulsa community. He was a member

of

was

Rotary and

even

the uttermost bounds of the

City

on

the boards

of Faith Medical

and Research

Center, later known as
CityPlex Towers, which joined both

prayer and medicine. It was the larg
est facility of its
type in the world.
Roberts influenced

a

great deal

of

people by following the call God
placed on his life. On Dec.15, 2009,

earth. Their work will exceed yours,
and in this I am well pleased." This

Oral Roberts

formed the vision and purpose of

mains strong.

© Oral Roberts University

served

for the Bank of Oklahoma. He also
founded the

Roberts heard the Lord say, "Raise
up your students to hear My voice,

healing power is

the

went on to

Creator, but left

a

legacy

be with his
that

re

DESIGN BY TAYLOR SELTZER

RICHARD ROBERTS
Roberts, the son of
Oral Roberts, continued to

Rjchard

ead the school in 1993

second

president.

as

the

He served for 15

The

degree targeted busy, working
to
complete

ministers who wanted
their education
to

at a

faster pace due

their

responsibilities.
was
president,
university reached great athletic

years. Prior to his role in the univer
sity, he often traveled with his father.

the

He aided in the formation of the

success.

ORU World Action

the head coach of the men's basket

which

Singers,
ultimately
opportunity to
become the executive producer of
the ministry's television
program.
During his presidency, Roberts
led

to an

advocated for

a

fast-track program

for the Doctor of

While Roberts

ball

Scott Sutton

in

team

hired

was

1999, leading

as

them into

victories in the

following
produced multi
ple season titles, championships and
even an NBA
player.
numerous

years. This

success

Ministry degree.

DR. MARK RUTLAND
Dr. Mark Rutland

Before
to

Oral Roberts Univer-

sity,

founded

came

he and his

wife, Alison,

non-profit missions and
ministry organization called Global
a

Servants. Rutland also held many
positions in transitional leadership

prior

to

his time

of excellence
the

next

at

was a

and

hope in

and

relatable, and

the student

body

During his four years as presi
dent of the university, many neces
sary improvements took place. The
school became free of

debt, campus

renovations took

great fit

construction of the Armand Ham

be

to

in 2009.

to restore trust

the student

body after

mer

of Oral Roberts.

peaceful

the

en

rollment grew consistently for four
years. These changes refreshed the

school and

demeanor and

place, including

Alumni-Student Center and

financial troubles within the school.

joyful
despite

relational

loved him.

His
ness

was

ORU. His record

university president

Rutland worked

He

brought stability.

reset

the

original vision

difficult circumstances

DR. WILLIAM M. WILSON

President
a

William M.

Wilson,

Kentucky, first
serving on the Board

native of

started

of Trustees for ORU before his

president. Alongside of
this role, Dr. Wilson's experience lies
in several global partnerships and
relationships with the International
Center for Spiritual Renewal, Azusa
election

Street

as

Centennial, and

the Interna

tional Christian

Embassy Jerusalem,
other
among many
organizations.
One of Dr. Wilson's priorities as
a leader was to
emphasize the work

COURTESY PHOTOS

of the

Holy Spirit.

He

was

the

presi

dent and Global Co-Chair for Em

powered21, a worldwide congress of
Spirit-filled believers. Empowered21
sought to engage all generations in a
fresh outpouring of the Spirit.
As the fourth president of the
university, Dr. Wilson had a tremen
dous heart for the community at
ORU. His love for the Father

was

demonstrated in how he related
to

students, faculty and staff.

advocated for

He

Holy Spirit-led chapel

services, classes and fellowship.
© Oral Roberts University
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the INDUSTRY
By Mark Hyde

Cooke, media guru, spoke

the

university on
theology in the entertainment industry on Oct. 9.
Invited by the Christian Worldview Committee,
Cooke went through various topics on the film
industry,
social media and Christianity.
"If you're in a special interest group in America
today, it is a tooth and nail battle to try and get your

Phil

become the narrative

story

to

in

interview with Jonathan

out

to

there," said Cooke

Cyprowski, instructor
journalism
publications.
"One of my frustrations is, in the Christian
community,
we don't do that
well.
else
is
very
Everybody
telling
their story better than us, and we are
working with the
greatest story in history."
an

of

and director of student

Cooke,

ORU alumnus and

of Cooke Pictures,
in the entertainment industry in the
owner

pivotal player
early 2000s, working on both secular and faith-based
productions. Cooke was one of the few Hollywood
producers with a Ph.D. in theology. He produced work

was a

in

over

50 countries.

Cooke attained his

showing

a

movie

received

a

positive

degree

in film and television after

fellow students

campus which
reaction. He then continued his

to

on

theology

from

Trinity College

Seminary.

writer,
producer and
media consultant based in Burbank, California. Cooke
and his wife, Kathleen, later founded Cooke Pictures,
Cooke became

television

a

specializing in productions and media for religious and
non-profit organizations.
"People communicate through social media in
such powerful ways, which means you can take it
like most people do and just share pictures with your
friends," said Cooke. "Or we can take it seriously, look
at it
strategically and think about, okay, these people
follow me. How can I give them information that's so
compelling that they want to share it with their friends?
And that's how you start to build influence out there."
Cooke launched the Influence Lab to add a Christian
voice

the

to

the narrative of

"greatest

to see

story

the film

ever

society

in order

told." He

to

better tell

encouraged

Christians

"Noah," starring Russell Crowe,

as an

of

example
Hollywood serving the Christian audience.
"Hollywood has started to realize, with 91 million
plus evangelical Christians in America, there's a market
worth serving," said Cooke. '''The Passion of the Christ'
was the first film that
got Hollywood's attention and

education later in

showed them there is

from the

their faith

life, receiving a master's in journalism
University of Oklahoma and a doctorate in

and

PHOTOS BY MARK MOORE & REBECCA OLVERA
© Oral Roberts University
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audience

out

there that takes

seriously."
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#Social

edia

By Lindsay Ophus

Social

were

media has existed since many ORU students
in middle school. Many of the top sites in

2015 included

Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and
Snap chat. Students used them to connect with friends,

family back home and potential business opportunities.
Eighty-nine percent of internet users between the
ages of 18 and 29 used social networking sites in 2014,
the Pew Research Center found in its social media

bile

phone, the report also stated. Facebook continued
to be the
overwhelmingly favorite social media site with
71 percent of online adults sharing and posting content
on their Facebook
pages. Instagram was used by 26 per
of online adult users, and 23 percent of these
logged onto Twitter.

users

statistics

as

alumni and
an avenue

University is not outside of these
the university pursued current students,
prospective students through social media,

that became second

many. The
39,000 likes. The

ORU Facebook page boasted over
ORU Twitter account had over 10,500

Instagram

followers

were over

Social media became

a

particularly true with
pel. Comments, thoughts

was

in 140 characters

"hashtags,"

54

a

or

and

of Twitter

less. Within these

label that

tagged

I ENCOUNTERS

for ORU. This

during cha
questions were expressed

use

certain

major.

A much newer, anonymous social media app, Yik
Yak, quickly became popular on campus. People created
and viewed ''Yaks''

or comments

tweets were

tweets

in order

anonymously within

a

10-mile radius. With ORU students in such close prox
imity to each other, most of the Yak feed were fellow
students. Viewers then could either
"down vote" the Yak.

respond. It led
taboo topics.
"I think it's

to

a

shared

They

fear of

no

"up

vote" the Yak

also had the

secrets

good way

ability

to

and the discussion of

for

people to truly express
being judged," said Lara

"It sometimes gets taken
extremes, but I think the concept is genius."

Social media has

street

far," said Jenava Freesemann,

some tweets too

senior media

Ailen, junior media major.

and its

2,000.

two-way
the

followers,

over seven

"#twapel is a great way for students to voice their
opinions. I do think some students abuse it at times

themselves with

nature to

For

#twapel.

anywhere from sermon quotes to what the musicians
were
wearing and everything else in between.

or

Oral Roberts

it. This introduced

years ORU students have used this as a type of chapel
commentary. This constant feed of comments spanned

and take

re

port. Around 67 percent of this demographic scrolled
through Facebook and tweeted followers on their mo

cent

categorize

opened

up

a

door

to

bigger

to

and

greater connections. As with

anything, some of these
tools have been used for good and some have been used
for bad. One thing stands true: ORU students always
had something to say.

to

© Oral Roberts University
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Nika Munoz decides to take

ORU utilizes

a

break from her homework and

Instagram to stay connected
through photos and videos.

with its students

�

ORALROBERTSU

chec';J#!_aceb

Students tweet the

popular hash tag #twapel
during mandatory chapels.

to communicate

•••

Many use Snapchat to communicate
through humorous time-restricted photos.

<

.
.

.

829

2169
followers

posts
v

Following

105
following

..

....

•••••
•••••

�::.

discover

•

oralrobertsu
ORU is

an

interdenominational Christian liberal arts

university located in Tulsa, OK. ORU is preparing its
students to go into every persons' world.
oru.edu

Oral Roberts U
@OralRobertsU

ORU is

interdenominational Christian liberal arts

an

university

located in

Tulsa, Oklahoma. For

more

information about ORU, visit oru.edu.

Tulsa, OK

•

oru.edu

3,389 FOLLOWING

10.6K FOLLOWERS

Media

Favorites

6h

How many

days, @huperash19?
you counting down yet?
more

Are

Oral Roberts U @OralRobertsU
This

spring,

some

of

projects

our

7h

had the opportunity to
students' senior papers/

we

come

see

to life: on.fb.me/1 EhJAUr

#ORUGrad

Home

PHOTOS BY JOSHUA CARPENTER
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do you like

taylor swift?

I'

76% yes

.

24%

have you listened to
t-swift's new album?

no

shake it off

[12%]

bad blood

how did you
56

I
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acquire 1989?

what's your favorite t-swift
© Oral Roberts University

[4%]

song?
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Swiftly

the T op

to

By Rochel Anderson

Taylor

Swift, otherwise

known

"T-Swift,"

as

made

impact on millennials. The world fell in love
with the bouncy-haired country singer who sang
love ballads and learned to appreciate her new classic,
red-lipped style as she transformed into a mega-pop star.
an

Since the
and

loyal

start

of her

supportive.

career

She

in

2006, her fans

successfully

abyss

between country and pop with albums like "Speak
N ow" and "Red." Both albums sold over one million

copies

within the first week of their U.S. release. With

the debut of her

new

became the first artist
sold

more

"1989"

than

one

snagged

in January of

2015,

Two number-one

Space"

album "1989" in

copies in a week.
best-selling album award,

million

2014's

and

Swift sold her four millionth album.

singles

excited her

2014, Swift

release three albums that each

to

fans,

and "Out of the Woods" made

on

the "1989"

craze as

well.

music sales and the

from

a

retail

store

rather than

moved her music from

streaming

Spotify last

year

Taylor Swift poses with classic red lipstick,
and art is important and rare. Important,

a

"1989"

online. Swift

forcing her

as an eco

re

so

much. That

is,

until

came

"In my opinion, the value of an album is, and will
continue to be, based on the amount of heart and soul

body of work," said Swift. "Mu
sic is art, and art is important and rare. Important, rare
things are valuable. Valuable things should be paid for."
artist has bled into

a

fans

theme in her song, "Style." In an
things are valuable. Valuable

rare

of the album

along. More than half of the albums sold
were
physical copies as opposed to digital copies, some
thing unheard of since online streaming eclipsed CDs
"1989"

an

purchased

irrelevancy

entity," said Swift in an op-ed in the Wall Street
Journal. "I am not one of them."
Due to companies like Spotify and Pandora, listeners
had no need to buy albums anymore. Swift pulled all of
her music from Spotify to encourage album purchases.
She was not alone; other musicians like Jason Aldean
and The Beatles retracted music from Spotify. Their
goal was to guide the consumer back to the days when
albums were cultural gold.
There nearly weren't any platinum albums in 2014

second

of students

iTunes. Swift's

take her music off

and records.

an

place.
Thirty-six percent

stores or on

Spotify made her an advo
cate for
reviving the album industry.
"There are many people who predict the downfall of

move to

online survey, 92 percent of students said they
listened to Swift's album. In the survey, "Blank Space"
was voted as students' favorite with "Style" coming in
In

the album in

because album sales had declined

"Shake It Off' and "Blank

its way to the Top 20 list.
ORU students jumped

purchase

nomic

were

crossed the

to

op-ed with the Wall Street Journal, Swift said, "Music is art,
things should be paid for."

COURTESY PHOTOS
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Re claim Freedom
By Rochel Anderson
injustice continued to be a wrong many
faculty at ORU desired to set right.
To take a stand, the university hosted the
[Re]
claim Conference Nov. 8-11 as an event
designed to help
individuals learn, engage and take action
against human
trafficking both locally and globally.
''Awareness and education is a huge, essential
piece
of this prevention puzzle," said Annie Perkins, a
panelist
with Unlock Freedom. "Young people all over the
globe,
including America, are being targeted through social
media and on the streets. The predators are
searching
for prey."
[Re]claim offered various events spread throughout

Social

students and

the weekend that covered different
aspects of human
trafficking. During the first event titled "Global Rescue
and

Rehabilitation," speakers John

shared their involvement with

and Christie

Anthony

called

organization
organization's vision was to
love, compassion and salvation
an

that the sale of

fastest

women

alone

growing industry

was

Trafficking Review. It informed
viewers of the growing problem of
prostitution and
trafficking in Oklahoma City.
"It's scary; it's a really scary reality,
especially
since this is happening in such close
proximity to our
campus here in Tulsa," said Tammy Dang, a sophomore
international relations major.
Also included in the conference
exclusive
this

to

event

raise

faculty.

focused

awareness

The fourth
Issue in

Led

by

how

teaching faculty
through education.
event, ''Why Trafficking Is
on

Network, Oklahoma

There

were

helping
approximately

women

in India.

30 million enslaved

people

world, and, in India alone, 100 million people
were
impacted by this industry. Despite these alarming
statistics, Christie Anthony remained optimistic.
"The answer is the church," she said.

opportunity to

screen

anti-human

trafficking films. The first video discussed human
trafficking on a global scale, which highlighted the
58
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an

Dangerous Drugs

Unlock

Freedom,

Dalit

Bureau of Narcotics and

and ORU Provost Dr. Kathaleen

Reid-Martinez. The

panel discussed why Oklahoma was
popular place for transporting sex slaves.
"Because of Oklahoma's highways,
trafficking
is made easier," said
Kylla Leeburg, a panelist from
Truckers Against Trafficking.
The last event took place in Christ's
Chapel where
Cork spoke on hope. He shared his
experience with
in
India
the
Dalit
trafficking
through
organization. Tulsa
Bartlett
then
Mayor Dewey
proclaimed Nov. 11 to be
Anti-Trafficking Awareness Day in Tulsa.
a

in the

Students had the

Still

discussion group made up of
2014,"
from
numerous
experts
organizations. The panel
consisted of representatives from Momentum Global,
Freedom

sex-trafficked

Cork,
they can help

was a

Against Trafficking,

on

was an event

Reverend Matthew

Truckers

focused

and

the 2014 Oklahoma

was

invest seeds of God's

helpless, poor and needy children of the
nations. Through the organization, Christie Anthony

largest

in the world. The second video

"Sower of Seeds." This
into the

the third

fact

© Oral Roberts University
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"The
answer

is the
church."
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Encounters 0 a
Kind
Squirrel
By Rachel Anderson

Roberts

University was unique in many ways.
code, a curfew, a global mission
statement and
eastern-fox squirrels.
There were several hundred squirrels living on
campus,
to
the
director
of
according
George Perkins,
grounds
and services. They made their homes in the many trees
and spent their days foraging for acorns. These critters
were accustomed to human
interaction, but were skittish
because of natural predators like red-tail hawks, red-tail

Oral

It had

a

dress

...

foxes and coyotes that also lived on and around campus.
"I have seen a hawk dive and catch one [a squirrel]
before and found many
campus," said Perkins.
When the

eaten ones

from the foxes

on

squirrels weren't busy prepping for win
ter, they occupied their time by interacting with student
pedestrians. In an online survey, 29 percent of students
admitted to being victims of projectile squirrel ammuni
tion. In most cases the object was either a rock or a stick,
but for one unsuspecting victim, it was an acorn. Audrey

Gray, junior media major, was walking to class when she
felt something hard hit her head. She was surprised to
find a squirrel staring her down from a tree. She immedi
ately thought of old comic strips where squirrels would
throw acorns at people.
"I was shocked that it had actually happened in real
life. Sassy squirrels," Gray said.
In addition to projectiles, squirrels were notorious
for stealing food. Eleven percent of students said they
witnessed a squirrel break the eighth commandment. De
spite this unruly behavior, squirrels were still sought af
ter
companions. Fifty percent of the online survey takers
admitted they tried to catch a squirrel. Fifty-six percent
simply tried to pet one. Only 10 percent of students were
attacked after trying to do so.
Despite their mischief, the squirrels on campus were a
welcome presence. However, there will always be acorns
campus, so students may
for their walk to class.

on

PHOTO BY ABRI SUMMERER & MICHAEL GIAMMARINO
© Oral Roberts University
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By Elizabeth Dailey
it love

first

French

sight? Maybe not, but ever
since Nathan Dufour, senior psychology
major, set sights on Marie Baker, senior
and graphic design major, he knew she was

special.

Three weeks into his first

at

Dufour knew his

Was

he noticed

semester at

beautiful young lady with strawberry
colored hair. He brushed off thoughts of asking her

2012,

a

had

not

faded. He asked Baker

relationship after a few
weeks. Unsure of her feelings, Baker agreed. They sat at
a coffee
shop and spoke only in French to avoid others
from eavesdropping. Although Baker had begun to feel
drawn to Dufour, she needed time to think once again.
This time, Dufour insisted upon hearing back in less
again

once

ORU in

feelings

talk about their

to

out, thinking she was too far out of his league.
Baker had heard of a French student on campus and

than

wanted

prayer, the conclusion finally came in Dufour's favor.
During a conversation after the homecoming dance,

to meet

and wanted
weird

to

him. She

introduce

spotted

Dufour

herself, but

sitting in Saga
thought it might be

she refrained from

Baker

"I felt like he started

of

dropping

little

suggest other

hints,

people,"

to

like

me

because he

but I didn't like him

was

so

to

Baker said.

much prayer and a nudge from his family,
Dufour asked Baker out on a date. While she thought

saying

out

no, she

surprised

herself when

"yes"

came

eventually asked her to
relationship, Baker asked for time

of her mouth. When he

pursue a more serious
to consider his offer. After

a

month of

denied the offer. Because she

was

hesitation,

she

leaving for France

soon, she asked Dufour not to wait for her. He watched

depart to France for four months for a study abroad
opportunity.
"I thought things were going to be different, but I
said, 'Okay.' I told her I didn't promise I wouldn't ask
her again once she got back," Dufour said.
After Baker returned from France in Jan. 2014,
her

62
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few

more

conversations and with much

to

15, during

of the

one

year, Dufour took Baker
Rhema Lights festival. It

Through

of

a

agreed

On Dec.

kind

I tried

month.

pursue a relationship together.
Ten months of dating flew by for Dufour and Baker.

doing so.
They officially met through a shared interest in
French culture. Dufour, originally from Mulhouse,
France and Baker, a French major, spent many hours
speaking French and participating in French Club.
so

a

After

hearts,

warm

the

two

out to
was a

most

romantic times of

dinner and then

cold

to

the

evening, yet with
sparkle-filled

wandered around the

grounds enjoying each other's company.
"He started walking super slow and we walked up
on the
bridge. Then all the lights and music turned off,"
Baker said. "Then suddenly they came back on as our
song started playing. I was like, 'Oh my gosh, Nathan.' I
knew right then what was happening."
Dufour then dropped to one knee and asked Baker
to be his wife. She happily said yes. Baker's father,
GEB Network Production Manager Roy Baker, and
photographer Mark Moore had been waiting behind the
scenes

After

and

were

able

to

capture the

taking pictures, they headed

moment on camera.

prearranged

to a

engagement party back at the Baker household.
It's not every day one goes to France only to
back and find

Tulsa,

a

Frenchman in her

Oklahoma. The

© Oral Roberts University

couple

wed

come

backyard in
July 12, 2015.
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Coach Duke Gives Back
By Candace Tripke
the

who

pulled all
nighters. Coach Bernis Duke, 86-year-old volunteer
badminton teacher, spent multiple nights designing
T-shirts to give back to each of his 55 students.
were not

Students

Duke has been
first

day

only

ones

Oral Roberts

at

of classes in the fall of

University

1965,

since the

and this

It all started with

wanted

to reconnect

at

"It

5

his

a.m.

previously had

the

opportunity

came to

thought,

I

want to

Each shirt contained

the back

directly on
Immediately,

or

a

letter after

wrote

was

about

and 10:50

was so sweet

out

a.m.

also

impact
to

the shirts had

do the

same

on

for his

at

ORU It

at

his 9:50

Duke said.

T-shirts

to

students

badminton classes. He said he

proud

of the

tied in

a

signed

"Coach Bernis Duke."

was

personalized

Christian theme

"This is my third time
badminton," said Andrea
never

be

made

us

really special

Duke said the

so

me," Wiley said. "It

memories,"

reminder

wrote

encouragement and

having

Matthews, junior media major.
before, so I think this year

for him. He
on

genuinely

simple

act

cares

about

the shirts from his heart."

personal T-shirts

students of their

to

was

Coach Duke for

served

not

encounters at

reminder of the love of Christ that

of kindness. With

was

only

ORU,

shown

as a

but

a

through

simple T-shirt, Duke
lasting legacy at ORU after 99
semesters, 7,000 students and 50 years of teaching.
"The shirts will help us remember his
legacy as a
a

at

or

shirts

his students and writes

embrace their time

the

remember their time

Open

US.

much for my beautiful US. Open
surprised and cried when I read what you

"Thank you

a.m.

to

must

players

opportunity
Wiley, a previous tennis player,
receiving her T-shirt.
to

back

them

up

personal message written
front for each tennis player.

ORU Kristen

shirt. I

to

a

he received letters back from

thankful for the

keep

surprised with

He decided he wanted

am so

students.

want

"He's
me, and I

were

hand-written messages that
correlated with the theme of the shirt. Each
message

ORU

with these young people. So I'll send them
shirt," Duke said.

a

writing

Duke

a

"I

the best coach ever, and I
have been at ORU on your team."

was

players.

current

You

Duke handed

time.

own

to

Duke
the

brings

year prior.
with the 120 tennis players from 28
an

different countries he
coach

idea he had

on

thankful

his

was

first year to design personal T-shirts for each of his
students. The T-shirts were purchased out of his own

pocket, hand-picked from thrift shops
Some nights Duke would stay up until
personal messages on each shirt.
This begged the question, why?

thoughtful.

continued

to

leave

a

a

coach and all he's done for this school
years from
Matthews said.

now,"

and

STAFF PHOTOS
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Eclectic Confidence
By Rachel Anderson

Aubrey Walling, junior drama, television
and film major, came to ORU, she worked with
the homeless through the Los
Angeles Dream
Center as a site leader for children in the
housing proj
ects.
They called her "low-key dope." Walling said it's
easy to relate through fashion because it's one thing

Before

everyone has.

"People are always looking for ways to relate to other
people. I feel that clothing is a gateway to the human
race," said Walling.
Fashion was a medium to reflect a person's inner-self
for Walling who said every day was a fashion encounter.
Fashion helped Walling through the hard times in
her life. In middle school, her parents pulled her out of
school for a year and a half due to a particularly trying
time. She coped with her emotions by escaping to her
room and
putting outfits together.
She confessed that the easiest way to express herself
is through her clothes. Even as a child,
Walling under

stood the power of

fashion; she found

her

identity

her

through
clothing.
According to Walling, people shouldn't be scared to
wear what
they want. Fashion was a form of expression.
"Fashion was an outward expression of an inward
reality, and the best way to showcase who one is on the
inside was through their style," she said.
Born in Georgetown, Texas, this Southern belle had
a sense of
style that focused on ingenuity. Unfortunately,
she couldn't fully wield her fashionista skills until she
reached her college years. Her mother wasn't a fan of
shopping; therefore, Walling was the regular recipient
of hand-me-downs that

were

less than fashionable. She

worked with what she had and created
until she could afford

interesting pieces

for herself.

shop
Her humble beginnings greatly impacted her style.
She was an avid supporter of thrifting. Her favorite
stores were popular thrift shops in Tulsa like Daisy Ex
change and Plato's Closet.
Walling liked to mix it up and shop all around. She
didn't limit herself to just one designer.
When buying clothes, Walling looked for two things:
quality and appeal. She would rather buy something
timeless than something that would only last a week.
Her advice: "If you buy it at a thrift shop, you can
to

PHOTOS BY CASSANDRA VAN DAM

pull it off at any time."
Walling could be seen walking campus in multiple
styles because of her eclectic taste in clothes.
"One day I can dress like a housewife from the '50s,
the

next

I look like

a news

anchor from the '80s and

couple days later, a pop star from the '90s," said
Walling. "I find freedom in the expression of fashion
because the sky is the limit, and to me, it's the easiest art
then

a

form."

Walling described her style as "Nancy Sinatra/
gangster." She liked to wear collared blouses and pencil
skirts, but knew her outfit was not complete without a
beanie and big silver hoop earings. Walling claimed to
have vintage, eclectic and hipster looks all at the same
time. She intentionally chose over-the-top outfits to
challenge herself.
"Half of pulling off an outfit is believing you have
the confidence to do so," said Walling.
Her current fashion inspiration was comfort because
of the early morning classes and late-night study ses
sions. She said it affected how she presented herself.
She favored loose-fitting clothes because they were
easy to slip on. The challenge was to feel comfortable
and still look nice. A staple in her closet and favorite
piece of clothing was her black harem pants. She found
them

at a

thrift

store

in Tulsa.

Walling wore the harem pants in all seasons. If the
day was warm, she would wear them with a tank and
wedges. If it was cold out, all she had to do was add
tights underneath for an extra layer of warmth. She also
liked to wear them high-waisted.
Another favorite item in Walling's closet was a Jean
Paul blouse, a designer she adrnired. The blouse had a
unique blend of floral and paisley patterns printed on a
semi-see-through chiffon fabric with cuffs on the collar
and sleeves. Walling said she loved this style because of
1tS

uruque aspects.

Walling allowed fashion to guide her through tough
times and good times. She let her inward
reality come
forth by the outward expression of her clothes.
Walling
described this as "free expression and then
good impres
sion." Walling continued to encounter new walks of life
through clothing into her future.
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Open Dorrns.
the
Norms
Against
By Candace Tripke

Oral

Roberts

University historically had a strict
keeping the dorms separated by

policy on
gender. The past school year was characterized
a new
by
push to "normalize" the open dorm policy.
"Students strongly expressed a desire to have open
dorms more frequently," said Exzayvius "Zay" Williams,
junior government major and student body president. "I
promised our constituents a change in their favor in this
area, and I intended to fulfill that

Students became accustomed
other

commitment."

open dorms every
the school year. In 2014-2015, the
to

Sunday during
frequency of Sunday visits increased.
Many wings or floors would prepare for open dorms
in advance. Sister wings baked cupcakes for their brother
wings. Others planned board games or activities. One
brother wing even prepared a dance for its sister wing.
On Friday, March 27, the open dorm policy was
dramatically broadened. President William M. Wilson
announced even further changes going far beyond more
open dorm Sundays.
"There will be regular open dorms throughout the
week starting in Fall 2015," Wilson said during chapel as
students cheered along.
His announcement of open dorm changes
accompanied the removal of 1 :30 a.m. curfew for
sophomores, juniors and seniors.
"It was certainly an extensive process to implement.
There were many meetings and proposal re-drafts to
PHOTOS BY RACHEL FRAZER

make it

happen,"

Williams said.

Williams recruited the Student Association financial
administrative

assistant,

major, to help with
and King compiled

Kevin

King, senior finance
dorm proposals. Williams

the open
research from other Christian

universities' open dorm policies and resident adviser
(RA) surveys. They held numerous meetings with the
deans

discussing liability and supervision of students.
All discussion and proposed
changes were required to
tie back with the scope of the school's biblical
principles.
Another issue Williams and King faced in the
proposal process was the resident advisers' schedules.
Whenever

an

open dorm

was

held,

the resident adviser

of the

wing was required to supervise the entire two
hour period. Mackenzie Walker, junior
accounting major
and head RA

open dorms
"Our

the seventh floor of

on

on a

weekly basis to
during open

Claudius,

attended

monitor her floor.

RAs

dorms is to monitor
job
residents and their guests to make sure
they are being
and
to
the
respectful
appropriate
community around
as

them," Walker

said.

In the future RA's will take

approach

a

slightly

different

the

monitoring process.
incorporated a rotating 'on-duty' schedule
RAs," Williams said. "This rotating will take the
to

"We also

for

burden off of RAs

to

be

week, but would require
when

they were

© Oral Roberts University

on

their floor every other
them to supervise more
on

ground

duty."
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Dramatically Different
Norma Ramos

By

stepped on the ORU campus, Abigail
Wells, junior drama, television and film major,
held a wide-ranged travel and passport history.
She made a home in more than six places, but she even
tually settled (at least somewhat) in Tulsa, Oklahoma to

American

attend ORU

to

she

Before
"I found

everything I

didn't know I needed

at

this

Her settled dorm life

only

lasted

so

however.

long,

quickly involved herself with the ORU Missions and
Outreach Department. Wells served for two years as a
She

member and assistant

sions in Guatemala. In the
an

assistant

and Ben

team

"Ben is awesome, and I

blessed with

summer

of

summer

2015, Wells

a

mis

was

team.

a team

She
to

month after school ended.

am

looking

forward

to

seeing

trip," Wells said. "I have been
awesome leadership. And I encourage
on

that

everyone to try it."
Wells was born in

70

leader for

leader for the Burkina Faso

the continent of Africa for

so

team

Marsh, senior marketing major, led

what God does

brother. From Idaho in the United States
tries of

Belgium

to

the

"twin"
coun

and

diverse cultures in

Kenya, her life overflowed with
different geographical places.

''After my little brother was born in 1996 we moved
Kenya and lived there for a few years," Wells said.

"Then I moved back

to

Virginia

for part of

elementary

school."

school," Wells said.

team

missionary-diplomat parents with her

Ethiopia

I ENCOUNTERS

and

was

adopted by

The Wells

family resided in Virginia but was trans
ferred over to Belgium for two years. After those two
years, Wells lived in Mauritania with her family, but
moved back

to

the US.

soon

after.

Wells became rooted in her church life and

played an
important role in directing and stage managing an Eas
ter production in the
spring of 2012. The production
sparked her desire to pursue a degree in drama, televi
sion and film performance at ORU
"Even while I visited ORU during college weekend, I
was
busy handling the stage set over at my church back
home," she said. "The experience I gained in that season
propelled me into the studies I am pursuing today."

© Oral Roberts University
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THE WORLD IS HER HOME

Abby's World Travels

9

Idaho
North America

Oklahoma
North America

9

9
9

Guatemala
Central America

Belgium
Europe

Virginia

Mauritania

North America

Africa
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Burkina Faso

9

Africa

9

Africa

9

Ethiopia

Kenya
Africa
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Once or twice in
the last month

•
•
•
•
•
_DailY
•

A few times in

the last month

twice
each week
Once

How often do

Three to four

you stream from
a

or

times each week

paid service?

Five to six times
each week

Zero times in the
last month

What channels have you used
to stream a movie or TV program?

93.7%

72

25.5%
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20.1 %

13.4%

© Oral Roberts University

13.8%

4.6%
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Studies

vs.

Streaming

By Dominique Johnson
etflix

N

was a

college

student's best

and

friend,

research conducted

by student publications
proved the two were inseparable. The relation
ship between students and their streaming services went
official after 349 students were surveyed with the help

in

sitting. Twenty-five percent of students said
bingeing constitutes watching six or more episodes
out taking a break from the screen.
one

The survey showed 41 percent of students watched
to four
episodes in one sitting in the last month.

three

of students in the Communications Research class.

Interestingly,

The results of the survey went in-depth about stu
dents and their individual usage, viewing behaviors and

watched

habits.

Ah, multitasking.

As for what is considered the "norm" around

ORU,

the average student used a paid streaming service for
6.95 hours a week about the length of a school day.
-

One in five students

use a

streaming

Netflix ranked

Unsurprisingly,
streaming service. The

as

generational

Netflix without

task.

Many

simultaneously performing

students

texted, surfed

finished homework while Netflix

in the last month. About 50 percent of the student body
used a Netflix account paid for by a family member.
over

the

The millennials of ORU lived up to
stereotype. Students rarely watched

social media while

second, with 25.5 percent of students using the service

loomed

But how did ORU blend into the cultural norm?

service

survey revealed 93.7 percent of
students used Netflix in the last month. Hulu ranked

When finals week

an

about five percent of students have
entire series or more in one sitting.

the

daily.
most popular

and

presentations
students, binge watching was

term
a

papers
sweet,

nirvana. Over 45 percent of students defined
watching as streaming three to four television

sweet

binge
episodes

with

using

secondary

the web and browsed

Netflix. Students

N etflix while their homework

a

commonly

was on-or

watched

was on.

The data

proved 48 percent of students increased
their Netflix usage since they first started
using it. So
when the

holidays

entire

binged
"I rarely watch

rolled

seasons

around, students may have

of "Gilmore Girls."

television

series,"

one

student said in

the anonymous survey. "But when I do, which is
maybe
once or twice a
to
catch
on
year
up
something I've
missed, I binge for a week straight, literally."

PHOTO BY MICHAEL GIAMMARINO
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A NIW BEGINNING

EXPERIENCE fOR THE FUTURE
SETTING STANDARDS
BOGEY
THE FJ\B FRESHMEN
FROM ORU TO WNBA
MAYOR'S CUP STAYS PUT
THREE HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE
LOOKING TOWARD GOLD
THE GRAND SLAM
SI'IINTING TO SUCCESS
SWING BATTER BATTER
NOT QUITE DIVISION I

VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN'S SOCCER
MEN'S SOCCER
GOLF
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S BASKETBALL

CHEERLEADING
TRACK AND FIELD
WOMEN'S TENNIS
MEN'S TENNIS
BASEBALL

INTRAMURALS
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By Kylie Thomas

Most

students started

college with

an

idea of

what
to

major, came
thinking she
next

they wanted to do and who they hoped
be. Kylie Johnson, junior communications
to Oral Roberts University in
August 2012
would play on the volleyball team for the

four years of

Her

plan

hit

college.
obstacle when she

injured her hip
freshman year. Johnson pushed through the injury for
a
year before undergoing hip surgery in 2014. She was
back on track until her hip relapsed, and her volleyball
career was cut

"Even

an

short.

though this situation was less than ideal, the
working through the people around me
and in my own heart the entire time," Johnson said. "He
has been working the whole time. And if this injury was
something that will ultimately bring him glory, then I
have decided to embrace his timing in my life."
Johnson was ranked second on the volleyball team
her freshman year with 78 kills and 266 digs for the sea
son. After
hurting her hip, she continued playing strong,
Lord has been

year. In her ju
nior year, she recorded 62 assists in 18 matches to finish
second for ORU.

ranking third

on

the

team

her

sophomore

Johnson said the game was more than stats and wins.
"The girls I have gotten to play with for the last
three years are nothing short of incredible. Each one
is unique, but together we became a family," Johnson
said. ''You start to realize that it's not all about winning
and losing, or about those 6 a.m. workouts that make
you throw up. It's about the relationships you pour into
along the way."
After looking back on her time on the volleyball
team, she said friendships should be the priority.
"Now that I'm removed from it all, I really wish I
would have given that extra inch in those relationships,
even when I didn't want to or feel like
it," Johnson said.
"I've learned that wherever you are, the relationships
you build should take priority because you never know
whose life you're going to change or who is going to
change your life along the way."

PHOTOS BY NICK CONROY & FRANK WHITAKER
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Experience for the

Future

By Jadyn Watson-Fisher
women's

faced

challenges during
their 2014 season. They battled a tough schedule,
multiple injuries and reintegration into the Sum
mit League, but the young team
gained valuable experi
ence as
built
toward the future.
they
The Golden Eagles played
powerful opponents
Texas
Tech
and
the
including
University of Oklahoma.
One of the season highlights was the first-ever ORU
win against Southern Methodist University with a score

The

soccer team

of 2-1 in the middle of their

season.

Midfielder

Ashley Martin, junior nursing major, led
the team in goals scored, Maria Stordahl,
sophomore
biology major, was named Second Team All-Summit
League and Lexi Jones, freshman education major, was

Cf'lGlblee SGlnd@Fs a�temprtrs to keep mine
ball away from an opposing plcver.
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named
The
season

to

the Summit

League

of the

experience

outcome, but

All-Freshman Team.

part in the

team

played

a

they were

looked

to

improve

the

following year.
''We had

youthful team in terms of experi
ence," said second-year Head Coach Roger Bush. "Not
just the freshmen, but we had a sophomore class that
didn't come in with a ton of experience and as we look
forward to the future, we are returning a team that
gained a lot of experience this year against a really good
a

very

schedule."
ORU ended the

Indiana

season

with

a

home win

University-Purdue University

Fort

against
Wayne and

a

4-10- 3 overall record.

Mad'iS'�;:>ril Veliefli?Jwelo �ee�s �Iiile bdlJ

.!J�r:li('Jr KaylCl Keller

Giese as she n(HilS down meld.

dl!Jrit;lg
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Senior forword Megan Giles prepares "'0 go in tor a goal. Giles
player who started 16 out of 17 games this season.

IIfhle *eOfi)1l h,l\iJd!oles (;lIfter

a

gQlrJ1ile. The G@I61en §ogles flriilished �heirr
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season

with
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was a

key offensive

4-� 0-3 record.
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Standards

Setting

By Kylie Thomas and Chandler Branzell

2015,

the men's

raised the bar

higher
than it has been in a decade. The hard work paid
off when the Golden Eagles sat in a four-way tie for
first place in the Summit League conference and made it
to the championships for the first time since 2004. The
team finished the season with an 8-8-2 record, the high

In

soccer team

"The group was committed to sending out the
seniors on a positive note, winning a championship

and

providing them with the opportunity to go out
on
top," Coates said. "This senior group endured
much hardship their freshman and sophomore years,
and for some, the three years prior to their redshirt
..

est

win total since 2005.
"The

team was a

great group of guys that really

bonded, played well and played

hard for each other the

entire season, and it was one of the best in the history
of the program," said Assistant Coach Brent Coates.

Goalie Ben

LaCourse, sophomore sports manage

major, said the coaches
always play with excellence.
ment

stretched the

"Coach Bush and Coach Brent
of what

amples
said. "They push

"

JUlllor year.

true men

are

of God should

be,"

ex

more

of

"I believe that if
other

to

fact

Booker,
.

the

make it

that

spurred

80
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team to

to

the

be the bes t

championship.

SCIence
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we

work hard and

we can

be,

successful than this

even more
a

a

national title.

LaCourse

every single day
expect
ourselves and expect more of our teammates."
The soccer program graduated seven players,
to

us

for the 2014-2015 school year and was named the
2014 Summit League Offensive Player of the Year.

Younger players said they looked forward to
continued growth as a team and working toward

team to

tremendous

Johnny Chavez, senior psychology major, signed
with the Tulsa Roughnecks, the local
professional
United Soccer League team. He recorded 18 goals

push

next season

year,"

each

will be

said Brian

red shirt freshman health and exercise
.

major.
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putting his teammates first and
helping out behind the scenes.
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Freshman midfielder Corey Canto
celebrates after scoring the first goal of
his college soccer career.
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By David Sauer and Jadyn Watson-Fisher
the men's and women's

BOth

second in the Summit

the

Men's

golf teams placed
League Championship in

after successful

spring
golf looked

to

the ORU Shootout and other

momentum

tournaments

year at the Summit League Championship.
'We've had flashes of really, really good

throughout
it,"

the year but

said Parker
"If

major.
couple days,
it

out

we

during

from
the

play

haven't been able

to

sustain

Dolezal, senior business administration

we can

get that

I think

we

going and play well the first
definitely have the ability to close

down the stretch."

The

team

their first

showed

place

they

finish

at

could close

"If

get off

tournaments

the Southern Illinois

Edwardsville Invitational in

good

with

University

September.
should be

right
hopefully,"
being
nervous down the last nine holes of the
championship
there
in
that
we're
knowing
right
position; hopefully, we
have that feeling."
The focus for ORU was winning the Summit title
as a team. Scott Newell, senior
accounting major, and
there

82

we

to a

start,

we

Dolezal said. 'We've talked about

I ENCOUNTERS

title

as

to

win the Summit individual

well.

going to have to be the best tournament I've
played all year," Newell said. "If I play my A-game for
all three rounds, I definitely think I can win it."
The men's golf team finished second in the Summit
League Champion in May. They began the tournament
strong, leading the first two days. On the third day, the
Golden Eagles fell to South Dakota. Newell placed sec
ond individually, and Dolezal finished fourth.
At the championship in Seaside, California, women's
golf came within two shots of first place Denver half
way through the final round but were unable to make
the comeback and took the second place title.
Alejandra Acosta-Carvajal, junior business admin
istration major, was named First Team All-Conference
and Summit League All-Tournament Team. Kennedy
Ishee, freshman biology major, was named Second Team
All-Conference. Paola Aviles, junior finance major, was
"It's

seasons.

continue the

Dolezal both had chances

named

to

the All-Tournament Team.

Women's

finishes,

© Oral Roberts University

two

golf

finished the

first

place

with nine top five
finishes and a 98-19-1 record.
season
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li)olezal chips from tm
est round of tne year

P01rP:ier

Dole2!Gllpl'Jrts

Pinata

by DaiVid SallJer

01'1

the proctice green.

COURTESY PHOTOS

WGiS a

ough onto the green. Dolezal's

four-

under 67.

Kennedy Ishee lines up a put. Ishee ranked fifth in 5'��!fiililj
League play with a scoring average of 76.2.
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The Fab Freshmen
By David Sauer

The

six freshmen who

basketball

team

have

joined
more

the ORU women's

in

common

than

just their age. Jordan Doyle, health and exercise
science major, Esther Udoumoh, health and exercise
science major, Jayden Oliver, exploratory major, Faith
Ihim, accounting major, Jordan Gilbert, exploratory ma
jor, and Jasauen Beard, exploratory major, all played high
school basketball in the

state

Doyle, Udoumoh, Ihirn,
the

two

of Oklahoma.

Gilbert and Beard

played in

Oklahoma Coaches Association All-State bas

ketball games. Doyle, U doumoh and Ihim played for the
Large East team while Gilbert and Beard played for the

and

1,079 rebounds, respectively.

[Ihim] and Jordan Doyle bring quickness, fast
pace, aggressiveness and everything," said Udoumoh.
"They are really powerful players, and it's just a blessing
"Faith

to

be with them

they

ready

are

to

on

this basketball

play.

team

...

On the court,

Their athleticism is

Forward Udoumoh led Union

phenomenal."

School in

High
averaged

re

more than 10
bounding her last two years and
points per game as a senior.
Doyle and Udoumoh were not just opponents on the
court but also
good friends. Their relationship carried
over

to

the

court at

ORU.

Large West team. The Large East team won both games,
something the winners remind the losers of regularly.
"There were two [All-State] games, and their side
won it both times so
they brag about that a little bit,"

just being teammates but actual
friends, to build a real relationship so we can be really
comfortable with knowing how we play with each other
on the court," said Udoumoh. "It's
really great to have

said Ihim.

her

Doyle

couldn't

"I do

[brag] sometimes,"

gave us
The

shirts,

deny

the

and sometimes I

Doyle.

wear

"Broken Arrow

them."

transitioned from

high school opponents
to teammates with the hopes of
winning bigger titles.
"I'm glad they're with me instead of against me," said
Ihim. "They are really good players. They're good assets
to the team. It's fun having them around. They're
good
ball players. They're good teammates. They're support
ing and encouraging, and they challenge you to
play harder."
Their experiences in the All-State game and their
experiences playing against each other in high school
games drew them closer together.
"I've learned their weaknesses and their strengths:
how they like the ball to be passed to them, when they
want the ball and when they don't want the ball," said
Doyle. "It helped build more of a connection with
players

them."

Doyle played point guard for Broken Arrow High
School. The Tigers went 28-0 and won the state champi
onship her senior year.
''Jordan [Doyle] is really fast," said Ihim. "She's a
really good point guard. She brings a lot of tempo and
fast pace. She can see the court, so she's good at passing
the ball and distributing it."
Ihim was a record-setting forward for Memorial High
School. She holds the school record with 1,613 points
84
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helps

as a

us a

friend

lot,

on

not

the court and off the court."

Gilbert

statement.

said

"It

played guard for Carl Albert High School in
Oklahoma City. "Jordy," as the team calls her, averaged
almost 14 points per game as a senior.
"Gilbert is fast. She
make

plays,"

can

said Ihim, "It's

dribble the ball; she
a

challenge

to

can

play against

those kind of

people."
Oliver played guard for Putnam City High School in
Oklahoma City. She was a two sport athlete, lettering in
softball all four years of high school as well.
"Jayden Oliver is a pure shooter coming off the
bench," said

Head Coach Misti Cussen. "I think that's

Dorka

[Balla] some breathing room that
she doesn't have to [do it all herselfJ."
Beard was a star forward at Midwest City
High
School in Oklahoma City. She was expected to be a key
contributor before tearing her ACL.
"Jasauen was probably our most multi-dimensional
freshman that we had in that group," Cussen said.
"We're going to miss her contribution. She's kind of the

going

to

give

emotional leader also."
"Even

though we're young, we're very experienced.
We're not just rookies," said Doyle. "We're very athletic,
and we know the game and have knowledge for the
game. That's really going to shock a lot of people, that
even
though we're young, we can still compete."
The freshmen produced 753 of the Golden Eagles'
2,055 points, 322 of the 1,307 rebounds and played a
combined total of

© Oral Roberts University

2,681

minutes.
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Golden

Eagles

2014-2015

center

seoson

with

Vicky

Mclt1lt

an avera
-

From ORU

WNBA

to

By Parrish Purnell Jr.

Standout

student,

April
giate player

center

Vicky McIntyre, leadership

added

to

her historic senior

MBA

season on

ished the

led the

can

the

National Basketball Association.

by setting

the ORU and Summit

records for rebounds with 536.

single-season

16 with the

biggest postseason honor a colle
receive: a chance to play in the Women's

season

League
McIntyre

nation, averaging 15.8 rebounds per game and set
single-game record of 27 boards against Austin Peay

McIntyre became the
player in the history of
the program to have her name called on draft night.
"It's a surreal experience," said McIntyre. "It's been
what I've dreamed of since I was a little girl, so to have
it happen .it's hard to describe."
The Seattle Storm took McIntyre with the 20th over

University on November 29.
She also proved to be a defensive force while break
ing the ORU and Summit League blocks record with

all selection in the WNBA Draft. She is the third Golden

Coach Misti Cussen. "She filled

first ORU women's basketball

..

Eagle
Krista

sign a WNBA
Ragan.

to

"ESPN3

went to a

contract

after Elisha Turek and

commercial break. When it

came

was

product of one of the best
single-season performances in NCAA history.
McIntyre completed her collegiate eligibility with the
Golden Eagles after graduating from the University of
Florida. She had

was a

no

idea her

career

would end with such

production.
"I just really wanted to have fun," said McIntyre. "I
had my own goals, but the main purpose was to have
fun and enjoy playing my last year."
She "had fun" while placing her name in the ORU,
Summit League and NCAA record books. She also fingreat

86
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160

the year. Her 27 double-doubles rank 12th

swats on

all-time in NCAA

history.
immensely proud of the breakout season she
year to end her collegiate career," said Head

"We're
had this

maturity
ers on

back on, my name was on the board," she said. "I
screaming, 'What? How did this happen?'"
The selection

State

and

experience,

the floor for

McIntyre's
out

sion

the Storm

"It's

need for

had

so

us

with her

many young

play

this season."

selection also made her the first

drafted

by

us

as we

a

of the Summit
sent

player

this year. The deci
shock waves throughout ORU.

League

for the

university because it shows how
much we care about athletics," said Athletic Director
Mike Carter. "I'm even more excited that Vicky repre
sents ORU in the
right way. With her out there, it's a
representation of what ORU stands for."

exciting

After

playing the season with the Seattle Storm, Me
Intyre planned to head to China to put her skills to the
test overseas.

"It's
said

an

honor

to

be the first

McIntyre. "Hopefully,

© Oral Roberts University

I'm

player

not

to

be

drafted,"

the last."
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Vicky Mcintyre
"It's

an

Photo

is th

honor to be

by

:e

Mark MOG
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Put

Mayor's Cup Stays
By Ryan Woods

O

RU defeated the

claiming

University of Tulsa 77-68,
Mayor's Cup Nov. 15

the 2014 PSO

at

the Mabee Center.

Obi

Emegano, senior psychology major, led the
Golden Eagles with 26 points, seven rebounds and four
assists in his first regular season game since tearing his
ACL five games into last season.
"We're always looked at as kind of the little

Emegano

said. "I don't

appreciate

go out there and prove
the little brother."
to

Emegano

went

we can

it. I think

brother,"

our

job

is

compete and we're

not

said. "It's

more

than

us.

and I think

university,
this year."

It's about

our

guys

alumni and

our

really bought into

that

our

Tulsa's Head Coach Frank Haith

14 of 16 from the free-throw line.

The game earned him The Summit
the Week award.

administration

major, contributed 14 points in the
second half and showed why he's considered to be one
of the best three-point shooters on the team.
Coach Scott Sutton has been around
long enough to
know that this game is bigger than
just the team.
"This is my 19th Mayor's Cup
game, 15th as a head
and
I
know
how
coach,
important this game is," Sutton
ness

League's Player

of

career.

0-1 for the first

Tulsa Forward D'Andre

Wright led

TU with 17

points. Guard James Woodard had 16.
corning into the season, they look forward
to this
more than we
game
do," Wright said. "I feel like
have
it
circled
on
their schedule that they want to
they
"I feel like

"[Emegano] was aggressive, wanted the ball, was
drawing fouls and stepped up and made big free-throws.
He was the best player on the Boor," Head Coach Scott
Sutton said. "I thought our guards were great. I wouldn't
trade my backcourt for anybody."
Korey Billbury, junior recreation administration ma
jor and Emegano's backcourt mate, added 18 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds. Bobby Word, sophomore busiPHOTOS BY AUSTIN ST. JOHN

time in his

was

beat us, and

we

kind of look

at

them

as

another

non

conference
Haith
"We have

up,"
to

game."
visibly disturbed by Wright's comments:
to be ready to
play every time we lace them

was

Haith said. "That's

get that fixed. I

© Oral Roberts University

disappointing,

promise

but

we are

going

you that."
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Three Heads Are Better Than One
By Lindsay Ophus
into any ORU basketball game and the
atmosphere is filled with excitement and

Walk

anticipation. Look for the reason, and you'll
have found the ORU cheer team stirring the crowd.
The

led

three

captains: Lauren Graham,
senior nursing major, Bear Bryt, junior engineering ma
jor, and Benjamin Ramirez, senior media major. Com
bined, these captains boasted over 20 years of cheer
team was

by

expenence.
The 2014-2015 year was not a normal year for ORU
cheer. Traditionally, there were only two captains, but
this year called for an extra dose of leadership. As a
nursing major, Graham decided to take a step back be
cause

of her schedule. The cheer

leadership initially

coach, stepped

down from the

Ramirez recalled the team's reaction:
He knew he needed

to

lead

by example

nervousness.

and

keep

an

open mind about the entire process. The team had
adjust to different coaching styles, and adjusting to
new

head coach

was

difficult for

some.

PHOTOS BY AUSTIN ST. JOHN

to

work like

Ramirez and Graham both

a

well-oiled machine.

"I've learned that in order
take less of the credit and

as a

The

a

be

a

leader,

of the

team,

we

you have

to

responsibility,"
win

as a team

and

team."
team

couraging

the

captains
team

continued

worked well

while also

team

a

ship. The captains
to guide the team closer

to

by consistently

uplifting

en

each other. The

improve this year under this leader
said they all agreed they were blessed

to

© Oral Roberts University

to

more

Ramirez said. "When we're
lose

team.

day,

agreed with the end result. Bryt was chosen as the third
cheer captain. He transitioned into
becoming a team
but
continued to wonder if the new coach had
captain
selected the right person. After prayer, Bryt said he knew
he was called for the position.
"I stepped up because I was asked," Bryt said. "As in
any aspect of a leadership adjustment, some people were
happy and some were upset. At that point, all I could do
was try to be there for
my team as much as possible and
encourage everyone who might have felt jaded."
After the team settled down, the cheer
squad began

con

sisted of Graham, Ramirez and another female captain.
In a twist of events the second female captain, along
with the head

At the end of the

as a

family.
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Toward Gold

Looking

By Jannelle Forbes and Parrish Purnell Jr.

three NCAA National

With
its

credit,

the

Championships

the ORU track and field

to

teams were

successful programs on campus.
In the 2014-15 season, the ORU men took fifth and

the

women

most

took fourth overall in the Summit
The Golden

League

finished with

one
Championship.
Eagles
gold, three silver and four bronze medals overall.
ORU completed the season by sending six athletes
to the NCAA West
preliminary rounds. Ana Camargo,
MBA student (triple jump), Madison Reynolds, junior
biomedical engineering major (400m dash), and Tamaira
Williams, sophomore health and exercise science major
(100m dash) competed for the women. Justin Estala
sophomore exploratory major (pole vault), Israel Nel
son, freshman (100m hurdles), and Joseph Reis-Herron,
junior health and exercise science major (100m dash)
competed on the men's side.
"The year has been great," said Head Coach Joe Dial.
"Overall, we had a pole vaulter, Justin Estala. He was
10th at the National Championships. A lot of kids on

the

have

their lifetime best this

year."
Heading to the NCAA West preliminary rounds was
Reynolds. She emerged as a team leader winning almost
team

run

all of her 400-meter

Reynolds
was

to

herself

"Madison is

great work

All-American last season, and she
build on her success. She continued

was an

determined

push

races.

to

mentally and physically.
just wonderful," Dial said.

ethic, she's

a

"She has

leader, and she works

I ENCOUNTERS

headlined

most

of her

races.

my form, my stance and in the
just
weight room sometimes even by myself," said Reynolds.
"My goals are to keep myself in the top 16 and be a
"I

work hard

on

first-team All-American."

considerably younger than in previ
ous seasons, but ORU had
multiple athletes consistently
placed in the top-five of each event despite their youth.
''We have a really young team," said Dial. "They are
so talented, but so
young at the same time. It's good for
the future of the program."
Through their encounters with inclement weather
and injuries the ORU Track & Field/Cross Country
team worked
through the challenges and finished on top.
"I suffered a hamstring strain two weeks before our
indoor conference championship in February," said All
American Sonwabiso Skhosana, freshman accounting
major. "Two weeks later I won two gold medals [400m
& 4x400m relay] at the conference with a season's
The

team was

best time."

so

a

hard."

"The future looks

92

Although she gave most of the credit to her team,
Reynolds made a name for herself by continually domi
nating her competition.
"I am blessed to be a leader, but I'm only as good as
my team," Reynolds said.
As her team continued to succeed, Reynolds collect
ed two Summit League Player of the Week awards and

Beyond the injuries and rainy days,
pushed the team toward gold.

the

competition

ORU track.
good for
-Head Coach
Dial

© Oral Roberts University
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The Grand Slam
By Jadyn Watson-Fisher

Oral

Roberts

University's

women's tennis

team

earned the NCAA Public

Recognition Award
history. The team
(APR) score in the top

for the second time in school

had

an

Academic

Progress

Rate

10 percent of all teams for the 2013-14 school
year.
The last time ORU received this award was

following

the 2004-05 year.
Select Div. I sports
on

The APR

provided a look at a team's academic suc
cess
by evaluating the progress of each student-athlete
on
scholarship; it included eligibility, retention and
graduation in addition to the academic performance.
The Golden Eagles went 7-13 overall and 6-4 at
home this

teams

received this award based

the APR of the

recognize

of the student-athletes.

previous school year. It aimed to
the value teams place on the academic success

PHOTOS BY ABRI SUMMERER

shutouts.

They
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with four of the

ended the

24 after

April
during the
on

season

season

falling
League

Summit

to

in

wins

being
Fort Wayne, Indiana

seven

No.3 South Dakota State
tournament.
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Sprinting

to

Success

By David Sauer

The

ORU men's tennis

team

lost back-to-back

matches in

February, but not without several
individuals setting personal winning streaks.
ORU fell 3-4 against St. Louis University Saturday,
Feb. 14. The team lost to Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, 1-5, Sunday, Feb. 15.
Jan Pehnec, freshman management major, won
against St. Louis University in three sets to give him a
four-match winning streak.
"I'm
court

in

playing

than last

much

and I feel better

wins

big thing for me, but team success is more
important, so I don't give any attention to that."
That streak snapped the next day in a three-set
match. Pehnec won the first set 6-3, but
dropped the last
two. He was on a three-match
winning streak with team
mate
Alejandro Capdequi, freshman international busi
ness
major, in doubles play. The duo won both matches.
a row are a

The doubles
nance

major,

team

of Ciaran

and Amar

Lavers, freshman fi
Saletovic, freshman international

Alekscmdrros KOlPlteld mal(es

a

and made every ball count especially when it came to
returning," Lavers said. "I think if we keep this style up,
net

we

attacking

net.

''Amar and I have been

really working

on our com

the net with
improving
moving forward and doing what we need to in order to
win a point," Lavers said. ''We have tried really hard to

bination and

transfer that idea into

on our

our

control

at

matches, and this is

what I

think has been

really important to our doubles success."
The Golden Eagles rode turned their streaks into
a successful season.
They finished the season by mak
it
to the Summit
ing
League Semifinals before losing to
Denver 0-4.

Qll!!Jick retium. Kcpteki and doubles partner

PHOTOS BY AUSTIN ST. JOHN

should do very well as a pair this season."
The duo was playing aggressive tennis and

opponents from the

the

better,
semester," Pehnec said. "Those four
on

major, was created success of its own. They
won a third
straight doubles match on Saturday, but lost
on Sunday,
placing their record at 2-3.
"We played just solid doubles: no silly errors on the
business

JG:ll'1 li"ehmec won 1 0 matches

© Oral Roberts University

during the

seoson.
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Batter Batter

S-wing,
ORU baseball

The

team

By Russell Dorsey

finished the

season

41-16,

the team's best record since 2008. The Golden

Eagles'

success came as a

result of the contri

bution of many different sources in 2015, and one of
those successes was the emergence of Anthony Sequei
ra, senior media

Sequeira

major.

shook off

2014 and became

one

an

underwhelming

of the best two-way

season

team

in

with 11

homeruns and 58 RBI. His

performance didn't go unno
League Player of the Year.
"I changed my stance at the plate a little and am
standing a little more upright now," said Sequeira. "I
think that really gave me the ability to have a little more
power than I did last year."
Sequeira was called upon in late February to be the
team's closer after Kyler Stout, sophomore exploratory
major, injured his arm. He was equally as dominant
on the mound
sporting a spectacular 1.38 ERA as he
earned 11

was

named Summit

saves.

"It feels like

playing
to

the

in the game when you are not
said Sequeira. "But I quickly got used

you're

field,"

not

it because I think it's easier

DH instead of
The

playing
Golden Eagles

to

go in

to

pitch

to

The

team

seasons

from several differ

all-conference selections.

players leading eight
Whatley, freshman exploratory major, played

Matt

role for ORU his freshman

big

season.

native hit .351 with five homers and 44 RBI. He also
went

16 for 21 in stolen bases and

League

was

named Summit

Newcomer of the Year.

Xavier

Altamirano, junior psychology major,

great first season with ORU. The junior
2.94 ERA and was named Summit

went

League

Year. Altamirano

was

ball Louisville

also honored
National

as

had

a

8-2 with

a

Pitcher of the

Collegiate

Base

of the Week

on
Slugger
Player
North
Dakota
performance against
State where he pitched seven
innings, striking out 14
batters and walking none.
Head Coach Ryan Folmar received Summit
League

March 16 after his

Coach of the Year for the first time in his

career.

The

Golden

the

League

40-win season, including a
sweep
of No. 11 Oklahoma State and first NCAA tournament

as

led his

team to a

appearance since 2012.
The Golden Eagles will have returned

step for ORU was the NCAA Regionals in Stillwa
ter, Oklahoma.
ORU couldn't escape a tough field in the NCAA

looking

next

a

The Claremore

vengeance in 2015 going 25-5 in conference on
their way to a 16th Summit League Championship. The

with

4-10 and

tournament.

received breakout
to

mar

the Summit

Mary's

Eagles ranked second in the country in batting
average, ninth in doubles and 17tl1 in runs scored. Fol

first base."
returned

Arkansas 6-8 and St.

Although the ending was not what the Golden
Eagles wanted, the season remained successful overall.

in

players

to

eliminated from the

were

ent

the nation in 2015. He hit .351 and led the

ticed. He

Regional, losing

a

to

have

more success

next season

and reach the

College

World Series for the first time since 1975.
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Quarterbac
atthew Tedescucei gets
ready to throw a spin.
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Thursday Night Lights
By Norma Ramos
Night Lights, an outreach through ORU,
served the Tulsa community with the food and
company of students on Thursday evenings
throughout the 2014-2015 school year. With the motto
of having a "heart to see," students focused on sending

Thursday
God's love into
"We

a

part of Tulsa that needed it.

only feeding the homeless," said Jaclyn
Pringle, junior communication major and head team
leader. "We are sitting down with them and talking to
them, making friends with them. Having conversations,
getting to know them as people and not just objects."
Formerly known as the Owen Park Outreach, Thurs
day Night Lights became a staple event in the downtown
Tulsa

are not

asked for money. While the group had

money to of
promise for food and
no

thing they did have was a
fellowship. The students invited the homeless person to
return the next week and
promised to have food. Week
after week, the event grew, and it eventually became
Thursday Night Lights.
Although it was considered a homeless outreach,
students believed it was more than just feeding Tulsans.
one

PHOTOS BY SHELBY RHINE

centered

was

With themed

events

friendship and fellowship.
like worship nights and testimony
on

nights, students became a part of the community
throughout the school year. It not only helped build
relationships within ORU, but also with those who were
homeless and lonely.
"We make it known that it is not about
getting a
thousand people saved," Pringle said. "But we
definitely
want to be bold in
our faith. And so we
sharing
go
with the intention not to get people saved, but to make
friends. And
tinue

people

make it very apparent that if you con
to this outreach
you will meet consistent

we

to come

that will

dramatically impact your life. But the
thing is we don't want to come in and try to
convert people. We want to
go in, and make friends."
the
the
outreach held clothing
Throughout
year,
drives, one of which was during Christmas time. Stu
dents dropped off blankets, socks, coats and other
articles of clothing into a bin.
"Through that we want to encourage people to share
number

area.

Five years ago a group held a small bible study at
Owen Park one Thursday night, and a homeless person

fer,

The focus

their

they

one

heart, share their stories and
come

© Oral Roberts University

into

contact

with,"

pray for everyone
Pringle said.
to
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Risen

Again

By Elizabeth Dailey

There
the

was

days

Kolenda

great expectancy among students in
before the annual Fall Revival. Daniel

Reinhard Bonnke,
made this Fall Revival
tor

tunity

to

be

speak,

was set to

as

well

as

his

famous

men-

oppor

baptized in water.

following

This
to

this

was

Fall Revival.

the first time

opportunity.

a

chapel

Unsure of the

service

was

dedicated

results, President

William M. Wilson

encouraged and welcomed all who
desired to be baptized.
"The feeling I had immediately after I got baptized
was
just a release. It was a weight off my back," said Ja
son Garland, freshman finance
major. "It was something
me back from
my relationship with God, me
holding
to
him.
closer
Now it's gone, and I'm lighter."
drawing
Originally, 50 people were expected to participate,
but

more

than twice that number did.

Kolenda
time in the

spoke from personal experience through his
ministry with Bonnke and related it to the

story of Esther in the Old Testament.
''When you're in a position of leadership, don't for-

108 I ENCOUNTERS

calls you

don't settle for the office of the

to

evangelism

the

image,"

he said. "If God

president."
Kolenda shared the

calling

discovery and

sacrifice of his

evangelize worldwide, even though it was not
leaving his family behind for long periods.
"It's really sobering to really think about what our
calling is in life and what God has for us," said Benjamin
Norell, senior social studies education major. "Most of
the time that comes with sacrifice and
surrendering it to
to

comfortable

To support those who dedicated themselves to the
Lord's calling on their lives, a special baptism service was

held

on

But what

evangelists.
completely unique was the

two

get the value and focus

God."
Bonnke is

worldwide

evangelist with over 45 years
experience.
taught the extreme importance of the
Holy Spirit through stories and poems.
"The Holy Spirit is attracted to our weaknesses,"
of

a

He

Bonnke said.
He

emphasized it was a willing heart rather than
personal strengths that invited the Lord's presence.
Students, faculty and staff then had the opportunity to
receive the baptism of the Holy
Spirit.
''After graduation, I don't have to
worry," said Jeremy
Holmes, senior communications major. "The Holy Spirit
is going to equip me to do his will."
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Cans Instead of
By Rachel Frazer
every neighborhood across Tulsa, families spent
Halloween taking their children
trick-or-treating and

In

passing out candy to celebrate with others. On this
night, over 3,000 of these homes received a slightly out
of-the-ordinary visit: When their doorbell rang, there
children,
dy. Instead, ORU

no

of canned

to

were no

goods

costumes

and

no

students collected
donate

to

John

requests for

over

can

14,000 pounds

3:16 Mission.

It took the work of several
groups and organizations
in order to make Fall Outreach a success. These included

Enactus,

the Missions and Outreach

3:16 Mission and local
that donated

place

over

bags

the

most

Department, John
community
preparation took

in the Tulsa

and boxes. This

course

"One of the

stores

of several months.

rewarding things

about

working

with my fellow outreach coordinators is
seeing the pas
sion for reaching our community come to life in each

planning meeting, prayer time and event,"
Quattlebaum, senior psychology major.
Over 700 students volunteered their time
Outreach and

addition

to

said

Katelyn

during Fall

collectively raised over $2,000 in donations in
cans for
Iraqi refugees displaced by ISIS.

COURTESY PHOTOS

"It

Candy

amazing to see the Lord work through some
thing as simple as collecting cans, and it was a beautiful
reminder that he rewards something as small as offering
up a couple hours to serve others," said Elizabeth Keat
ing, freshman nursing major.
was

In addition

to

canned

food, students

asked for prayer

requests from their donors, and many volunteers found
value and encouragement within each of these interac
tions whether it led

"Of
meal
these

course we

can

one

affect someone, but I pray that raising
would have an eternal impact on hundreds of

really

cans

lives in

immediate prayer or not.
won't know exactly how much
to

Tulsa," said Isaiah Campbell, senior ministry

and

leadership major.
''As Bobby Parks says, 'Team work makes the dream
work.' We, as a university, made the dream work
through
our team work
the
of
love
Christ
this
by spreading
Jesus
year at Fall Outreach," said Samuel Kyle, junior ministry
and leadership major.
Fall Outreach is one of the
longest-running tradi
at
tions
ORU, and 2014 saw no exception to the rule in
terms

of

© Oral Roberts University
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By Rachel Anderson
around campus and find prayer opportunities
throughout. Students and faculty prayed during

Look

Chapel and during class in the
Learning Resource Center. Wings
in the dorms, headed by resident advisers and chaplains,
prayed together during devotional time and community
hall meetings. Perhaps the most prayer-filled location on
campus was the Prayer Tower, a building with the sole
purpose of spending time with the Lord in prayer.
"It's a place where I can go to spend time with
God without having to worry about the distractions of
chapel in

Christ

Graduate Center and

classes and

try

friends," said Ben Watson, freshman chemis

Located

at

to

the

of campus, the Prayer Tower
glimmer of hope for all who

center

stand

as a

Standing 200 feet tall, the tower
burning
had many different rooms, each with its own purpose
for students, faculty and staff. In the prayer room on the
saw

flame.

its

first

level, students and faculty gathered

Bible and

simply spend

time in

a

to

peaceful

with God. The prayer auditorium hosted

pray, read the
environment

numerous

worship teams throughout the year who gave
their time to praise God.
During the 2014-2015 year, Student Association
President Zay Williams stressed the importance of the
Prayer Movement. This movement was located in the
prayer room of the Prayer Tower. Led by Christian Postudent-led

112
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the

movement

help students draw near to Jesus in the
a
praying community in expectation the Lord

was meant to

context

of

would then draw
Lauren

this campus.
sophomore finance

near to

Voigtlander,

major,

said

she viewed the prayer movement as "a time to lay every
thing aside and join together with fellow students with a
sole purpose of passionately seeking the Lord."
If one took the elevator up to the observation

they

would

stations

come across a

circular

room

with

deck,

seven

prayer journey. In the center
of the observation deck were four private prayer rooms
to

guide

named after

major.

continued

Ius, senior international business major,

one on a

spiritual leaders Bounds, Wesley,

and Foster. Each

room was

who dedicated their lives
Oral Roberts

meant

named after

one

Chambers
of the

men

to

prayer.
for the tower

signify the up
the importance of prayer in

ward

to

yearning of man and
everyday life. Along with the reminder of prayer, there
are
many other symbolic details within the tower. From
an aerial view, the
Prayer Tower resembled the Star of
David. From a ground view, the observation deck rep
resented Jesus' crown of thorns with red tips, denoting
the blood of salvation. The eternal flame
of the

at

the very top

the

symbolized
baptism of the Holy Spirit.
Prayer
surrounding the tower contained a
statue of Jesus with two students at his feet to
symbolize
tower

The

Gardens

that students who

© Oral Roberts University
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ORU

to

learn from Him.
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Fin

Peace
By Cassandra

Itnewu

sounded like

a

kind of bath

product

or

weight loss program to students first hearing
bout it. Instead of a Bath and
Body Works item,
Renew U was a planned revival on
campus that took
place over the course of two days.
"RenewU

was a

outlet for students

time of
to

refreshment and

spiritual

an

dedicate lots of time for

said

Dominique Johnson, sophomore
chaplain for the men on his wing.

media

prayer,"
major and

Students heard from President William M. Wilson
and other

Christ

speakers and prayed for 24 hours straight in
Chapel. Upper EMR Head Chaplain Brandon

Pemberton,
U

senior biblical literature

major,

"an

said Renew

opportunity to demonstrate submission
the will of God both personally and
corporately as
dent body."
was

While

some

superfluous
came at

the

students found RenewU

to

to
a

stu

be somewhat

mandatory chapels, for others, RenewU
others thought was the perfect time
during

to

what

semester.

"The

Friday

of

RenewU,

I

having a hard day,"
said Sara White, sophomore social work
major. "I had
been stressed out that day, but I was so thankful that Re
newU was going on because I had a
place to retreat and
seek after God's face. I

was

able

in God's peace
day,
really set my focus back on Him. RenewU,
for me, brought peace and reassurance that God was in

that

control

was

to rest

and

no matter

Van Dam

Though
chance

to

some

students found RenewU

press the

reset

to

be

a

button, others said the two-day

revival

taught practical lessons in prayer.
"RenewU wasn't anything life changing, but it taught
me to
persevere through tough situations," said Max
Brammer, junior computer information technology ma
jor. "I say that because 24 hours straight of prayer and
worship was a lot harder than I thought it would be. In
the end it was good."
The goal of RenewU was to help students with
their individual walks of faith and bring them closer to
the Lord. For those who attended and were
impacted
through the experience of 24-hour prayer, RenewU
left its mark as a time where students learned
practical
endurance through praying and received
spiritual and
emotional encouragement.
"I think that RenewU had
the student

body,"

very positive effect on
said Pemberton. "I was
present at
a

several different times

during the evening and early
morning hours, and I was impressed with how many stu
dents were still attending. As a matter of fact it seemed
as if there were more
present at three in the morning
than there were at two in the afternoon.
Everyone that I
have spoken to that attended
spoke highly of it as well.
the
fact
that
the
Also,
program involved the faculty and
staff

as

well

as

students,

seemed

to

demonstrate

a

uni

fied effort."

the obstacles I faced."
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Make

Noise

Joyful

a

By Sierra Quant

lifted hands and clear
strong voices, the
ORU Worship Center
helped usher in the

With

presence of God through music. Praise filled
the chapel auditorium
reaching from the top of the
down
to
the
front
row. Talented musicians and
balcony

singers led worship twice a week during chapel services.
Jonathan Swindal, Worship Center director, said the
vision as a department was for students to hear God's
voice and then express what he's
saying through music.
"Worship is a two part act," said Swindal. "It is
coming and receiving, and then giving from what you
.

"

receive.

and

on

was

shown

to

students both in the class

stage.

tance

of

"The different musicians here

major.
passionate people."

worship

are

worship in
worship arts

talented and

had the chance

education off the

to

take their

class schedules and extracurricular

body

embraced the

impor

worship.
excitement and

passion for following
Jesus here, and I think that impacts the way we worship,"
said Swindal. "There is a hunger here like I have never
seen on
any other college campus."
The ORU Worship Center was an active
participant
in the Tulsa community. Souls A'Fire was invited to lead
worship at churches and other local events. This singing
ensemble was the longest standing music group at ORU,
over

an

40 years ago. With

and other supporters
The ORU
in

requested

a

a

rich

tradition,

the group

to

alumni

sing

at

events.

global

students

Worship

outreach. Music
to

Dominican

majors
chapel stage and into more intimate
settings. The ORU Worship Center has established mul
tiple outreaches to benefit people locally and globally.
Students experienced worship at the Prayer Tower
during the Prayer Movement. Musicians created an invit
ing atmosphere to encounter the love of Christ. Guests
lingered and listened in this more intimate worship
setting. These special praise times happened numerous times a week so
people had the flexibility to join
arts

busy

the ORU student

"There is

special

"This program is preparing me to lead
the future," said Madison Marshall, senior

The

activities,

created

This vision
room

in. Even with

Center
to

also involved

the Nations

different nations such

Republic

was

for short

as

term

(J\'I2N)

sent

Russia and the

music

ministry trips.

The teams, comprised of student musicians, used their
talents to point others to Christ. Hours of
practice and

rigorous training were part of the preparation for these
trips. An additional trip location was added because of
an

of

increase of involvement since last year. Testimonies
miracles, salvations and broken bondages and ad

dictions resulted from these student-funded
members cherished the

ing

the

© Oral Roberts University
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Servant

Leadership

By Candace Tripke

Alex

Jones, junior psychology student, finished
May 2015 on

her second year as a chaplain in
Claudius' seventh Boor, Fusion.

"I

really appreciate the encounters I have with the
girls on the Boor," Jones said. ''Although I am here to
serve them, I
really enjoy getting to know the girls and
just doing life with them."
Jones heard about the chaplain program during her
freshman year, but it wasn't until her sophomore year
when she decided to join. Jones' vision that foresaw her
entrance

into the program stemmed off

one

humble

principle: serving.
"People go into this program thinking they want to
be in leadership, forgetting that service comes before
leadership," she said.
Assigned to share the entire seventh Boor with only
one other
chaplain when there are usually three pre
sented a challenge, but Jones didn't shy away from the
servant aspect of leadership.
Weekly devotions took place in a variety of forms.
From late-night frosty stops at Wendy's, to devotedly
cheering on ORU women's basketball at home games,
Jones appreciated having fun and growing with Fusion
throughout the year.
Through her experiences with people she served and
served with, Jones embraced the growth that came with
this season in her life. She believed the chaplain pro
gram helped her to gain a better understanding of who
118
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she

was

in Christ and what

true servant

leadership-how

lived-felt like.

Jesus
Jones said one of the most outstanding aspects of
the chaplain program was the heart of administration.
"They truly believe in each and everyone of us," she
said. "The program is set up quite strategically to em
power us to pour out and serve as student leaders, but
we are also
poured back into by those above us."
Each week mandatory chaplain meetings took place
to
help encourage, develop and keep chaplains account
able

another. These

meetings were then followed
by bi-weekly "family meetings" which involved all chap
lains coming together to worship, pray and be taught by
staff leadership and head chaplains.
Claudius head chaplain Alexis Lowell, senior ministry
and leadership major, had the opportunity to mentor
Jones in servant leadership.
"It's been an amazing opportunity to disciple and
do life with a concentrated
group of girls," Lowell said.
''Alex has been a joy to serve with and is such a strong
woman of vision. I love her
ability to see beyond natural
circumstances and connect with greater depths of real
ity."
Although servant leadership was harder than it
looked, Jones reminded herself she couldn't do it on her
own. She said she embraced God's voice
daily, listening
to
what
he
like Jesus
her
and
serve
asked
to
do
closely
to one

did.
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Love

God, Love People
By Candace Tripke

by

the

quality

of character

chaplains before
to have, Wyatt Bullard,
junior graphic
design major, applied to be a chaplain during his
sophomore year. He desired to serve a floor and be used
by God in the same way he had seen other chaplains.
"The chaplains really care for the students here
It

Inspired

him strived

...

then became

motive of my heart," Bullard said.
Bullard finished his second semester as
a

chaplain

May
men.

2015

on

in

EMR's sixth floor and north

Although

he did

his heart had proven
lain position.

not

to

be

wing, Kings
qualified
beginning,
more than
a
for
ready
chap

feel

in the

"I didn't feel very
qualified to become
I knew that I loved God and that I loved

chaplain, but
people," Bul
a

lard said.
Mark

Farah,

a

former ORU

that had

a

the

step towards

major

influence

on

student,

was one

Bullard's decision

person
to

take

becoming chaplain.
''Wyatt's remarkably strong walk with God, his natu
ralleadership and his genuine care for those around him
made him an excellent candidate for the
chaplain pro
Farah
said.
gram,"
next

a

Bullard

accepted the challenge, and challenged he
was.
Taking on the full schedule of responsibilities,
meetings and full course load was not easy, and, yet, this
never slowed Bullard's rate of
growth.
"The program has helped me grow so much, and it
has really forced me to pursue God much more
vigor
ously," Bullard said. "Through its challenges God always
helps me to overcome, and I always come out stronger."
Bullard used his challenges and growth as a chaplain
to gain a better
understanding of the heart of Christ,
specifically for the men on his floor. He tailored devo
tion time to open discussion, allowing for an open-floor
atmosphere for different topics on Kingsmen.
"We have had amazing fellowship that has formed
out of discussion and
openness," Bullard said. "We end
up talking about things that I wouldn't have expected,
but it gets

to

the heart of what the floor needs

to

talk

about and hear."

Bullard's investment into the lives of the
him had

spoken

ginning:

"Love

men

around

what his heart had heard from the be

God, love people."

gsmen for the 2014-2015 school year.
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Heart
Taking
By Lindsay Ophus

Every

fall, hundreds

mission

trips

with

Summer 2014

eager students
the

of students

up for
the world.

go all over
different with hundreds of

plans

was no

signed

to

traveling throughout

the world

to

share

gospel.

Two of the

very similar, but at the same
time located thousands of miles away from each other.

One
to

trips

team went to

were

Sacramento, California and

the other

Hamburg, Germany. Sacramento and Hamburg had
thing in common: women's ministry.

one

The Sacramento

team

visited

Mercy Ministries,

which

in different types of bondage, including
helped
sexual abuse and alcohol addiction. The
Hamburg team
women

went to

the Red

Light District,

known for its

nightlife

and

prostitution.
When Jadyn Tumpkin, senior elementary education
major, found out she was going to Mercy Ministries, she
was nervous.

able

She said she

relate

was

not sure

she had

she would be
what

considering
experienced
Once
she
arrived in Sacra
through.
mento, she was pleasantly surprised. The team discussed
the hope found in Jesus and how that fact creates a
bright future. At that point, the students and the women
had everything in common.
to

these

women went

COURTESY PHOTOS

not

''We're all

human, and

we

all the

all need His

same,"

forgiveness

she said.

daily,
really
Tumpkin believed most girls could relate to feel
ing lonely, unwanted and not good or pretty enough to
some
degree. She related to this as much as anyone in
the room could, but the young women at Mercy had
struggled to the point of required intervention.
Alex White, junior marketing major, had a unique
situation on team Hamburg. He was a 21-year-old male
interacting with women in prostitution. White said it
was hard to
give them comfort and hope, especially in
another language.
"[What] I did best was just smiling and showing them
so we

how much I
that I

see

society

are

care

them

for

as a

them," he said.

"I communicated

beautiful creation from God when

and their

As White

from these

hopeless

job may try to tear them down."
completed the trip he learned so much

He took away that even in the most
of situations God was still good and hope
women.

could be found in that truth alone.

Whether male

or

female,

in the U.S.

or

in

a

foreign

land, both teams returned with the same conclusion:
God reigned, and Jesus transcended the worst situations
and the

© Oral Roberts University
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broken of hearts.
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The Book Business
By Lindsay Ophus

Many

students attended ORU

knowing

God

help

placed a dream or a calling in their life. Jesse
Wagner, junior marketing major, walked into
ORU knowing it would prepare him
practically and
to
fulfill
his
spiritually
personal calling. He started to
walk in the footsteps of his father who held a doctorate
of ministry, but Wagner was ready to set his own
path.
He decided to major in
marketing.
"It's not enough to just know theology," he said. "My
heart has always been to go into full-time ministry, but
I felt like marketing would give me the
practical skills I
need to be able to help a church or
non-profit."
Wagner began ORU knowing teens and young adults
were in the same situation where
they know their calling,
yet had no idea of how to put it into action. He decided
to do
something about his peers feeling stuck about
their future.
He

began

hour for

to

write. He

wrote

every

day

for

at

least

an

a

year.
"In my room, I put up notes in different places that
said, 'Write every day,' above my bed, by my computer,
beside my closet. They were everywhere," he said.

This

was

where "Brave"

writing a call to young
lowing their dreams.
"I

those

began

adults

to

to

take

form.
a

Wagner was

brave step in fol

day, and they
reminded me to keep up with it," Wagner said.
During this time he was not alone. Wagner asked

126

saw

notes

multiple

I ENCOUNTERS

times

a

ten

from

number of ORU

a

books. As he studied

fessors who

really

stood

professors

business, there
out to

him

who had writ
were

during

his

two

pro

writing

process. Dr. Steve Greene, former dean of the College
of Business, held Wagner to a very high standard of ex
cellence. These

pushes for excellence bled into "Brave."
When it came to creativity, Professor Bruno Teles and
his retail management class challenged Wagner to think
outside the box, get creative and, more importantly,
relate

to consumers.

"With all of my
the

content

marketing classes, I always think of
through the lens of ministry," Wagner said.

"So when I learn about how

graphics

of

learn how

people

to

relate

to

relate

to

different demo

with different
to

products, it helps me
different kinds of people with the

gospel."
Wagner not only worked hard in his classes but was
able to practice his newly-learned business skills when
he began to sell his published book.
"The idea of the book is to challenge people to be
brave enough to do what God has called them to do,"
he said. "Through personal stories and the accounts of
many young people in the Bible, I layout truths to help
young people fulfill their dreams."
Wagner was "Brave" to write a book at a young age,
and now he has equipped young adults through his writ
ing to execute bravery in fulfilling their dreams.

for
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Man's
World:
Every

Redefined
By Brooke Thomas
Information

The

recently launched Geo,

telepresence device,

around the world

Noel
to

Magwood,

as a

ORU

through

live

two

student, used Geo

been,

Geo
Michael
cial

ORU

as an

was

bought

simply implies
world

give

ability to manipulate

robot's
a

world, global

or

he said.

every student

'vision'

"[Through Geo]

personalized vision

a

Geo,

a

remote

capabilities

professor

experience
with the

at

and drive up
what is

and ask

a

with Geo has

class,

even as

can

to

or

question. Magwood

pushed

her face is

her into

we are

shy

participating in

involved with my

away from

groups, but

it. I sit in front of the front

row

screen

said her

attached

to

professors

now

ques

I'm all for

go

to

they pres

my face attached

to

it

lightened the atmosphere a bit in the classroom.
One of my professors always teases me about how wor
ried about my weight they are because Geo-1 's body is

initially had

Ranahan, assistant professor of biology,

his doubts about the robot.
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participate in

our

on

implemented.

was

what would I

me

finish my education?"

technological globalization within

have

now

onto

a

way

to

populous, we

will be able

more

on

include far

the Tulsa campus

campus.
more

than

3,400

through telepresence

of

ORU grows its online student

as

to

engaged with

have the online students feel

other

people

on

campus,"

said

Mathews. "ORU is

becoming a trend-setter in new and
innovative technologies that will naturally help people
want to attend the
university."
membered and
reached

celebrated,

original ministry is

Mathews and the IT

re

depart

to

to

the world in his
"In the year

world, but
robot and

now

day.

2015,

we can

[through]

telepresence we

the altar and campus

still broadcast

can

to

many

more

the

bring people right into

experience,"
to

said Mathews.

spread

increase the excellent value of
education

out to

the advancements of the

put, the robot will be used

slim."
Dr. William

real

a

bring people into the ministry of ORU
through technology, much like Roberts took the message

am more

and the lessons

her

situation; how far would I

help

addition,

ment

has also

128

in that

the robot. In

much

go up

answering

now, and I

ent," Magwood said. "Geo-1 with

so

was

While much of Oral Roberts'

"In the past, I would

gives

Guzman tested the robot

bilities for the future of education
''We

engaging more

on a screen

he said. "Her

reach, this one-of-a-kind telepresence held massive capa

take control of the

being presented

and

feel

Guzman said.

of the

the overhead

the robot in class

Stephen

me

want someone to

robot.

tions and

done for

students

student

might

wrong,"

was

speak with us

can

With aims of

earth, and

say I

"For me, the heart behind it

the robot Geo.

vision,"

a

closer look

the

$2,499.

concerned she

campus several times before it

want

from Double Robotics for

was

robot, and having Noel

class activities in real time."

ever

through technology."

With

for

present than I've

Mathews, chief information officer, found spe

"Geo 'means'

to

more

telepre

am

I

happy to

am

ORU alumnus

student," she said.

meaning in naming

able

the robot I

operating
I feel

student,

presence. She

freshman online

but, quite frankly,

virtual

isolated. I

engage in classes from her home in Miami, Florida.

sent,

a

remote-controlled

streaming.

"I know that when

to

a

that allows anyone from

to connect to

way video and audio

''When I first heard of the

Technology Department

an

people

the

gospel

"Simply

and

to

ORU whole person

around the world."
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From Classroom

to

Classroom

By Elizabeth Dailey
most, the classroom became a second home.
From home to school and soccer or flute les

For

sons

in

between,

the classroom is

identity

vital part of a
education, and

child's life. After 14 years in compulsory
another four to possibly six years in college,
dents sought to return the gift of education

younger

generations.
force after

majors
graduation with
were

"I love how

successful
this

entering
passion.

the work

professors here take the time to
share their experiences and encourage us to really fulfill
the calling of God in our lives, and in this case of
being
an

educator,"

our

said Michelle Gomez

childhood education

major.

Schieber, senior early

"I love the

community that

is built with my fellow teacher candidates, and I love
seeing God work through them and also my professors
when

they
College of Education provided rigorous and
engaging programs for students who wanted to teach.
The

were

their freshman year, teacher candidates were put in
real classroom within the Tulsa community.
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on

opportunity

teaching

me

to

methods and

required practicums

offered

insight into

the lives

of educators within the classroom. Teacher candidates
able

practice some of their new skills byobserv
ing and asking questions or helping students with class
work. Teacher candidates learned just as much as the
young students they interacted with.
"I have learned how important it is to build relation
ships with your students and build a community within
the classroom," Gomez said. "Each student is really dif
ferent and it's important to make sure that we are being
intentional in our teaching and how we are tailoring it to
to

training,
University were
From learning from be

begin in the classroom.
hind a desk to advancing to the front of the classroom,
they were equipped and qualified to take the job.
"I especially love learning about what kind of teacher
God is calling me to be," Gomez said. "I have discov
ered so much about myself as a person and as an educa
tor
by being part of the College of Education."
ready

a

"My practicums have definitely prepared me by
giving me hands-on experience in a classroom and as
a teacher," Gomez said.
"They have helped shape my

Kylie Presley ond Jadyn lumpkiin poiAt il'ilspirCJtionQI quotes

the

teacher candidates from Oral Roberts

called teacher candidates. Even dur

ing

me

every student's needs."
With experience under their belts and solid

teach."

These students

professionals

given

in action which allows

activities."

were

Education

teacher and have

learn first-hand about different
The

some stu

to

real

to see

a

as a

to

f:he wei
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Creatine New
or
By Rochel Anderson

Those

who think

most

authors

just

sit

write and sell millions of

-

copies of their work
haven't met a writing major at ORU. The writing
program in the English and Modern Languages Depart
ment at ORU ensured
specific techniques and skill sets
prepared writing majors to be successful in any medium
of writing.
Bethany Anderson, senior writing major, followed
one of these
degree plans. Her favorite work, "Bird by
Bird" by Anne Lamott, was a book on how to handle
being a writer. Anderson valued the advice and knowl
edge this book presented.
"My preferred genre of writing is fantasy and sci-fi,
preferably both at the same time," Anderson said.
This fascination with fantasy stemmed from a child
hood of reading tales filled with adventure and magic.
As

a

child,

checked

she would lose herself in the books she

from the local

out

library

other worlds filled with strange
roes.

and

gallant he

As she made her way

compile
on

and find herself in

creatures

her

own

through ORU, she worked to
"updated fairy tales" series that focus

novels

as

well

writing program

as current

authors. Graduates also left

this program

knowing how to speak at least one foreign
language. The requirement was meant to deepen the
wealth of knowledge of each student so that they could
better understand the words they constructed on paper,
rather,

on a

computer

and businessmen

law, library
careers.

"This program made

exposing

me to

me

into

a

better writer

by

different types of literature," Anderson

said. "This exposure has made
several different

me

capable

of

writing in

styles."

many years before their work fell into her
some

classes she

writers such

as

was

exposed

to current

lap,

but in

options

Some

even

ended up in

literature, education
endless for

were

theology
graduates of this
or

degree.
Anderson studied

literary works

like "Beowulf" and

the

"Canterbury Tales" as well as a large quantity
poetry by several well-known poets.
"I chose this program because I wanted

writer, but also because
ence

with

editing,"

it would

give

to

me more

be

of

a

experi

she said.

Anderson worked

intern

Tulsa

People Maga
zine during her last spring semester at ORU. She gained
experience writing articles, fact checking, editing articles
and researching. After graduation she planned to use her
skills to find a job at a magazine and work her way
up to
a
publishing house in Tulsa. Anderson felt confident in
her ORU education

just like

as an

across

at

all aspects of

English department

offered

Anderson the

recipe

its students into

a

same

being a writer.
other writing majors

for success, and

world filled with

opportunities

sent

to

express themselves

through the written word.
"One of the greatest opportunities I've found in this
major is being on staff with Promethia Literary Maga
zine," she said. "Not many students know about
but it is

a

opportunity is

I

it

was

was

time

able

to

a

trip

where Dr. Al

cabin in the woods where

reading, writing

to

un

to

the Walden Weekend

len takes 10 students

it

possibly have your
published. Another fun

great place

poetry, essays and short stories

spend

Most of the writers Anderson studied in class died

or women.

science and

The

fortunately,

screen.

likely became

professional writers, editors, publishers or teachers.
They also found jobs as public relations representatives,
journalists, advertisers, government service officials

The

studied classic

most

as

characters from Irish and Scottish folklore.

Students in the

or

Graduates from this program

down,

we

and

go my freshman

having fun with nature.
and sophomore years, and

amazing."

young adult

Lamott.
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The Real 'MzP"
By Jonnelle Forbes
"Mz P"

her

students, Chris Put
man, assistant professor of communications,
rts and media, continued to
develop skill sets
as

to

publications, public relations, marketing, promo
tions, special events and recruitment at a nearby college.

over

I<:own

in her students after 13 years of
"MzP

was

the first

professor

world of PR would look
senior communications

for

passion
sionate

about,

I

I

on

show

me

"I took her

what the

tion

am

pas
excited for what the future holds."

am

Putman's

repertoire expanded well beyond public
relations. She taught classes including Media and Pop
Culture, Newswriting I, Writing for Mass Communica
tions, Principles of Public Relations, Publication Work
shop, Advertising Layout and Design and Branding and

effort,

but

to

the

pay attention

to

details;

cross

the t's

to

ORU

She would wake up every

began when she was young.
Sunday morning to tune in to

the Oral Roberts television broadcast.

compelled to watch week after week," she
said. ''After traveling to Tulsa, I remember staring in awe
at the
expansive buildings and eternal flame atop the
"I

was

Prayer Tower;

the visit made

a

mark

on

my heart for

ever."
With
Putman
in Tulsa.
ness

a

strong

thought
Instead,

certificate

leaning

toward ORU

God would send her
she felt

at a

a

clear direction

junior college

Forty years later,

young girl,
attend college

as a

to

Putman took

(Mrs. Putman is

to

get

a

busi

in Missouri.
a

job

as a

was

could

came

That "off-hand" comment became
man

read

an

reality when

Put

advertisement in the local paper.

With 25 years of experience in the media industry at
three universities, Putman provided students the op
portunity to gain hands-on experience and interaction
with real life clients rather than
and

tests.

In her

focusing

on

textbooks

classes, students toured media outlets

including the Tulsa World

to

hear from

industry profes

sionals.
She teaches

to

the individualized

her students in order

learning is

to create an

learning styles of
atmosphere where

easier and the material is retained.

"Mrs. Putman is

and dot the i's."

Putman's draw

com

weeks later."

...

the

off-hand

days later I opened the newspaper to find an
open ORU journalism teaching position advertised in
the employment section," she said. "I was hired a few

faculty adviser for ORU stu
dent publications, Communique Digital and ORU Com
munications Arts Alumni Online throughout her tenure.
"She is organically organized if that is a thing,"
said Alycia Franey, junior media major. "She has a plan
but isn't so dedicated to the plan that she misses out on
current events. She's shown me that it's okay to deviate
from the plan because the learning experience is worth
as

nothing that

an

"Two

Promotions.
Putman served

my husband in

open at ORU.' What are the chances of that
happening? I dismissed my comments as a joke."

Principles

finding what I

that there

to

pull me away
from that type of work," she said. "'Nothing, unless, I
said, in a flippant manner, 'A journalism teaching posi

ment

hooked. I found my

was

After

planning.

event

to

ORU.

like," said Kaylin Henderson,

major.

of PR class. From then

teaching at

"I mentioned

alive and

willing to have
fun with her students. She has such a good balance
between work and play," said Victoria Atterberry, sopho
more media
major. "She praised my work as a social
media director, and it made me feel like I was actually
contributing to our class Branding and Promotions
agency."
Her support for students was exhibited beyond the
classroom. Putman and her husband funded a public re
lations scholarship of $10,000 per year for a decade, and
continue to donate to the Quest Whole Person Scholar
ship where those funds are matched. She also further
supported her students in their fundraising efforts as
they prepared to travel on missions trips.
always

so

director

alwqys willing to

have fun with her students She
...

praised my work as a social media director, and it made me feel like I
was actuallY contributing to our class
Branding and Promotions agenry.
-
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Taking
An

Oral Roberts

the

the Next

University graduate degree

was

step for many students who desired
Christ-centered classroom and vigorous aca
next

a

"I'm

just like a sponge," she said. "I want to soak
everything up. My professors are genuine, and I can tell
they have a relationship with the Lord."

demics after their

undergraduate careers.
Hoye, graduate divinity major, earned an
undergraduate degree studying psychology at a univer
sity in Mississippi. Hoye had never heard about ORU
when she began searching for a seminary to attend for a
Master of Divinity program.
"God placed a desire in me for his word," Hoye said.
''After looking for a while, I didn't feel peace about go
ing to seminary."
An acquaintance told Hoye about ORU's graduate
program. Hoye visited campus for college weekend and
felt like ORU was the place to continue her studies. She
knew ORU was the right choice when the pieces easily
fell into place for a smooth transition to Tulsa. Hoye
appreciated the variety of options ORU offered for
graduate degrees. With multiple degree plans at ORU
to choose from,
Hoye narrowed her options to a final
selection: Master of Divinity program.
"I chose my degree because it's marketable and is
Starlencia

based

on a

She

strong biblical foundation," Hoye said.

enjoyed living

because it allowed her

on

campus

as a

graduate

student

participate in campus activities
course work. Hoye said her grad
pro
encouraged an atmosphere of learning.
to

in between her

gram

Step

By Sierra Quant

PHOTOS BY CASSANDRA VAN DAM

Graduate students

came to

ORU from different

re

gions, but some students were already located in Tulsa.
Roslyn Simon, graduate student, graduated from
ORU with an undergraduate degree in early childhood
education. She experienced classes based on biblical
foundations. Simon decided to pursue a
graduate degree
at ORU
studying Christian school administration. She
enjoyed the flexibility of the graduate program.
"My grad program is specific to an educator's sched
ule," Simon said. ''With modular and online classes you
can

teach and take classes

at

the

same

time."

ORU's

graduate program gave busy individuals the
opportunity to take courses. Simon recalled a professor
who made a lasting
impression.
"Dr. Otto encouraged me to
really dig into the mate
she
said.
"He's
rial,"
given me a lot of resources about
what I want to do
eventually, even when the class isn't
specifically designed to do that."
Simon appreciated how
professors facilitated the
which
learning process,
equipped students to make a dif
ference in their

career.

"The

professors are incredible," Simon said. "They
work with you right where
you are at, and then they're
there to prepare you for
your dream and calling."
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As Or. If'mJI

Viderry's teaching assistant, Ryan

De La Rosa

experiences

the

Globalizing History
By Mark Hyde

into the

Walking
of

History,

one

business.

lobby

new

Humanities and

would have found

Everyone

of the

in the HHG

an

air of efficient

department

seemed

''We're

to

to

of the

active

departments
university," said
Dr. Paul Vickery, professor of history.
Vickery taught multiple history courses, specializing
in American and Latin American history. He also pas
when it

tored

probably one

comes to

two

what

we

most

do in the

different churches in Oklahoma.

Ryan De La Rosa, senior social studies education
major, was short-listed as one of the most successful
students in the department. He served as a teaching as
sistant for Vickery's Survey of American History.
"Being a future social studies teacher, I have been
so blessed to learn a variety of teaching techniques and
methods," De La Rosa said. "Not just teaching style, but
the types of history that each professor has contributed
towards the course of my ORU journey. I'm very thank
ful that I

history

can

and

take

use

it

some

to

of their methods

bring

not

only clarity

towards my future classrooms."
De La Rosa believed history
element of the
matter
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teaching
creativity

but

very important
for all students, no

was a

learning experience
major.

on

cannot

know the direction of the

you learn from its
world progresses,

Government,

go. Professors came into their of
fices after class with a line of students waiting to talk.

have somewhere

''You

Department

to

history first,"
so

future,

he said. "I believe

does the future and

until
as

the

history."

In the past two years the HHG department has gone
Australia, the Middle East, Ecuador and New Zealand

history, present and future
and how each student can playa role in that country.
"Each 'course' within the department has trans
formed since we started the globalization effort. We are
not only
equipping students to know history but we're
bringing clarity to diverse questions and solving diverse
problems," De La Rosa said.
Through majors like international community de
velopment and government, students went into every
man's world, not only to preach, but to teach and learn.
This proved that students do not have to be strictly mis
sionaries in order to make a global change, a notion that
to

better learn each countries'

fulfilled Chancellor Oral Roberts' great commission.
The professors were preparing generations to lead in
every man's

world, through teaching, community devel

position in the political arena. This
truly displayed the university's overarching vision of
globalization in academics.
"HHG not only provides lessons to know what's go
ing on with the world, but it provides opportunities to
do something about it," De La Rosa said.
opment

© Oral Roberts University
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Pulpit
Cartledge,

to

By Candace Tripke

senior media

major, wrapped up his
final semester at Oral Roberts University. The road
to
get there was quite a journey.
Transferring to the university in 2011 as a theology
major, Cartledge thought he was pursuing his dreams
of being a preacher. It took a plummeting
grade-point
average for Cartledge to realize ministry had more than

Isaiah
one

mearung.

"I
ment

can

remember

lecture, and

"He said

he

sitting in

Producer

Dr. Vance's Old Testa

rant," Cartledge said.
do ministry behind the camera, just
went on a

people can
as well as
they can do it behind the pulpit It was so
simplistic but hit home for me."
Cartledge realized he was trying to be a preacher but
wasn't pursuing his passion. Swiftly, he made a transi
tion from theology to media and excelled ever since.
"It came easily for me once I switched," he said.
The ORU multimedia production program presented
opportunities unique to this university. Instead of sitting
in a classroom and solely taking notes, students were
encouraged to learn through hands-on experience. This
included working on the TV crew in ORU Live chapel,
...

"It gave

me a

life," Cartledge

chance

to

be

a

part of

something real

said.

Surpassing a 3.5 grade-point average and gaining
experience in a professional atmosphere, a job was pre
sented to Cartledge in August 2013. Cartledge was the
first undergrad to ever attain the position as university
media producer, writer and editor before his graduation
in the spring of 2015.
Although Cartledge excelled and exhibited pride in
his hands-on experience, he said it was the other people
involved in the program that he enjoyed the most.
"I have made so many connections being in a mul
timedia class," Cartledge said. "There are people that I
will know forever and that are a huge part of my life."
ORU taught Cartledge the importance of being part
of a team, and he can't do it all by himself.
"This program requires hard work, diligence and
commitment. If you come into it thinking you can do it
on
your own strength, you're going to miss it," he said.
After graduation in the spring of 2015, Cartledge
planned to return to California with his wife to join the
entertainment industry with his colleagues.

live sports reports and the KGEB TV station.
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Changing Composition
By Rachel Anderson

ORU music

The

home

department was

to a va

of music programs. Inside Timko-Barton
Performance Hall professors taught classes rang

riety

ing

from vocal lessons

and

performance

to

composition

to

instrumentals

arts.

"This year the program has been
Pablo Valencia, sophomore worship

changing," said
major and

arts

University Chorale. "We seem to be
focusing on singing more Christian songs with a greater
message as opposed to just singing classical and foreign
member of the

.

"

music.

Any

student

was

welcome

to

audition

to

participate

in any of the department's various vocal and instrumen
tal performance groups. The instrumental ensembles

included the Wind

Ensemble,
was more

Jazz

of

a

student's

teachers have
are

Orchestra, Jazz

style,

there

were

vocal

well. These included the

Singers,

singing

en

University

Ladies and Gentleman of

Opera Theatre.

"There is

142

as

Chamber

and the

it, they

Chamber

Guitar Ensemble and Jazz Combo. If

sembles available

Chorale,

Ensemble,

an
so

of resources, and the
much experience that if you really want

endless

there for

amount

you," Valencia

I ENCOUNTERS

said.

"They prepare

you well for the future if you're willing to let them."
In addition to the change in focus from traditional

to

Christian songs, the music department continued work
ing to maintain its accreditation.

Historically, there have been many changes to the
music department since it was established in 1963 by
Gene L. Eland. Like most departments just starting up,
the music department was small, and it grew from the
ground up.
Timko-Barton Hall was actually the first building on
campus. It was used as a seminary before the university
was established. Once it became the official
building for
music, the entire floor plan was cut up to make accom
modation for various styles of music.
Changes were continued in recent years as well. Mu
sic Therapy was offered along with improved worship
degrees. The music technology degree was revamped
and turned into a music production degree.
"We want students to be well prepared to equip
themselves in whatever they do, in whatever style they
sing, to be the best," said Music Department Chair
Edward Pierce. "That's important in ministry. No matter
what style [of music] it is, you should be the best at it."
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A

Performance

Lasting

By Sierra Quant

professor and coordinator
keyboard studies, personally saw the rich history
Oral Roberts University unfold.

Joyce
of

of

assistant

Bridgman,

She has dedicated her life

to

the mission of ORU

for 50 years.
Her

first

partnership with the school began
graduates received their diplomas.

before the

during

and talent
A
one

man

youth

crusades. Her enthusiasm

incredible

presented
placed a small slip

evening.

The

note

opportunities.

of paper on her piano
contained a few scribbled music

Bridgman played the original ORU fight song on
piano the day Yep Ellis wrote it. That was just the
beginning of Bridgman's journey.
After volunteering at the youth crusades, Bridgman
accepted an opportunity to promote the university.
notes.

the

"I

was

headed off

when I received

a

to

Kansas

phone

Bridgman. "They wanted
ess at

to

call from
me to

ORU So I did that for the

get my master's,

Evelyn Roberts,"

said

be the information host
summer

After

of '65."

PHOTOS BY TAYLOR SELTZER

Day.

Oral had

rock tie on, and Kenneth

green sham
there. He was a
a

Copeland was
time," said Bridgman.
already
Shortly after her audition, Bridgman was offered a
teaching position at ORU Bridgman has taught music
student here

ORU

Her

career

at

that

at

since.

ever

experienced

all

major changes

with ORU extended under the

on

campus.
leadership of

all four

university presidents. Bridgman witnessed the
Chapel, the Athletic Center and
other
structures.
She
avoided mud puddles-or tried
many
to-by walking on boards when the Learning Resource
Center was built. Bridgman held many fond memories
construction of Christ

of her time

on

"Becoming

campus.

All-Steinway School was just incred
ible," she said. "We officially became that in 2011."
She traveled to New York City to
personally select
the new pianos on behalf of ORU
an

She invested time and
energy into developing the
students at ORU Bridgman loved
seeing their trans

formation from
seniors. She

completing her graduate work at the University
of Kansas, she applied to become an ORU professor.
Her steps to become a faculty member weren't typical.
Part of her application process was to perform a formal
piano audition.
"I don't think any other faculty member had to play
or
sing a complete recital during chapel for the entire
student body and faculty and Oral Roberts himself," said
Bridgman. "But I did, in the performance hall."
She recalled that exciting day in 1967 with detail.

St. Patrick's

was on

She has

The year was 1963, two years before ORU officially
opened its doors. Bridgman volunteered to play piano

Oral Roberts'

"It

vated and

wide-eyed freshmen to purpose-driven
explained God-given talents should be culti

not

"You have
embarrass

wasted.
to

God,

She acted

as

be honest with your
preparation. Don't
I'd tell them," said
Bridgman.

teacher and

years, and continued

to

do

for many over the
Bridgman's efforts have

mentor

so.

propelled former students to do great work whether they
became ORU faculty members or artists and musicians.
"I've always said to my students,
you seek first the
of
God
and
His righteousness, and then all of
kingdom
these other things will be added unto
you," she said.
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Called

to

Care

By Kylie Thomas
is

Nursing

a

calling straight

never more

Alison

Stoner studied

was

life of

ORU for all four years of her col
career, and her passion for nursing was reflected in

lege

her work

on

a

with

at

campus. Stoner

Two South.
had

through the
nursing major.

apparent than

Stoner, senior

from God. This

According
genuine passion for

chaplain for Claudius
girls on her floor, Stoner
God and always met them
was

the

word of encouragement.
"God called me to nursing so that I could learn how
a

smile

to

or

love

people at their most vulnerable points of life,"
Stoner said. "Through serving the sick and the needy
out of love,
patients can see the beauty of the Lord and
His
heart for them."
experience
to
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passion for nursing was apparent to all,
especially to the girls under her leadership. Whenever
a resident was sick or
injured, she would come to their
side with tissues, vitamin C and a cup of tea. Being able
to tangibly help specific people like the girls on her floor
was a reason why Stoner decided to study nursing.
"I love nursing because it is neat to have concrete
assignments for each day," she said. "My job doesn't
require me to search out opportunities to share God's
love. I have specific people I am expected to serve. I also
love how much fun it is to have your patients like you
even
though you are sticking them with needles, giving them enemas and waking them all the time to take
Stoner's

vitals."

© Oral Roberts University
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A

Spiritual Legacy
of Her Own
By Lindsay Ophus

Gracie

stepped

instantly

different about ORU

tice

campus the

onto

2013. She

Choisnard

to

walk

to

"I remember

onto

sure

point in
what

to

her attention the

the school. That

turning around
an

God

was

when

for her.

constantly
was a

James Hargis,
was

as

to

of

everything

seemed

Through ORU,

in the

to start

made himself known in Choisnard's

little

was a

girl.

famous

Billy's

on more

Her

evangelist

around the

Christian Crusade

same

Ministry

than 500 radio stations and 250

internationally-known grandfather. Although

already passed before

she attended

Choisnard knew he would have been
a

great

This

can

do it, but

only

this

nursing pro

nurse

at

God has called

experience

me

Christ in

a new

preparing
was

a

spe

made Himself known.

Holy Spirit

for

a

mission

leading her

forget that night or

moment

was

truly in

only propelled

Choisnard, ORU

her how
her up

be

to

trip

to

baptized

the way God moved

awe

of his presence and

to

to

be

a

proud

her

grand

to see

her

at

a

ORU led her toward her

own

the

heal the sick

path.

just

through

Him

so

really worked

importance
that He

understand, but
one true

strong spiritual history behind

not

great nurse, but it

of

can

the

place

was a

Christ

nursing.

that

taught

that built

place

working through

to

I have

my heart and shown

trusting Him
be

a

and

giving my life

exactly what

hard concept for

come to

thing that brings

will make your

on

mold it into

she said. "That used

ORU,

was

her further into

her.

me

evangelical university.

Choisnard had such

her, but

never

"The Lord has

Choisnard has been covered in prayer from her

such

the

she said. "I

me,"

For

grandfather, Billy

television stations.

father had

the

I

Spirit.

"I will
in

giving up

countless

school. She remembered

nursing

China. She felt like God

to

the

people.

said.

in the midst of

was

heal

glory."

Oral Roberts.

broadcast

She

me

Choisnard

helped

night where

cific

God had shown

but

trials,

coming

make

be," Choisnard

way outside of

do. She felt lost until God

know this and

day I

to

studying and

questioning if

and

crying

going to

ORU

God's

option.

life since she

time

gram is

no

she said.

possibility

times of

end of the

her life before ORU

Choisnard that life may have its

wasn't

campus and

constantly thinking how much

was at a

where she wasn't
to

something

was

and

nursing

to

"I put in countless hours

of

her transfer school.

light radiates through people here,"

brought

semester

kindness and love for Christ.

everyone's

Choisnard

spring

knew there

compared

surprised

was

knew God called her

Choisnard, junior nursing major, first

me

realize that

peace. Trust

He

to

wants,"

me to

now

it is the

God, and

He

paths straight."

Choisnard

(1 will neverforget that

night or the wqy
God moved in me. I was trulY in awe of his
presence and glory.
"
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ANew Dimension
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The

of Studies

Superheroes

By Cassandra Van Dam

Academic

peer advisers; everyone had

Whether

they

or

seen

during hall meetings,

APA

was.

were

the crazy neighbor obsessed
the quiet one who was only

were

with the LINK
APAs

one.

every student knew who the
leaders, friends and lifesavers.

"The APA program is a group of individuals who
are
placed on each floor to answer academic questions,

point people in the direction they need to go when they
have questions and to morally support their
peers and let
them know they can make it to graduation,'" said Maken
zie Skinner, senior writing major and APA coordinator.
"It really is a valuable asset to student retention. We not
only have faculty advisers, we have student advisers who
are
going through school and making it. They are the
ones who can
truly encourage their peers and let them
know they can also succeed in school."
APAs were like trained superheros, just without the
guns, super powers, combat boots and abilities to fly.
They were trained in every subject that ORU had to of
fer on a degree sheet.
''We have a team of nationally-certified tutors in
most
every subject to offer free tutoring and help to
any student," said Skinner. "It really is an asset to the
university to help students be what they are here to be:
students."

Though the APA program itself was a constant in
the ORU community, the program was always changing.
This year was met with a doubling in APAs.
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"We have

exponential growth," said Skinner.
only growth, we have seen a level of inte
grated and hardworking members Ell our program. I
''And

seen

not

think past years and even this year are a foundation for
where the program is and will go. We now have people
who see the importance of what our program does and
work

extremely

hard

to see

it

imparted into

the students

of ORU."
The APA
students
much

program's intended purpose was to help
struggling with their studies, but it became so

more

than that.

"Being an APA has taught me how to work as a
team," said Ashley Rand, junior biomedical chemistry
major and Susie 8 APA. "It takes a united team to lead
a floor where
your weaknesses can be built up by the
strengths of the other leaders."
With trained skill

sets

in

tow

and

a

desire

to

support

their fellow
their

students, the bonds built between APAs and
floor were not one-sided, but, a two-way street of

support and encouragement.
''As
will be
those

a

serving

on

you go on the floor thinking that you
and making a difference in the lives of

leader,
the

floor," Rand said.

"In all

reality,

I feel my

floor has

strengthened me more than I was able to
strengthen them. As a leader, I learned where I was weak
and learned how to trust and rely on others. It was a
great experience. I love being an APA. The program is
so
encouraging and joyful."
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A Call

Assist

to
By Mariah Taylor

ORU

chaplain program was compiled of a
large group of student leaders with a passion
and urgency for the spiritual life of their fellow
peers. Clarence Boyd, the dean of spiritual formation
and Carol Holderness, women's chaplain, gave direction
to the
chaplain program.

The

"Our student leaders have
have the

a

burden for others, and

opportunity pour into the lives of their peers
while sharpening their own relationship with the Lord,"
to

said. "I would also say that this program helps
young men and women to grow in their faith and realize

Boyd

that everyone has needs and all ministry is need-based."
Boyd transitioned over the chaplain program

recently and was a strong spiritual pillar to many student
chaplains. He brought a unique and special flare to the
program through his many words of wisdom, spiritual
nuggets and well known phrases such as, ''You are out
of

order,"

or

Student

''You're

chaplains

not

hearin' me."

spread on every floor and
campus. Chaplains went through

were

wing of every dorm on
an
aggressive internship
being placed on a floor.

and selection process before

The vision and heartbeat of the program was to
"Love God, Love People." In this program the student

156
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chaplains

led

weekly

themselves available
needed

devotions
to

on

their floor and made

their floor if their floormates

chaplains were also found down
at the altar
during chapel praying for fellow students.
The chaplain program was an intensive program, but
it impacted and transformed those who were chosen to
be

a

an ear.

Student

part of it.

Alyssa Oyen, graduate student, served in the ORU
chaplain program for four years. She served as both a
floor chaplain and the woman's graduate assistant.
"When you become a chaplain, you get close to so
many people so quickly, and it is a blast," Oyen said.
''Another key was the leadership of the men's and
women's chaplain, in addition to hearing the heart of the
staff at ORU and their genuine love and concern for the
well-being of the students. I have so much respect and
appreciation for their countless hours of dedication."
The chaplain program offered anyone with a burden
for student spirituality the opportunity to serve the
people around them in very practical ways. The program
also gave students a community where they served side
by side to be encouraged, sharpened and challenged by
each other to grow deeper in who they were in the Lord.
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Iron

Sharpens

Iron

By Lindsay Ophus

There

were

around 100 resident advisers

at

ORU.

The difference in the ORU RA program com
pared to other schools was the fact that RAs at

ORU

were not

had

desire

only

here

to

enforce the

rules, but they

strengthened after fellowship with one another. The
meetings were a time of empowering and encouraging
one another not only in their
leadership positions but
and

also in their lives and futures.

with and build up the students

"The RA program holds a piece of my heart. I have
never met such selfless and dedicated
beings who will

Vazquez, sophomore media major, said
she became an RA because of the opportunity to em
power the women on her floor, Sigma, to have a per
spective of being excellent in all aspects of life.

walk with you to be the very best that God has called
you to," said Jazlin Asencio, senior media major. "They

on

a

to connect

their floors.

Francesca

Each RA encountered different situations that made

their

whether it

praying for one
or
hanging out in the hallways laughing.
''As our friendships develop, we become more vul
nerable in confiding in one another, sharing struggles
and asking for help," said Nathan Roberts, junior mar
keting major. "Then comes the truly amazing part: par
ticipating in prayer with one another and allowing Jesus
an

impact

on

lives,

was

another

to

transform

our

lives."

The RA program
iron

sharpens iron,

This

was most

another."

person sharpens
evident when talking to many resident
most

impactful thing
opportunity,

about the program was not the leadership
but the community of other RAs.

The RAs

constantly gave

floors but also received from
dorm group.

158

Many

to

amazing things about the RA
program was the legacy that came with it. Many of the
2014-15 resident advisers served in the leadership posi
tion because of their previous resident advisers.
"Well to be honest, I didn't really know all that came
along with the position of RA," Roberts said. "I know

the students

one

most

that I loved my RA last year, as he took his time
vest in me, and I wanted to
pay it forward."
Asencio said she moved from

being

RA after she witnessed her RA show

leadership.

on

their

another in their RA

to

chaplain

in

to an

different side of
a

sopho

resident

adviser, Vazquez constantly looked up
the Dean of Women Lori Cook, Claudius Residence

more

to

a

a

That different side drew her in. As

Hall Director Allison Yandell and the

of these RAs becamed refreshed

I ENCOUNTERS

called you to."
One of the

Proverbs 27: 1 7: ''As

exemplifies

so one

advisers who discussed how the

the not-so-pretty part of your life, but cover you
with love and will walk with you to the fullness God has
see

girls

in her dorm

group as a source of encouragement. These women
have shown her how to be a dangerous, strong and tena
cious

woman

© Oral Roberts University
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ORlJ alumnus Bill Moore takes the Ad Club
tour of ResourceOne.

on an
.t

I
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advertising

members: Jon

Schroder, Candace
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'Ad

ding�
Campus Creativity
to

-

By Mark Hyde

Advertising Club was specifically created to
increase the visibility of the advertising major,
not only on
campus, but with prospective intern
donor
ship opportunities,
groups and competitions such
as the 2015 American
Advertising Federation's National
Student Advertising Competition. Throughout the
year, the Advertising Club hosted multiple events, from
speed-networking to seminars with high-profile execu
tives in the advertising space to accomplish these goals.
Although Ad Club is one of the newer organizations
on
campus, it quickly created a buzz after hosting events
almost monthly. The Ad Club was the ORU American
Advertising Federation (AAF) chapter. AAF was the
nation's oldest national advertising trade association,
headquartered in Washington, nc.
Taylor Seltzer, junior media major, was the vice
president of communications for the 2014-2015 school
year. She focused on social media and marketing, post
ing about events before they happened. Seltzer said she
was
appreciative for the experience the club gave her for

The

her future.

"This

at

want to

do after I

and teach

with Ad

Club, has really helped

about the

shape

me

ness,"

she said. "I've learned what it takes

me more

area

of

advertising

advertising
to

busi

be in the

and what I need

ings.

It's

job.

really helped

me

hone in

to

what I

graduate."

The club also

promoted and raised funds for the
Department as a whole.
Patricia Torres, junior advertising
major, was the
of
the
president
Advertising Club. She worked with the
board members to suggest, plan and execute
on-campus
events, outside industry tours and other AAF functions.
"The whole Ad Club
experience has enriched my ca
reer," Torres said. "I've learned a lot by working with the
team, and I believe we all grew together. We will all be
able to apply these teamwork skills later in our
careers,
ORU Media

when

work

ad agency teams."
Torres said she was excited not
only about her year in
Ad Club but also about her future in
we

on

advertising.

''Also,

portunity
on

a

great

for

tours,"

my

a

we

industry
I'm

© Oral Roberts University

of this

great

experience is

the op
immersion obtained in the Ad

interning

visited in

that real-world
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outcome

she said. "This

career.

agencies
Club is

to

this

Throughout the year, Ad Club put on events in mul
tiple areas of advertising and multimedia for everyone
on
campus, but also had exclusive members-only meet

Club

position, along

communications

do well

an

recently
this

had

summer

Ad Club

a

great

for

one

impact
of the

this year. The Ad
opportunity and a way to
tour

networking
experience before graduating."

get
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in Practice

Theory

By Cassandra Van

asked the average theology or English
literature major what Enactus was, one would have

While

one

If

received

it's

a

few "I don't know's"

or

maybe

"I think

business

thing."
Ask the same thing to a business student or
professor, the answer changed to a "life-changing
a

business
that

an

international

committed

non-profit organization

academic and business

using the power of
entrepreneurial action to improve the quality of life and
standard of living for people in need," said Alexandra
McDonald, junior marketing major and Enactus
president.
Enactus was more than a strategic project, however.
are

McDonald said Enactus is
"Guided

by

to

more

than

the student leaders of Enactus

community empowerment

and

implement
projects around the globe,"
create

McDonald said. ''We find needs in

implement sustainable strategy
to better the standards."
a

to

our

community

and

empower individuals

as

students viewed the members of

all-stars and MVPs of the

being the

College

Business, Bruno Teles, professor of business and
Enactus faculty adviser, said that was not the case at all.
''As a matter of fact, we have members that are non

to

majors," Teles said. "Enactus is for everyone
an
entrepreneurial spirit, someone that is willing

make

a

difference."

To many, the most valuable take-away from Enactus
was the
experience of working with real-world scenarios.

opportunity

for first

with the business world and

training

"Enactus allows students the

hand

experience

with real business
are

able

to

maintain

professionals,"

learn how

a

said McDonald. ''We

boardroom works and how

professional relationships."
experiences on Enactus

Students'

a

process.
academic advisers and business experts,

some

of

that has

brings together student,

leaders who

Enactus

business

experience."

"Enactus is

Dam

classroom theories and definitions
students

to

to

allowed for
become real before

graduated.

"Enactus is business

applied to real life issues," said
"[We] provide unique opportunity for students
apply their knowledge."

Teles.
to

a

Jhe Enactus board of exec
teven Rydin and Professo

rim, Pamela Castillo, Alex
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KORU Goes Global
By Elizabeth Dailey
campus radio station, KORU, was not as
tangible as the Oracle newspaper or Perihelion

The
as

yearbook and not as visible or easily experienced
chapel announcement videos, but throughout the

attracting a global audience."
This goal was large, but not impossible. KORU
started by engaging those who followed their Facebook
page by hosting weekly "Trivia Tuesday" videos. The
videos asked trivia questions related to the university.
station

2014-15 year, KORU managers were hard at work to
put
the radio station into the hands of students,
professors,

Those who commented with the

alumni and the world.

rewarded with

''We

KORU app, which will

working
creating
involve multiple cool features and
provide easy access
for people to tune in," said Peyton Luke, sophomore
media major and KORU English station manager.
The KORU staff worked hard to produce a quality
website that carried up-to-date information regarding
staff profiles, campus events and artist and song infor
mation. The website also highlighted local campus music
from students as well as segments the station produced.
These features included podcasts, interviews with
music artists, campus news, sports updates, ORU
student musician highlights and related links. These
changes were not immediate, however. They took time,
even slower than
originally expected. The team decided
to make intentional steps to update KORU's image and
increase student participation.
Since she became the English station manager, Luke
planned for many changes within the station. Through it
all, the

are

on

team

ting things

a

made the station

a

well-oiled machine get

done.

their

164

are

commitment,

the

ones

running everything.

ORU would
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difference,"

not

have its

Luke

Without

own

radio

only

Spanish

prizes.
English

did the

station continued

to

station make
reach all

jority

of their audience

came

strides,

corners

earth. With hundreds of listeners each

month,

the

of the
the

ma

from outside of Oklahoma

and outside the nation.

students
17 U.S.

the

were not

states

tuning into

Ultimately, this meant resident
majority of listeners. Along with

listening in,

there

were over

30 countries

KORU.

''We have listeners in

as

far

as

the

Philippines

and

Japan tuning KORU Spanish," said David Cubillos,
junior ministry leadership major and KORU Spanish
station manager. "I could also mention other countries
such as Slovak Republic, United Arab Emirates and
Taiwan where I would have

be

listening
Luke

to

was

never

thought people

produced

a

able

to

interview ORU alumnae and well

variety

"I

see

together

to

© Oral Roberts University

station

proj

draw attention

to

purpose of the unit: Jesus Christ.
both stations as a ministry," said Mark Labash,

important

professor of communications, arts
KORU Spanish and English adviser.

assistant
and

Spanish

of shows. Even with different

ects, the stations worked
most

could

us."

known music artist Kari Jobe, while the

the

"The KORU staff makes all the
said. "Students

Not

correct answer were

and media
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poses with his KORI:'! staff. Top row left to right: Matt Stavro
t. Cassie Hopkins and Jordan Jones. Bottom row left to right·
ey Walling and Morgan Ganahl.
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The Doodle Pad
By Cassandra
most, cartoons were simply a source of enter
tainment in the Sunday newspaper, or in a
cynical
political illustration, but for Matthew Dean, senior

Por

graphic design major, cartoons were a way of life.
Dean was a
graphic designer for the Oracle and
lancer

the side. Dean

on

came

the fall of 2011 and chose

to

ORU

as a

free

freshman in

major graphic design.
deciding
colleges, I didn't know
what I was going do after high school," he said. "I asked
God if I should go to ORU, and
through a series of
events, He showed me that I was supposed to be here. I
came to
College Weekend in 2011, and that was when I
started taking things seriously."
''When I

was

on

One of the "events" that led Dean
at

the Tulsa

to

ORU occurred

airport.

dad and I

went to TGI Fridays in the Tulsa
"My
airport, and we ran into none other than Dr. Mark Rut
land," Dean said. "He shook our hands and invited us to

sit with him. Dr. Rutland said

of 'I have

a

feeling you'll

something along

come

here.' It

was

the lines

kind of

an

for me."
epiphany
his
first
During
year at ORU, Dean zoned in on be
coming a graphic designer for the Oracle. His wish came
true during his second semester.
"I did freelancing for a month, which was
just plac
on a
Dean
I
said.
"Then
was
asked to
ing objects
page,"
do a graphic based on Dr. Rutland's 'Rutlandisms.'"
Freelancing for the Oracle only lasted for that semes
ter, though. After sending in multiple applications for a
moment

designer position,

he decided

branch

to

out.

"I worked for Students in Free

and

they

asked

their annual

in

to

Van Dam

rebranded

me

to create

report,"

to

the

Enterprise for a while,
document design for

Dean said. "Then when SIFE

Enactus,

I worked

on

their creative

was

team

doing video announcements. It was nice having these
side jobs that were design-related, but I still wanted the
Oracle job."
Upon arriving back at campus for his junior year,
Dean headed straight to the source of his hopes and
dreams: Student Publications.
"I talked

Miss

Becky [the secretary for Student
Publications and Media] about the graphic design posi
tion, and Hannah Covington [the editor-in-chief for the
Oracle that year] walked in," he said. "Then someone
asked if I was coming to orientation the next day, and it
was kind of
just like, 'I'm on staff.
In spite of his newly-minted title as staffer, Dean was
quickly thrust into the rush of newspaper production.
"I designed a graphic for the first edition of the
Oracle for that year," Dean said. "Then Hannah asked
to

'"

...

me to

draw

edition. She

trusted

own

for the front page of the second
what I could do in the first edition and

cartoon

saw

me to

Dean

his

a

do

was on

something

even

better for the second."

the Oracle staff for

biweekly

years and had
column called "The Doodle Pad with

Matt." In Dean's senior year, he
third place from the Oklahoma
ciation for his cartoons and

won

two

first,

Collegiate
designs.

second and
Media Asso

�
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Promoting

Art
Literary

By Cassandra Van Dam

Diffused

blue

A young

gathered.

fell into

a

light

filled

a

crowded

room.

stood up in front of those
Murmuring voices rose and then

man

hushed silence.

Promethia,

the ORU

literary

journal, was about to be unveiled.
Though not many on campus seemed to know what
Promethia even was, the group was unphased in
sharing
their works at the unveiling ceremony
the
18
for
April
2014-2015 edition.
"Promethia is ORU's

annual

literary
journal,"
Gregory Brown, senior writing major
and Promethia's student leader. "It gives the ORU
community, students, alumni and faculty the chance to
publish poetry, short stories, one-act plays and artwork.
Promethia also holds various readings throughout the
year in which the community can come together and
share a love for all things literature."
Promethia was the predominant stage for all majors
own

said

to

present their

art at

ORU.

PHOTOS BY PAMELA CASTILLO

"It's open to all majors, so we have some students
that aren't in the English department like graphic

design

and

photography,"

said

English

Professor and

Faculty adviser Kay Meyers. "It is fun talking
with them and seeing their excitement for what they're
working on. When we have public readings, then people
who we don't even know will come and open up things
that they've written. It gives you a bigger idea of the
talent on campus."
Promethia

Promethia strived for the betterment of the students

by presenting works
when necessary.
"Promethia does

and

offering constructive critiques

things for the student body,"
"First, gives the student body a chance
to
present their passion, whether that's through poetry,
prose or visual artwork, all while preparing students
to submit work to other
publications through the
experience. Second, it shows the rest of the student
body what great things that their peers are working on."
Brown said.

© Oral Roberts University
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J'iJeWhan Roberts,

junior marketing major, focuses on bringing
body. He had already won Mr. ORU.

energy to fl'le s�udent
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ANew Era of

Leadership
By Candace Tripke

Luke, sophomore media major, eagerly

Peyton

an

ticipated a certain announcement as she paced the
chapel's lobby Boor. Just half an hour later, she
stood on stage facing the entire student body shaking
President William M. Wilson's hand. With a huge smile
and grateful heart, Luke received the office of student
body president. She was the fifth woman ever to be
elected

as

ORU Student Association President.

campaign against candidate Nathan
Roberts, junior marketing major, during an eight-day
time-frame between April 10-17. The campaign was
capped off with a forum between the two candidates.
"The process of running for student body president
felt like a sprint," Roberts said. "From application to run
until election day, the entire process took less than one
ran

her

was

intrigued with

Luke

month."
Luke

SA since she

set

foot

on

campus. There were some issues she noticed in SA that
needed to be addressed.
"I did

not

always

feel informed

on

activities

cies, and sometimes wondered what SA was
ing behind closed doors," Luke said.
Luke focused her

poli
accomplish
or

on

any student, on any situation,
the third piece of Luke's campaign
to

any time. Finally,
focused on students

at

becoming more aware of S.N.s
importance. After rapport was gained with transparency
and accessibility, she planned for more student involve
ment to take
place.
Roberts entered the campaign excited to chase the
opportunity from the start.
"I believed that I could bring innovative ideas as well
as a
refreshing energy to the student body," he said.
His campaign pursued a different approach.
"I wanted to provide a focal point that students
could rally behind to foster community," Roberts said. "I
wanted students to take pride in being a Golden
Eagle
and create conversation that would improve our aca
demics by allowing cross-department cooperation."
Despite losing the election to Luke, Roberts main
tained a positive attitude.
"I knew that whether I

or

she won, SA would be in

good hands," he said.
Although Luke and Roberts were once in competi
tion, they agreed to team together for the following year.
"I'm excited

.the idea of

creating
and
active
SA.
a
accessible
Transparency
transparent,
indicated SA would keep students updated when new
ideas were to unfold. Accessibility correlated with having

campaign

information available

some
we

process

© Oral Roberts University

get

to

know him

of his ideas into SA

both learned
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to

a

next

year,"

lot, and that is

gained through

student

more

and institute

Luke said. "I know

the whole

point

to

the

leadership."
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Escort

the Future

to

By Sierra Quant

Guests

traveled from all

over

the

the

unique campus of Oral
The friendly
representatives

Ambassador program

were on

globe to visit
Roberts University.

campus

from the Student

ready

to

welcome

local and international visitors.
The

job

welcoming

of student ambassadors
and informational

provide

was to

experience

they were students, parents or curious locals.
Kayla Hanohano, junior elementary education major,
joined the ambassador program as a sophomore.
are

the Erst face that

students see," Hanohano

experience,

and

we

get

incoming prospective
said. "We give them a personal

to meet a

lot of

people

new

from

around the world."

as

they

the year.

active role

played
College Weekend kept
an

facilitated academic

tive students

events

and

on

SAs

campus

busy

Prospec
hosted by ambassadors during Eagle
students scheduled opportunities to ex
tours.

were

Days. Future
perience ORU

life

Erst-hand,

hosted students in dorms for
Other individuals also

and student ambassadors
a

full campus

sought

a

campus

experience.
tour

from

ambassadors.

to

tailor communication

to

people," said Kedemah Evans,
munity development major.

172

groups involved indi

viduals much younger than

high

school students.

"There

I ENCOUNTERS

was one

group with 100 third

everything.

different groups of

senior international

com

It

Evans

graders,"

was

fun."

The Student Ambassadors program catered to inter
national guests as well. Hanohano gave tours to resi
dents of Central America and Africa.

Individuals often wondered about the
tinctive

architecture, such

Chapel.

Hanohano

who

drove

by

was

part

ORU

on

as

the

campus'

Prayer Tower

dis

and Christ

specifically recalled a local business
of a tour she directed. He
frequently

his way

to

work and decided

to

learn

about the

buildings on campus.
Ambassadors completed an extensive process in or
der to represent the university. The
program was struc
tured

to meet

the needs of campus activities and

student schedules.

Participants

were

grouped

into

busy
teams

and

placed on a tour rotation. New ambassadors began
giving tours once they completed the necessary training.
In the 2014-15 year, Hanohano

"In the Student Ambassador
program, I've learned
how

tour

nearby

man

Student ambassadors

throughout

conference. Other

a

said. 'We did chants and

whether

'We

enjoyed giving a tour to a group of World War
II veterans. The group stayed in a hotel across the street
from campus. The veterans visited ORU after
attending

a

visitors

to

Evans

leader for

a

student ambassador

was an

team.

assistant

Each

team

month, all

ambassadors

participated in meetings to refine the tours.
Improvements were made throughout the year, and it
resulted in skillfully-crafted tours with more interaction.
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pose for
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a
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The Final VP
By Mark Hyde and Dominique Johnson

David

Grabovenko, senior international
and Student Association vice

major

was

ganizational

relations

president,

the last second-in-command after the

structure

In past years, the vice

SA

Aaron

operations.
Experience, said

or

of SA

changed.
president ran day-to-day

Brown,

the vice

president

no

believed these
team

changes

longer

of

authority.

Brown

allowed for the SA executive

to

Grabovenko

was an

sia, who felt called

America and go

to

to run

and

serve

him

running

to

with,"

saying I would
Eventually we ran to
honored that Zay allowed

a

message

with him.

It has been great. I
be his VP."

As the vice

president,

important
"My job description
partments
to

am

Grabovenko had

a

single,

very

ORU

meet

is

simple:

to

their deadlines and

make

sure

provide

SA de

its services

the student

international student from Rus

to come to

a new

someone to run

sent

gether.
me

find

task.

manage their own departments more
and eliminate the need for a vice president.

members

efficiently

same amount

Zay needed

Grabovenko said. "I
love

to

unforeseen

some

for the SA General Election.

"I heard

be necessary due to changes in SRs leadership structure.
The SA executive team began to operate under a
"flattened hierarchy." This means each team member
would have the

circumstances, Grabovenko had
mate

director of Student
role would

my last semester at ORU"
In the 2013-14 school year, after

body," he said.
was
grateful for the opportunity
by serving students as part of Student

Grabovenko

given

to

him

"I grew up in the beautiful place in the city of Perm,
Russia. When I was in grade four, one of the pastors

Association.

visit my family," Grabovenko
said. "In my conversation with him, he asked me where
I was planning to go to study when I finish high school.

future," Grabovenko said.
prepared
me to learn how to build
helped
relationships with
how
to
deal
with
conflicts
and
how to resolve
people,
conflicts. Also, it is a great place to learn from others.
There are 20 people
working in SA. Everyone is unique

from Kazakhstan

I told

him,

came to

go to Moscow's school
Then he told me, 'There is a Christian

'I would love

of

diplomacy.'
university called

to

Oral Roberts

University.'

At that time

anything about Christian colleges.
Since that day always wanted to come and study at
ORU The dream, praise God, came true. I am finishing

I have

never

heard
I

COURTESY PHOTOS

"I believe SA has been
me

that

me

a

good learning place

for

for the

"It

and

talented; therefore, I learned much from each and

everyone of them. I was
body vice president."

© Oral Roberts University

glad

to serve as

the student
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NEWS
By Meghan Drake

DISTANCE LEARNING
USES ROBOTS TO
CONNECT STUDENTS

FITBIT COULD
ELIMINATE FIELD TEST

JANUARY

MARCH

The Information

The

Technology Department

launched "Geo," a robot connected to an iPad.
Geo allowed online students to be "telepresent"
in class. The robot

steered

the

through
smartphone.
bought from Double
Robotics for $2,499. Distance learners partici
pated in graduation in May by using Geo.
of

was

Geo

a

use

was

incoming

students

ing

were

2015-16 freshmen and transfer

required

device in order

to

utilize

to create

a

fitness track

a more

accurate

and transparent aerobics-point system. Fitbit
bands were required in Health Fitness I so heart
and steps taken each day
could be tracked. The HPE Department hoped

rate

this

training

zone

quantification of aerobics points
eventually eliminate the field test.

180
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ORU GRADUATES HEAD
TO MISS AMERICA
JUNE
Two ORU alumnae
and will head

to

won

their

state

pageants

the Miss America

Pageant later
City, New Jersey. Georgia

in the year in Atlantic
Frazier won Miss Oklahoma, and McKensie

Garber

won

Miss Missouri.

WILSON ELIMINATES
CURFEW

FAMOUS APOLOGIST
SPEAKS AT
GRADUATION

APRIL

MAY

Since the school's

curfew held the
on

campus.

50 years ago,
of debate in student life

inception nearly

center

During

a

chapel in April,

President

William M. Wilson announced the 1 :30

curfew

changed

juniors

and seniors. Wilson also announced

to no

percent decrease in
rooms

and

an

curfew for

a.m.

sophomores,
a

Dr. Ravi

founder and

president of
Ministries, spoke
at
as the commencement
graduation
speaker.
Established in 1984, his
organization aimed to
Ravi Zacharias International

influence culture with

15

for double occupancy
increase in co-ed dorm visitation.
cost

© Oral Roberts University

Jesus.

"I

come because of
what you represent," Zacharias said. ''And what
I believe you can do under God as he draws
you
into his calling and
on
a
positions you

platform

to

COURTESY PHOTOS

Zacharias,

make

a

difference."
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NEWS
By Meghan Drake

A GATHERING PLACE

BREAKS GROUND
OCTOBER
A

Gathering Place for Tulsa began construction
along Riverside Drive in October. The park,
which had planned three separate
phases to fill
more than 55 acres with
parks, trees, bridges,
trails and open spaces, was slated to be one of
largest and most expensive privately-funded

the

parks in the United States. The park was a part
nership between public input, MVVA and the
George Kaiser Family Foundation to create a
public recreation area for the Tulsa community.
The George Kaiser Foundation donated $200
million to the project. Construction planned to
conclude

by late

2017.

RIVERWALK MOVIES
CLOSES DOORS

FEBRUARY
The home of ORU's

Hunger Games midnight
premiers closed for good in February. The
Muscogee (Creek) Nation offered owner Blake
Thomas

buy

an

planned
center

to

with

taurants.

© Oral Roberts University

be utilized

amount

of money

as a new

a new

entertainment

games and new
theater was scheduled

nearby Tulsa

to

building was

family-oriented

Also,

open in the

182 I NEWS

undisclosed

the land back. The site of the

Hills retail

res

to

complex.
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RETAIL CRAZE
FEBRUARY
Urban
on

Outfitters,

Feb. 20

new

stores

on

a

popular clothing

store,

Brookside. Urban Outfitters

coming

the Tulsa

to

area.

opened

its doors

of many
Main Event

was one

Costco,

Entertainment, Trader Joe's and Warren Theaters all made plans
or

began

construction

to

make

a

home in T-town.

LAURA DESTER
ANNOUNCES CLOSING

FEBRUARY
Laura Dester Children's

licensed child welfare

Shelter,

the

only state
facility in Tulsa County,

announced its eventual closure due
settlement of

a

previous

the federal class-action

to

lawsuit. As

a

the

result of

lawsuit, Department of
Plan, a

Human Services initiated the Pinnacle

lS-step arrangement
system in Oklahoma.

improve the foster care
Closing the shelter was

to

part of that

plan.

volunteer

Laura Dester since 2009.

at

ORU has

sent

students

to

COREY KENT WHITE
EARNS TOP lOON
'THE VOICE'

MARCH
native

Corey Kent White became a local
star after
being placed on Blake Shelton's team
for the eighth season of "The Voice." Ranked
as the number-one show on
Monday night,
"The Voice" was watched by all
demographics,

Bixby

with

average of 10 million viewers every new
episode. White, 19, was known for mastering
an

the country genre. White had an EP available on
Spotify, and all his ''Voice'' performances were
on

COURTESY PHOTOS
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iTunes.
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NEWS
By Meghan Drake

BELOVED COMEDIAN
AND ACTOR COMMITS
SUICIDE

FERGUSON ERUPTS

AUGUST 2014

AUGUST 2014

Oscar and

Robin Williams

Grammy-winner

was

found in his home after

cide

Aug.

committing

sui

publicist later confirmed the
actor was suffering from severe

depression.

His wife Susan Schneider later

revealed he

was

struggling with

of Parkinson's disease. ''As he is
our

hope

death, but

laughter

Aug. 9, Darren Wilson, a white police of
ficer, fatally shot black 18-year-old Michael
Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. The incident
sparked protests and civil unrest throughout the
United States. The shooting of Michael Brown
and other subsequent
shootings of African
Americans began a worldwide debate on how
much force police officers are allowed to use

11. His

comedian and

it is

On

on

the

early stages
remembered,

the focus will

not

the countless

moments

he gave

to

millions,"

be

on

Robin's
of

joy

and

Schneider said in

and

licing

a

jury

statement.

184 I NEWS
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discussion

racial discrimination in po
institutions. The St. Louis County grand

decided

on

not to

indict Wilson in November.
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NOVEMBER 2014

REPUBLICANS
CONTROL THE SENATE

On Nov.

4,

the citizens of the United States

very clear message to Washington by
voting in enough Republicans to take control of
sent a

the

Senate, giving the GOP complete control of

Congress.

It

was

the

largest Republican majority

in the House since World War II, according to
CNN. Kentucky Senator Mitch McConnell was

voted

as

Senate

majority leader,

and Nevada

Harry Reid slid back to minority leader
serving as majority leader since 2007.

Senator
after

CANDIDATES FOR 2016
LINE UP

U.S.-CUBA RELATIONS
TO TAKE A TURN

MARCH 2015

APRIL 2015

Presidential candidates for 2016

began

to

make

In

December, President Obama

their bids for the White House in March. Texas

effort

Senator Ted Cruz first announced he

the

Within the

three

running for president.
weeks, Kentucky Senator Rand Paul, former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Florida
Senator Marco Rubio and former Rhode Island
Governor Lincoln Chafee

joined

as

presidential

candidates. At the end of the school year, more
than a dozen Republicans and four Democrats
had

officially

announced their

relations with Cuba. He called

previous policies toward Cuba a "failed
approach." The push toward better relations
focused on renewing diplomatic ties,
beginning
an economic
relationship and empowering the
Cuban people through fostering more commu
nication on the Internet. "To the Cuban
people,

was

next

to renew

announced his

America extends
said in

off the

candidacy.

a

statement.

© Oral Roberts University

hand of
In

friendship," Obama
April, Obama took Cuba

state-sponsored

eliminated
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a

some

bans

terrorist list which

on

travel and tourism.
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NEWS
By Meghan Drake

ISIS DECAPITATES
AMERICAN JOURNALIST
AUGUST
ISIS, otherwise known

as

the Islamic State of

Iraq and Syria, beheaded American journalist James Foley in August. ISIS posted a video
showing the beheading and threatened more
American lives if President Obama did

military operations

in

Iraq.

A freelance

not

end

journal

ist, Foley worked for media organizations like
GlobalPost and covered the

Syrian Civil War
when he was captured in 2012 by gunmen.
Foley was the first of several beheadings of
American and British citizens.

INDEPENDENCE
GETS A VOTE
SEPTEMBER
Scotland voted
dom in

to

remain in the United

September

Cameron vowed

they stayed

powers to the state if
in the union. Around two million
extra

Scottish citizens voted
while

orders,
for

two

I NEWS

up to a vote. Going against Spain's
million Catalans voted in a straw

secession,

voted for

186

independence

than 1.6 million voted yes. Later in
Spain's state of Catalonia also put in

dependence

as

no to

more

October,

poll

King

after Prime Minister David

and

independence.

the forerunner

to a

than 80 percent
This was largely seen

more

formal referendum.
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OCCUpy CENTRAL IN
HONG KONG

SEPTEMBER
"Occupy Central," a civil disobedience movement in Hong
Kong, began on Sept. 26. The leaders of the movement sought
to advocate for an electoral system with universal suffrage for
the people of Hong Kong. More than 100,000 citizens were
drawn to the protests in the government headquarters of Hong
Kong, and around 1,000 people were arrested. Although leaders
of the movement said Occupy Central was still active, protestors
abandoned demonstrations after 79 days.

CHARLIE HEBDO
ATTACKS

JANUARY
On the

morning

Cherif Kouachi
others

at

of

Jan. 7, brothers Said and
killed 11 people and injured 11

the French satirical newspaper Charlie
killings were allegedly due

Hebdo in Paris. The
to a

satirical comic of

interpretations

Muhammad, which

of Islam label

as

some

forbidden. The

Islamist terrorist group Al-Qaeda in Yemen
took responsibility for the attack. The gunmen

by French police after exchanging
fire. Four days later, 40 world leaders and
two million people joined in a Paris for a
demonstration of national unity.

were

killed

PRINCESS OF
CAMBRIDGE IS BORN

MAY
Princess Charlotte of
of Prince William and

Cambridge, daughter
Catherine,

Duke and

Duchess of
Born

at

8

Cambridge, was born May 2.
pounds, 3 ounces, her full name

Charlotte Elizabeth Diana. She
line

to

succeed her

was

was

fourth in

great-grandmother Queen

Elizabeth II.

COURTESY PHOTOS
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NEWS
By Rachel

Frazer

ICE BUCKET
CHALLENGE RAISES
MILLIONS FOR ALS

HUMANS OF NEW YORK
REACHES NO.1

AUGUST

DECEMBER

nearly-instant viral social media sensation, the
"Ice Bucket Challenge" involved dumping a
large bucket of ice water over oneself; partici

Humans of New
lar

pants would then nominate their friends, and

Sellers list in its condensed

A

the chain continued
grow via social media.
were encouraged to donate to the

blog

continue research

in the U.S. exceeded

188
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print edition. The
impromptu portraits
on

the

streets

of New

York

on

amyo
also known as

trophic lateral sclerosis disease,
Lou Gehrig's Disease. In one month,

and book featured

and interviews conducted

Participants

to

as a

popu
and
Facebook
reached
No.
photoblog
page,
1 on the New York Times Non-Fiction Best

to

ALS Association

York, best known

the

donations

City. Brandon Stanton, the founder of
blog, used his popularity to conduct various

charitable fundraisers. In

2015, the Facebook

page had almost 14 million followers.

$100 million.
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'HAPPY' IS BEST
SELLING SONG OF 2014
DECEMBER
His first

charting as a lead artist, Pharell Wil
liams originally released his best-selling song of
the year, "Happy," as part of the Despicable Me 2
soundtrack album. The song also sold the

copies

ever

in

a

six-month

most

period.

TRIVIA CRACK IS MOST
POPULAR GAME

#THEDRESS RAISES
NATIONAL
CONTROVERSY

DECEMBER

FEBRUARY

Launched

at

quickly grew

the end of
to

2013, Trivia Crack

Media outlets

Apple App Store's most
by the conclusion of 2014.

the

black

guages, allowed its users to compete against
their friends as well as randomly-selected users

Players

advanced

to

levels

various trivia

COURTESY PHOTOS

was

or

white and

used in

more

gold.

The

hashtag

#thedress

than 10 million tweets in

one

week. While 66 percent of individuals saw the
photographed dress as white and gold, in

reality,

questions in six
answering
different categories: Entertainment, Art, His
tory, Science, Geography and Sports.
after

the nation covered the

mundane, yet strikingly intriguing, dispute as to
whether the dress, pictured above, was blue and

downloaded game
The mobile app, offered in 10 different lan

around the world.

across

the dress

was

blue and black. Scholars

eventu

ally determined the discrepancy was caused by
an
eye's natural adjustment to levels of daylight.
© Oral Roberts University
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NEWS
By Jadyn Watson-Fisher

WILLIAMS CLAIMS
AUSTRALIAN OPEN

JANUARY
World No.1 Serena Williams defeated No.2

Sharapova of Russia 6-3, 7-6 (7-5) at the
Open on Jan. 31. This was Williams'
sixth Australian Open title and 19th Grand
Slam title. She previously won the Australian
Open in 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009 and 2010. She
managed to secure her victory with 18 aces and
38 winners in her final set despite feeling unwell
during the first. This was Williams' 16th con
secutive defeat of Sharapova since 2004.

Maria

Australian

DUKE BLUE DEVILS TAKE
NCAA TITLE

APRIL
Duke, now tied with Indiana and North Caro
lina, claimed a fifth national title win on April 7.
The Blue Devils

won

the NCAA men's bas

ketball

championship in Indianapolis against
the Wisconsin Badgers 68-63 after overcom
ing a nine-point second-half deficit. Duke's
four prized freshmen provided the team with a
combined total of 60 points. Guards Tyus Jones
and Grayson Allen led with 23 and 16 points,
respectively. Jahlil Okafor, national freshman
of the year, scored 10 points. The Blue Devils'
Justise Winslow finished with 11 points.
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PATRIOTS WIN SUPER
BOWL IN LAST MINUTE

FEBRUARY
The New

They
in

a

England

Patriots

won

Bowl XLIX

Super

defeated the Seattle Seahawks 28-24

decade. The Patriots

deficit and survived

one

overcame a

to earn

on

Feb. 1.

their first title

10-point fourth-quarter
play at the one-yard line.

final Seahawks

up a pass to wide
receiver Ricardo Lockette with 20 seconds left when New Eng
Seahawks'

quarterback Russell Wilson

land's cornerback Malcolm Butler

set

intercepted

the

ball, securing

the Patriots' win.

SPIETH BREAKS
RECORDS AT MASTERS
APRIL
became the youngest person
win the Masters Tournament since Tiger

Jordan Spieth
to

Woods

April 12 in Augusta, Georgia. He
shot a record-tying 270 (-18). Besides being the
youngest person to win the Masters, Spieth also
made history by being both the first golfer to
lead all four rounds since Raymond Floyd in
1976 and the first person since Craig Wood in
1941

on

lead

by at least three strokes the entire
Spieth finished the tournament
with a four-stroke victory over the United States'
Phil Mickelson and England's Justin Rose.
to

tournament.

MCFADDEN WINS THIRD
CONSECUTIVE TITLE
APRIL
Runners from all

over

Boston

to run one

Majors

on

won
a

April

the men's

the world

20. Lelisa Desisa from

race

for

a

Marathon
won

was

the

American

same

race

Tatyana

Ethiopia

victory came

in

year of the Boston

Bombing. Kenya's

the women's

in

second time with

time of 2:09:17. His first

2013, which

gathered

of the six World Marathon

with

a

McFadden

Caroline Rotich
time of 2:24:55.
won

her third

consecutive title in the women's wheelchair
with a time of 1 :52:54.
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acu
Dr. Lois Albin
Robin Akbar
Dr.

Joann

Allen

Lauren Alvarez
Dr. Ardith Baker
Dr.

James Barber

Rafael Barreiro
Dafne Basave-Mead
Richard Berumen
Carol Blan

Myra Bloom
Dr. Kim Boyd
Sonny Branham
Dr. James Breckenridge
Dr. Lillian Breckenridge
Joyce Bridgman
Chris Brown
Fleta Buckles

Rachel Budavich
Dr. Bill Buker
Dr. David Burkus

Lenore

Butay

Bob Canada
Dr. Patricia Ann Catts

Carlos Chale
T. Mandel Chenoweth
Dr.

Stephanie

Coker

Dr. William Collier

Dr. Even

Culp

Jonathan Cyprowski
Dr.

Dwight Davidson

Dr. Edward

Decker, Jr.

Laurie Doerner

Tony Demeck
Dr. Linda G. Dunham
Dr. David

Dr. Cal

Dyson

Easterling

Dr. Tim Ekblad

Bill Elliott
Dr. William Curtis Ellis

Lanny Endicott
William Epperson

Dr.

Dr.
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Dr.

Farmer

Agena

David Farnsworth
Dr. Randall Feller

Cristi Freudenrich
Dr. Michael Fulton
Dr.

Joel Gaikwad

Rhonda

Gallagher
Beverly Garrison
Dr. George Gillen
Keith Gogan
Dr. Bill Gordon

Dr. Linda

Gray

Dr. Elena

Gregg
Ray Gregg
Dr. Trevor Grizzle
Dr. Rebecca Gunn
Dr.

Guthrie

Randy

Dr. Solomon Hailu

Dr. Mark Hall

Dr. Dominic Halsmer
Dr.

Jerry Hart
Dr. Jerry Hatley
Diana Higeons
Laura Holland

Jason

Howell

Dr. Fritz Huber
Dr. Hallett

Hullinger

Dr.

Julie Huntley

Dr.

Cheryl

Dr.

John Jenkins

Iverson

Dr. William

Jernigan

Dr. Kenda

Scarlet

Jezek
[ost

Dr. Lori Kanitz

Gary Kern
Robert Kiel

Jiwon

Kim

Dr. Catherine Klehm

Dr.

John Korstad

Laura Krohn
Mark Labash
Dr.

Jeff Lamp

Gerald Landers
Dr. Andrew

Lang

Barbara Law
Dr. Robert Leland
Dr.
Dr.

Ruby Libertus
Hayoung Lim
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Dr. Evie

Dr.
Dr.

Lindberg
Sophie Xiao Fan Liu
Marcia P. Livingston
LeighAnne Locke
Kerry Loescher
Dr. William

Lyons

Dr. Xiaomin Ma

Jane

Malcolm

Nancy Mankin
Dr. Robert Mansfield
Dr. Charlene Martin
Dr. Rinne Martin

Dr. Thomson Mathew
Dr.

Dr.

John

Matsson

Sergio

Matviuk

Judith Mayton
Dr. Kenneth

Mayton

Dr. William McDonald

Susan
Dr.

McMurray
Kay Meyers

Denise Miller
Dr.

Mary Lou Miller
Dr. Jean Mosley
Lenore Mullican

Dr.

Jim Myers

Dr. Eric

Newberg

Dr. Tim Norton

Dr.

James Norwood
Nathan

Felipe

Opp

Ornelas

J. Bryan Osborne
Dr. Patrick Otto

Dr. Edward Pierce

Rebecca Poore
Dr.

Gary Pranger

Dr. Kenneth Preston

Chris Putman
Dr. Scott

Quant

Dr. William Ranahan
Dr. Hal Reed
Dr. Sandra Richardson

Warren

Rieger

Gary Ritzhaupt
Dr. Mark Roberts

Joe

Ann Robinson

Dr. Calvin Roso
Dr.

James Russell
Steven
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Angela Sample
Courtneay Sanders
Kevin Schneider
Dr. Richard Seaman

Shannon

Dr.

Terry

Dr.

James Shelton

Sally

Shelton

Glenn Smith
Dr.

Raymond

Smith

Dr. Debra Sowell

Bob Steward
Dr. Robert Stewart

Richard Sutliff
Dr.

John Swails

Dr.

Cheryl

Dr. Sherri

Swanson

Tapp

Bruno Teles
Dr. Daniel Thimell

Dr.

Audrey Thompson
John Paul Thompson
Dr. Samuel Thorpe
Dr. George Thyvelikakath
Dr.

Chene Tucker

Terry Unruh
Dr.

Enrique Valderrama Araya

Rachel Valentz
Corie VanArsdale
Dr. Paul

Vickery

Annette Villines
Dr. Suzanne Vincent

Dr. Andrea Walker

Mary Anne

Walker

Vicki Walker

Daniel Ward
Dr. Tim Waters
Dr.

Angela Watson

Dr. Kenneth Weed

Jonathan Wiley
Sharon Willis
Dr. Marshal

Dr. Daobin

Wright
Zhang

Charles Zwick,
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Alexandra

Bakkeby JR

Maxwell Abishai SR
Ruth Adams SR
Derek Adelmann

JR

Thomas Aeschleman SO
Duncan

GR

Agyekum

Wesley Ahrens FR
Ajayi FR

Elizabeth

Omeiza Akerele FR

Morning Akinrinlola FR
Lydia Alabach FR
Rachel Albright JR

Jacinda Alexander

FR

Renea Allen FR

Hannah Anderson SO
Rachel Anderson SO

Bethany Anderson SR
Reid Andrews

JR

Amarachukwu Aniekwu SO
Anderae Antonio FR
Marie-Louise Arcuri FR

Alejandra Arevalo-Samayoa FR
Michael Arias FR

Elizabeth Arnold SR

Caroline Arnould

Tyler Arnould
Frank Ashby Jr

SR
FA

Slater Ashenhurst SO
Daniel Asher JR
Gustav Atengong SO

Victoria

Atterberry SO
Ana Avila FR

Ayee
Ayitey

SR

MahaAyub

SO

Oswald
Amos

FR

Anna Babinec SO
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Eshu Badal

Benjamin

JR

Baker FR

Olivia Baker SO

Alexandra

Bakkeby JR
Cainan Balagia SO
Jonathan Banegas JR

Samantha Barnhart JR

Billy Barrantes SO
Tiffany Barrington JR
David Batchelder SR
Eric

SO

Baumgarten

Micah Baxter SR

FR

Timothy Bayonne

Elizabeth Bazan FR
Christine Beaser SR
Xavier

David

Beasley SO
Bedinghaus

Morgan

SR

Beebe JR

William Behrman SR
David

Benjamin

SO

Ashlee Benzel JR
Jacquelyn Bernard
Gavin

Biggs

JR

FR

Jacob Bishoff FR

Emily Bishop

FR

Thomas Black SO
Amoi Blake

JR

Carol Blan FA
Eric

Blessing FR
Ryan BlumJR

Angela Blyer JR
Rebecca Boudrey

SO

John Bradford SR
Bobbie

Bradley-Brown

Maxwell Brammer
Alana Brand

Jay-Cee

JR

JR

Brass JR

Gerald Brown
Dalton Brown FR
Olivia Brown GR
Aaron Brown SR

Samantha Bruner SO

PHOTOS BY STAFF
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SR

Dewayne Bryant FR
Chloe Brynteson SR
Wyatt Bullard JR
Michael Buonaiuto SO
Michelle

Burciaga SO
MiKalyn Burns FR

Kimberly Butler JR
Colter Cagle FR
Michala Cain SO

Aysha Campbell SO
Kayla Campbell SO
Isaiah Campbell SR

Canavesio SR

Emily

Charlie Cancino SR
Hannah Carlson SO
Caitlin

Carpenter FR
Laura Carvajal SO
Meagan Case JR

Nathaniel Cason SO
Pamela Castillo SO
Soloman Castillo SR
Leslie Cavazos FR
Christa Cervantes SR

Israel Cevallos FR

Anna Cevallos

Alejandro

JR

Cevallos SR

Daniel Charles SO
Ezra Chavez SO

Joy ChenJR
Jenna Cheung SR

Sophia

Chimento FR

Ann Chinworth SO

Kayla Christopher JR
Emilie Climer

Jessica Clodfeler

JR
SR

Erin Clothier SO

Macy

Cocharn FR

Madison Cole SO

Jessica Collier SO

Jonathan Collins SO
Michael

Colunga SO

Patrick Comerford JR
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Conroy SO
Cooper FR
Jensen Cooper FR
Nick

Cassie

Joshua Cortez SO

Ashley Craine FR
Lydia Cressman SO

David Cubillos SR
Christine Culbertson SO

Courtney Cunningham JR
Curry JR

Amir

Cole Cuzick SO

Jonathan Cyprowski

Olivija

FA

Daftartaite SO

Willie

Daggins FR
Elizabeth Dailey JR

Na'Coleone Daniels FR
Lisa Daniels GR
Kezia Daniels ST

Darnell

Darling JR
Christopher Dart GR
Maria Davila FR

Mary

Davis FR

Gloria Davis SO

Ryan

De La Rosa SR

Matthew Dean SR
Kristie Deras FR
Elizabeth Devore

Abigail

Dew

JR

JR

Rachael Dew JR
Ashley Dewar JR

Kevin Diaz

JR

Jordan

Dillard SO

Austin

Dillingham FR

Jonathan Dorris

FR

Russell

Dorsey SO

Abigail

Doto SO

Kalen Dotson FR
Seth Dow

JR

Brookes Dowler SR

Emily Downing SO
Meghan Drake JR
Daniel Dauwe SR

PHOTOS BY STAFF
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Amber Dukes SR
Sofornia Dunn FR

Jordan
Jo

Dunn SR

Marie Duran SO

Emily

Dzurilla SO

Amber Earls ST

Colin Eash SR
Asre

Lenore

Edgar JR
Edge SR

Sarah Edson SO

Kisakye

Edwards SO

Rysa Edwards-Walcott SR

Ashley Egbo

SR

Andrew Eiler SR

Mary Ekhoff JR
Somtochukwu Ekwempu FR
Victor Ekwerejnr GR
Josh Ellison JR

Destiny Elmore FR
James Elumogo SR
Mathew Emerson FR

Kelsey

Erickson FR

Kedemah Evens SR

Christina Faisler SR

Amelia Faulkner SO

Adriana Feaster FR

Abigail Feltham
Claire Ferguson

SO
SO

Nicole Fessler SR
David

Katrunia

SO

Finley

Fleming-Lewis

GR

Alexis Flores FR

Katherine Flores SO
Katherine

Foley JR

Graham Ford SO

Karyssa

Foster

Troy Francis

JR

SO

David Fraser GR
Havilah Freeman SR
Mason French FR

Hannah Fruh JR
Danielle Fulton SO
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Kaylee Gallagher SR
Joshua Gallego SO
Sizwe Gamedze SO

Timothy Ganahl FR
Morgan Ganahl SR
McKensie Garber SR

Garcia FR

Elijah

Christa Gardener SR

Tracy Garman SO
Johnlee Garza FR
Joel Garza JR
Anthony Garza SO

Sarah Gaudet FR

Alyssa

Gerick FR

Carlin

Gerstenberger

SO

Deanna Ghali SR

Michael Giammarino FR
Elaine Gibson SO

Adam Giedd SO

Andrew Gilman SR

Cingza

Gin SO

Marisa Gissler FR

Miguel

Godinez SO

Nathan Goelzer SR

Gogan FA
Abigail Gough FR
Ilya Grabovenko SO
Alycia Graeff FR
Keith

Geoffrey Graff SO
Haley Gray FR

Audrey Gray

SR

Gabriel Griffin JR
Savannah Grimes SR

Alysia Grogan JR
Katelyn Grubb FR
Rebekah Guajardo

David

FR

Guajardo JR

Jermeka Gumbs SO

Kaitlyn Gustin FR
Angelica Gutierrez

SO

Hannah Gwinner FR
Sara

PHOTOS BY STAFF
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Tiffany Haddock

SO

Rebeckah Hadick JR

Joseph Hall JR
Kathryne Hall SR
Connie Hammond SO
Christofer

Hampton JR

Mitchell Hand ST

Kayla Hanohano JR
Kyle Hansen SR
Jonathan Harper JR
Isabella Harrison FR

Quentin Harrup

FR

Brennan

Harrup JR
Harrup SR
Gertude Haynes JR
Ashely Hazzard JR
Ian

Jamie Heiman SO
Kaylin Henderson JR

Lauren Hendricks FR

Delmy Henriquez SR
Michael Henry JR
Christina Herr FR

Allison

Sarah

Hey SR
Higginbotham FR

Michael Hilborn

JR

Alec Hill SR
Brandon Hinthorn

JR

Sierra Holden FR
Zach Holderness SO

Jessica Holler SO

Jeremiah Holmes
Joshua Holsing

SR
FR

Kindra

Holsing JR
Shelby Hood FR
Grayson Hostetler JR
Briauna Hoyt SR

Sarah Huber FR

Seth Huber JR
Cornelius Hughes SO
Kristian

Hughes

SO

Jeremy Hunt JR
Jeslyn Hunter SR
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Seung-Jun Hwang SO
Mark Hyde SO
Pamela Idriss GD

Sydney Ilg

SO

Gerald Isaacs ST
Rebecca

Jackson SO

Tracy Jackson

ST

Caleb

James SR
Jordan James SR
Samuel

SO

Jebaraj

John Jenkins FA
William Jenkins JR

D'Laney Jevas
Abi

FR

SO

Jimenez
Jimenez SO
Shatoria Johns FR
Bethany Johnson JR
Brenale Johnson JR
Naomi

Danny Johnson JR
Edward

Johnson JR
Johnson JR
Sharon Johnson JR
Emmanuel Johnson SO
Nicholas Johnson SO
Keziah

Timothy Johnson

SR

Jesse Johnston FR
McKenzie Johnstone JR
Jordan jones JR
Kelsey Jones SO
Raymond Jones SO

Torance

Jones SR
Elisha Jordan SO
Sharon

Joseph

Jennifer Jost

GR

SR

Hyeong Kwon Jung GR
Gladwell Kamaru JR

Christy Kaneta FR
Laurie Kaneta FR

SinWook

Kang SR
Elizabeth Keating FR
Ivanna Kilala FR
Man Kim FR

PHOTOS BY STAFF
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Andrew

King FR
Bria King FR
Madeline King FR
Tyler King SR
Reagan Kingsley SO
Anna Kirby FR
Abigail Kirby JR
Kirkpatrick SO
Molly Kitchen JR

Grant

Lisa Kleefeld SR

Mary Kleinhans JR
Joshua Knight JR

SO

Emily Knight

Atlanna Kolb SR
Lama Krohn FA
Hannah Krushinski FR
Luke

Benjamin

SO

Kulp

LaComse SR

Rockford Lance SO

Jacob Lanferman FR
Averi Lange JR
Amanda Larson SR
Elisabeth Lassiter

Ashlyn

JR

Latham FR

Matthew Latta JR
Tara Lau FR

Taylor Law FR
Jacqueline Lawrence FR
Daniel Leander FR

Joshua

Lee SO

Rachel Leland
Kristen

Leupen

JR
FR

Tabatha Levi FR

[ann Ley GR

Sylvie Lightfoot FR
Alyssa Lillo FR

Michael Limentato FR

Samantha Lindholm JR
Mariah

Lipnick JR

Kirsti Littleford SO

Marcia

Livingston FA

Elizabeth Ann Lockmuller SO
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Ashton Loehr SR

Danielle Lombardi FR

Long SR
Longo SO
Victoria Lopez SR
Alix Lopez-Topete JR
Kristen

Briana

Robert Lowe SR

Kelsey Luetjen JR
Peyton Luke SO
Go LunFR
Faran Maalik FR
Tevin Macias SO

Madava FR

Jonathan

Miriam Madava

JR

Shawn Madison SO
Yuber Maldonado-Monsalve FR

Sarah Malerich JR
Megan Malinaric JR

Dalton Malone SO
DeVante Malone SR

Lorraine

Manyika FR

Brooke Marshall SO

Royale

Martin-Navidad JR

Sara Martinez FR

Cristina Martinez de la Cruz SO

Sthembiso Maseko

JR

Antavia Mason SO
Octavia Mason SO

Steve Mathew SR
Gemela Matthews SO

Alan Matul FR
Chandler

Mayberry JR

Shannon McBeath SR
Mitchell McCain SR
Melanie McCallister
Thomas

JR
JR
McClarty

Kendria McGee SO

Sabrina McGhie SR

Stephen

McGivern FR

Connor McGraw FR

McGraw JR
Brianna McGraw SR

Megan
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Cheyenne McKee SO
Sarah McKelvy SO
Joshua McKnight SO
Joseph McNamara JR
Marissa Medina JR
Sofia Mejia SO

Cynthia Melkon GR
Mengistu SR

Helawi

Michael Mercado SR

Joshua Mereigh SR

Ayanaw Mesganaw FR
Kathryn Meyer FR

Mariah Middlebrooks SO

Virginia Miller FR
Becky Mills ST
Bert Mills ST

Bridget Mitchell JR
Kimberly Mladjen JR

Jessica

Molina SR

Thomas Monnier FR
Brittani

Montgomery JR
Erica Moore

JR

Mooris JR
Genesis Mora FR

Jessica

Samuel Moreira SO
Nicole

Morgan FR
Mariah Morgan JR
[annan Morgan SO
Alyssa Morgenthaler FR
Elexus Morton FR

David Mosher SR
Dena

Mossop

FR

Elisabeth Munn SR
Tina

Musungay SR
Laura Myers SR
Taylor Nebeker SO

Elisa Nanna FR

Josh Nanna JR
Elisa Nanna FR

Guilliam Nel FR

Sydney Nelson FR
Gloria Nelson SO
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Taylor Ness JR
Michelle Ng SR
Rachael Ngwarai FR
Crystal Nizza FR
Benjamin Norell SR
Ethan Norvell FR

Larissa

Nugroho JR

Wesley

Odom JR

Susan

Olagoke-Daniel FR

Renay

Olandese SO

Kelsie Olds SR

CaSandra Oleasant GR

Olson FR

Kaitlyn

William Oluwadare GD

Sara Oord SO

Opheim SO
Chase Ophus FR
Desiree Opoku JR

Rowan

Camille

Orgel SR
Orjiekw GR

Somadina

Maytte

Orozco FR

Caleb Orr SO
Sean Ostrander

Samuel

JR

Ouedraogo

SR

Gary Packer GR
Page JR
Alex Papa FR
Sanghyeop Park SR
Melanie

Liam Parker FR
Ronald Parker SO

Shawna Parks FR
Tamrah Patterson

JR

Michelle Paulson JR
Brooke Peabody SO

Caitlin Peach FR
Anna Pearson FR

Kaitlyn

Pena SO

Hazel Peralta

JR

Dessa Perdue SO

Michelle Perkins FR

Josh Pernell SO
Natalie
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Leif Peterson SR

Eugenia Phan SO
Cara Philip JR
Abigail Phillips FR
Kayleigh Phillips FR
Thang Piang SR

Timofey Plyushko GR
Korbin Polly FR
Christian Polus SR

Joyce Powell GD
Mykala Prado FR
Kaleb Presley FR

Kylie Presley SR
J aclyn Pringle JR
Parrish Purnell

JR
Quant JR
Nathan Quarles FR
Katelyn Quattlebaum SR
Sierra

Giannina

FR

Ragodo

Norma Ramos

JR
SR

Jennifer Randolph
Brittany Reagle SO

Ana ReedFR

Garrek Reed SR

Jonathan Rees SO
Brittany Reeve JR
Chris Renick SR
Sienna Ressel SR

Angie Reyes
Caleb Reynolds

Mary

SR

Richards GR

Alisha Richardson

Julie

FR

JR

Richendollar FR

Daniel Rickard SO

Jasmine Ridges SR
Joshua Riechers JR

Zachary Rieke JR
Camden Rigney SR
Brianna Rittgers SO
Aaron Rivera FR

Carrissa Robbins FR
Nathan Roberts
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William Robinson FR

Troy

Robinson SR

Cassandra
Samuel

Rodriguez
Rodriquez JR

SO

Gabrielle Roesler FR
Matthew

Sarah

Rogers JR

Rojas

FR

Diana Roldan SR

Justin

Rose SR

Victoria Ross SR

Sara Rotea FR
Nick Rotola

JR

Mitchell
Kelle

Rovang
Rowe JR

Braden Rowland

SO

JR

SO

Susan

Roy
Hartely Royalty FR
Yobana Ruiz FR

Rachelle

Rummage

SO

Jessica Sabatka SR
Cristina Sale SR
Anne Saleem FR

Peter Salomone

Joshua

JR

Samuel GR

Matthew Samuelson FR
Micah Samuelson SO
Nathan Sanders FR

Krystle

Sanders SR

Deborah Santillan SO

Kayla

Sanunders

JR

Violeta Sarria SO

Violeta Sarria SO
David Sauer SR

Laura Sauer SR

Victoria

Schinzing FR

Beth Schmid SR

Char is Schneider

Gregory

Lee Scott

Alfredo

JR

Schultz GR

JR

Segovia JR

Elise Seldenrust SO

Honey

Seo

PEOPLE
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JR
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Tegan Sevier JR
Megan Seward SO
Mary Shaffer SR
Hayley Sharpe JR
EmmaShawFR

Nancy

Shereni JR

Julianna Sherman

SO

Katherine Sherwood SO

Shaynee
Zachary

Sherwood SR
Sherwood SR

Samantha Shinn JR
Emily Shinnebarger SR

Austin Short FR

Elizabeth Shoulders SO

Joseph Sickler JR
Kelly Silva FR
Ilana Silvia FR

Petya

Simeonova. SO

Diana Simmons FR

Kimberlyn Simon FR
Joseph Sims SR
Brooklyn Skeie SO
Christopher Slager SR
Marci Slaughter SO

Christiana Sleiman SO

Hope Smashey

FR

Zach Smith SR

Angel
Benjamin

Smith FR
Smith FR

Katie Smith SO

Jasmine Smith SR
Jessica Smithwick JR
Jonathan Snow FR
Cassie Snow JR
Joel Songela GR

Ashley Sperrey

FR

Lara

Springe man JR
Joshua Ssenyonga SO
Bradley Stailey SO
Sarah Stanley SO
Letitia Stanton

Emily
212
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Joy

Stark SR

Matthew Stavros SO

Stepenson SO
Stephen GR
Sydney Stoever FR
Cole

Arouna

Maria Stordahl SO

Matthew Stricker SR

Sugiyama SO
Taylor Sullen SO
Lexi

Abrienne Summerer FR

Sarah Swanson

JR

Jonathan Swindal ST

Anna

Syptak JR
Emily Tackett SO
Christian Tapia FR
Aaron Tate SO

Matthew Tedescucci

Emily

Tennison

Alisha

Tharpe

JR

JR

FR

Blake Thomas FR

Kylie

Thomas FR

Pheba Thomas

Stephanie

JR

Thomas

JR

Aaron Thomas SO

Jalen Thomas SO
Heather Thomasson

JR

William

Thompson FR
Alan Thompson JR
Oluwandara Thompson JR
Alicia Thompson SO

Bailey Thompson SO
Christian Thompson SO
Mark Thompson SR
Stephen Tidmore JR
Reagan Tifft FR
Tezlynn Tillmon SR

Charles Tines SR

Corey Tofpi JR
Ana

Torres-Rodriguez JR

Timothy

Townes JR

Char mane Townsend FR
David Townsend SR
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Danielle Tramontozzi FR
Mackenzie Trandahl SR

Matthew Trim SO
Makenzie Trotter FR
Daniel Tsubota ST

Go

TuangFR

Deborah

Tumey FA
Lauryn Tumpkin FR
Adonis Turner JR
Seth Turner JR

Amy Turner SR
Megan Unruh FR

Cassandra Van Dam

JR

Molli Veach FR
Sita

Velasquez-Bonilla

SO

Flavio Vial GR

Kemper Vogel SR
Voigtlander JR

Rachel

Zechariah Wadsworth FR

Jesse Wagner JR
JR
Aubrey Walling JR

Nathaniel Walden

Kiara Walters SO
Emma Ward SO

Lexy Washington

SR

Stevie Jo Wathen JR
Ben Watson FR
Samantha Watson SR

Hope Way

SO

Miranda Weaver SO

Jubal

Weiss FR

Hadassah Weiss JR

Abigail Wells JR
Mary Wesley SR
Jonathan

West

JR

Nathan Westerink SR

Frank Whitaker SO

Seth Whitaker GR
Derrick White SO
Sara White SO

Tamika

Wiley JR

Jourdan Williams SO
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Exzayvius

Williams SR

Carlie Wilson FR
Drake Wilson FR

Samantha Winslow SO

Skylar Woessner FR
Ciara Wohlgemuth SO

Tiana Woods

Lindsay

JR

Wootton SO

Joshua Worthington

FR

Victoria-Lauren Ybarra JR
Sarah Yeary JR
Shakir

Yerkeyev

SO

Stephen Yoder JR
Whitney York JR
Sarah Young SO
Hayley Young SR
Thelzy Zamarron FR
Cheyenne Zarwacki SO

Abigail

Zellmer FR

Hunter Zier SO

Jon Zuniga SO
Charles Zwick FA
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EDITOR'S
By Rachel Frazer

ALL-STAR ATHLETE

ANTHONY SEQUEIRA
An infielder for ORU's baseball team, Anthony
Sequeira, senior media major, transferred from
Santa Rosa Junior

great
his
as

success on

College

junior and found
Eagles' team. In

as a

the Golden

years
campus, he earned the title
Summit League Player of the Year and was
two

named

on

the

All-League First Team as a util
ity player and relief pitcher. Sequeira was also
awarded All-American honors. After graduating
in 2015, Sequeira was drafted in the 23rd round
to

of the Phillies.

SCHOOL SPIRIT

WESLEY AHRENS
Wesley Ahrens,

freshman

marketing major,

shared his enthusiasm for ORU's basketball
teams as
est

and

he led the "Mabee

most

Maniacs,"

the loud

enthusiastic fans within the

arena.

Ahrens and the Maniacs attended each home
game

throughout

the

season

equipped with

crazy costumes, face paint, and noisemakers.
The men's basketball team ended their season in
the top three within Summit
League conference
standings, and the women's team ended within

the top four; several athletes and fans credited
the Maniacs' support to part of their success.
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UP AND COMING
KIM SIMON
Selected

as

ORU's female

representative

of the

incoming freshman class, Simon made
a
splash in her first two semesters on campus.
She made several appearances as a performer in
chapel. Simon also claimed the stage at Battle
of the Bands and won first place in the ORU's
Got Talent competition. With three years left
on
campus, Simon faced many opportunities.
fiftieth

1/.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY

DR. WILLIAM JERNIGAN
The Dean of the

University Library,

Dr.

William Jernigan, celebrated his fiftieth year of
service on June 7, 2015. He was hired directly

by

Chancellor Oral Roberts

as

the director

of libraries in 1965; he has coordinated every
graduation and inauguration ceremony since
the

university was chartered. Dr. Jernigan has
also filled roles throughout his career within the
university as Director of Learning Resources
and Dean of

Instruction, Vice President and

Dean of Academic Affairs and Director of

International

Programs.

SENIOR OF THE YEAR

MCKENSIE GARBER
McKensie

Garber,

senior media

major,

claimed the Miss Missouri title in 2015. A

previous
I

Miss Missouri's

Outstanding Teen

2011 pageant winner, Garber
qualified for
the Miss Missouri pageant after
winning Miss

Gateway St.

Louis 2015. Garber

Children's Miracle Network

supported
Hospitals as her

platform during pageants; she advocated for the
cause
throughout her reign as Miss Missouri,
including her event for ORU students, the
"Bring on the Night" study-stop.
PHOTOS BY DOMINIQUE JOHNSON, ABRI SUMMERER,
CHANDLER BRANZELL, COURTESY © Oral Roberts University
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Letter Irorn the Editor
weeks before the end of my summer, I rolled
out of a
parking lot at 5:30 a.m. packed in a

Two

white

and far

sky

too

as

much

with

sleepy friends,
enough food
The
sun
luggage.
grew higher in the
not

moved farther from

as we

built

van

the mountains

Tulsa;

our

excitement

closer into view.

came

We spent the week

playing volleyball, worshipping,
drinking coffee, sharing our hearts and hiking. The night
before our last day, we packed our
bags with hammocks,
fire starter and woven
tribal-print blankets we snagged
on a

sidewalk that afternoon in the Santa Fe

embarked

on

the

long,

Plaza, and

dark trek up the side of the

mas

sive mountain.
When
the

most

we

reached the top,

breathtaking sights:

we

encountered

one

of

the

can't-see-your-own
opened onto the side of
a cliff, forever above the
green plateaus and city lights.
The mountains on the horizon pointed to the star-filled
sky, and the crystal-clear milky way was throwing glitter
ing specks of dust across the scene.
I peeked out the side of my hammock the next
morning to see the world turned back to the sun, il
luminating the burning clay rocks, a watercolor sky and
a beautiful,
green world God molded with this specific
in mind.

My legs
from the

dangling over the ledge, my feet a mile
ground, and my favorite granola bar was in
were

my hand for breakfast. I realized it was almost time to
return to the
humidity of August in Oklahoma, and
the ice-cold office two floors

where I needed

taintop,
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I

freshman

to

finish the

underground
yearbook. On

finally understood what

in the LRC

this

the editor-in-chief of the Perihelion

as a

daunting; building a yearbook is a massive
undertaking. The job fell in my lap halfway through the
spring semester, and I had no idea what to expect.
But I jumped in headfirst, trusting God had a
plan
for my encounter with this
strange, unexpected oppor
tunity. I learned to navigate the labyrinth between the
LRC steps and the glass double doors of the Student
Publications and Media offices. I built relationships with
incredible people who played crucial roles in
ensuring
the

was

yearbook
This

was one

came to

encounter

and countless

hands darkness in the forest

moment

Becoming

I

am

fruition.

with

our

team, my

faculty

adviser

professors, friends and other supporters
endlessly grateful for. These encounters

built part of who I am: a maker; a trailblazer; a visionary.
These encounters built my future as a follower of Christ
and a servant to His people.
Encounters

typically seem insignificant at the time;
moments are
fleeting and too frequently, we don't even
take the time to absorb
everything as it's happening.
are
we
Instead,
preoccupied with the future, the notifi
cations on our phones or the unimportant details that
won't last.
But in retrospect, encounters are the foundations of
our
personalities and the precipice of our callings. They

signify the important parts of life and build our minds,
spirits. This book is a collection of our stu
dent body's encounters.
Encounters develop the legacy we leave behind.
What's yours?
bodies and

moun

encounters are.
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-Rachel Frazer
2014-2015 EIC
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A BRAVE PERSON
has the courage to

bring light

into

a

dark

atmosphere.

A SPIRIT-LED PERSON
hears and listens to God

even

in the midst of chaos and noise.

A FAITH-FILLED PERSON
is used

by God

to

spiritually, mentally

One becomes brave,

spirit-led

and

physically impact

lives.

and faith-filled

ENCOUNTERS
with God.

© Oral Roberts University

as a

result of

© Oral Roberts University

comes

from

our

ENCOUNTERS

-WITH-

•

experiences,
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and hence
-

there is

no-

g_reater
than

have

to

an

ENDLESSLY
CHANGING

HORIZON,
0=:

EACH

o

-

II

to

ha()e

a

new
different

sun

"
•

-Christopher
McCandless
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00

on

Mission

Construction

The mission of

Perihelion,

lication of Oral Roberts

the student-led annual

work within each of the lives of the
the

is

University,

pub

capture God's

to

connected

people

to

university.

by 12" book size 9 cover is Tumbleweed with
burnishing and embossed copper foil. The front and back

The 9"

end sheets

printed

papyrus. All 240 pages are process color
100-pound enamel stock in CMYK.

are

on

Theme

Creation

Every person's experience at this university, from their
first glimpse of the praying hands as they arrive on cam
pus until the audience applauds as they step off the stage
at commencement, is
comprised of a collection of en

Perihelion

counters: we encounter

with Him;

God and grow stronger in our
students who

relationships
become aquaintances, and one day, friends for life; we en
counter
challenges that mold our minds; and we encoun
ter
professors who mentor and encourage us. Each of
we encounter new

these culminate the whole person

we

strive

to

become.

per-i-he-li-on**
[per-uh-hee-lee-uhn]
Origin: Latin, from "peri" meaning "near"
"helios" meaning "sun"

+

Greek, from

(noun) Astronomy: the point in the orbit of a planet
celestial body at which it is nearest to the sun.
2. (noun) Spirituality: the point closest to the Son.
1.

or

Images

was

10 Macintosh
X. Press

run

produced using Adobe Creative Suite 6 on
20-inch iMacs running Mountain Lion OS

totaled

1,800.

Production

Encounters,

volume 49 of the Oral Roberts

University
yearbook,
printed by Jostens Printing and
Publishing Company, 4000 S.E. Adams Street, Topeka,
Kansas 6601-1903. The account was serviced by com
pany representative Dustin Kiersey, Sixteen students cre
ated the pages, from September 2014 until July 2015.
Perihelion

was

Typography
Body copy is set in 12-point Garamond regular with
14-point leading and includes a 3-line drop cap. Captions
and design and photography credits are set in 8-point
Century Gothic regular with 10-point leading. Article
bylines are set in 12-point Century Gothic regular with
14-point leading and headlines are set in 50- to 80-point
Didot bold and italic.

images and graphics featured in Perihelion, with the
exception of outside submissions, is wholly the original
work of the photographers, designers, and illustrators
employed by Student Publications and Media. Nikon and
The

Canon DSLR

cameras

and flash units

combination of Nikon,

photographers
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chose

Canon and

to use

their

were

used, with

a

Sigma lenses. Some
personal equipment.

Distribution
Each full-time student
semester.

publish

a

general

Student Publications received

Perihelion. Each book

Perihelion
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paid

was

distributed

on

cost

fee of $306 per

percentage to
approximately $30.
a

campus in October 2015.
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Membership
Perihelion holds active

Copyright

tion, and Columbia Scholastic Press.

joint literary work copy
righted by Oral Roberts University Student Publications
and Media. No part of this book may be reproduced
without prior consent.

Awards

Employment Opportunities

membership with Associated

Col

legiate Press, College Media Advisers, National Scholastic
Press Association, Oklahoma Collegiate Media Associa

The 2014 Perihelion earned the

Oklahoma

following

awards

at

the

Collegiate Media Association awards in Spring

Perihelion Yearbook 2015 is

Are you interested in becoming a member of the Perihe
lion staff? Design, photography, and writing positions are

2015: First

available. To submit

&

tion,

Place, Overall Yearbook; First Place, Content
Coverage; First Place, Layout & Design; First Place,
Theme; Second Place, Photography; First Place, Feature
Writing; First Place, Sports Writing; First Place, Cartoons;
First Place, Feature Photography; First Place, Sports Pho
tography; and Second Place, Feature Writing.

a

contact

an

application

or

for

more

informa

yearbook@oru.edu.

Contact
Oral Roberts

University

Student Publications and Media

Content

Attention:

Editor-in-Chief, Perihelion Yearbook

7777 South Lewis Avenue
All

content was

written, produced,

and edited

by

the Peri

helion staff and

contributing writers. Content in the book
was determined by the editors-in-chief and executive
staff. Editorial content does not necessarily reflect the
views of the university. Perihelion was student-produced
and was published as a historical record of university life.

Tulsa, OK;

74171

yearbook@oru.edu
ybchief@oru.edu
(918)

495-7080

Special Thanks
The Perihelion is thankful

to

several individuals for their

contribution and commitment

to

the

success

of the

pub

lication. The editorial board consists of

Jeremy Burton,

Director of Public Relations; Dr. Mark

Hall, Dean of

the

of Arts and Cultural Studies; and Laura Hol
Chair of the Communication, Arts and Media De

College

land,

partment. The Perihelion also thanks Cristi Freudenrich,

Publications; Mark Moore,
University Photographer; Blake Freeland, Assistant Ath
letic Director; Dominique Johnson and Kristy Sturgill,
Editors-in-Chief of the Oracle; The Oracle, Student
Newspaper; and KORU, Campus Radio Station.
Business Director of Student
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